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ABSTRACT 

The criticism on Eduardo Mendoza that focuses on the role of Barcelona in his 

works mostly considers the city solely as an important backdrop for the action of the 

novels or in some cases a protagonist in a given work. There is not any comprehensive 

analysis of Mendoza's vision of the Barcelona throughout the trajectory of his novels, and 

the studies that do focus on the city in one or two of his works generally lack a viable 

urban theoretical basis. The object of my study is to reassess Mendoza's work by focusing 

on how it emerges from the process of the urbanization of consciousness described by the 

geographer and urbanist David Harvey, and how its role relates to the politics of space 

and place in late 20'''-century Barcelona. Not only does this approach facilitate a greater 

understanding of the texts, but also examining the novels in this light provides a greater 

understanding of Barcelona. 

Chapter I elaborates on the urban theories of Harvey, Henri Lefebvre and others 

that detail the urbanization of capital, the urbanization of consciousness and the role of 

space and place in the urban process under capitalism, hi the second chapter I look at 

Barcelona as a concrete example of the urban process and place construction from the 

implementation of the Plan Cerda to the post-Olympic era. Chapter m looks at Laverdad 

sobre el caso Savolta (1975) and La ciudad de los prodipios (1989) as examples of an 

urbanized consciousness anticipating significant transformations; La verdad facing the 

end of the Francoist dictatorship, and La ciudad preparing for the 1992 Olympics. The 

fourth Chapter treats Mendoza's second and third works. El misterio de la criota 

embrujada (1979) and El laberinto de las aceitimas (19R2V comic detective novels written 
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during and about the crucial era of the transition to democracy. Chapter V analyzes 

Mendoza's narrative perspective regarding Barcelona of the 1990s in Sin noticias de 

Gurb (1990) and Una comedia lieera (1996). 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction: Eduardo Mendoza and the Urbanization of Consciousness 

Eduardo Mendoza and his critics 

One of Spain's most renowned authors of the past 25 years, Eduardo Mendoza 

(Barcelona 1943) has resided in his native city his whole life, except for a nine-year stint 

in New York City (1973-1982) where he worked as a translator and interpreter for the 

United Nations. He received the prestigious Premio de la Critica in 1976 for his first 

novel. La verdad sobre el caso Savolta (1975) which is widely considered by critics to be 

a watershed in the evolution of Spanish narrative. Amalia Pulgan'n, for example, calls 

verdad "clave en el inicio del proceso de renovacion y modemizacion de la novela 

espafiola actual" (21).' La verdad combines characteristics of various literary traditions, 

most notably the detective genre, to create a work that impressed literary critics with its 

stylistic innovations and captivated the reading public with an engaging plot. Mendoza 

then published two comic detective novels. El misterio de la criota embruiada n979) and 

El laberinto de las aceitunas (1982), before writing La ciudad de los prodieios in 1986. In 

1989 Eduardo Menoza and his sister Cristina Mendoza co-authored Barcelona 

modemista. an art history book dealing with one of the most important artistic periods in 

Barcelona's history, covering the same time period as his novel La ciudad—the 1880s to 

1920s. Also in 1989 he produced another novel (La isla inaudita) before writing 

Restauracio in 1990, his only theatre piece and the only one of his works originally 

written and pubUshed in Catalan. That same year he authored Sin noticias de Gurb. 

originally written as a weekly newspaper column in 1990 and later compiled into novel 
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fonn in 1991. His latest works are a parodic romance novel entitled El ano del diluvio 

(1992), and two more detective novels: Una comedia lipera (19961 and La aventura del 

tocadordeseiioras (2001)." 

Since the publication ofLaverdadin 1975, Mendoza's work has been the topic of 

numerous studies dealing with the Post-Franco Spanish novel. Until recent years the 

majority of this published criticism consisted of book reviews, journal articles and 

chapters or sections of studies and anthologies with a much wider scope of analysis. In 

the last few years, however, some important books on Mendoza have appeared, further 

solidifying his role as a crucial figure in post-Franco Spanish literature. Among these 

books are Miguel Herraez's La estrategia de la postmodemidad en Eduardo Mendoza 

(1998), Las novelas de Eduardo Mendozar La parodia de los margenes by David Knutson 

(1999), El espacio en la novela. El panel del esoacio narrativo en La ciudadde los 

prodifios de Eduardo Mendoza bv Jose Valles Calatrava (1999), Maria Jose Gimenez 

Mico's Eduardo Mendoza v las novelas espaiiolas de la transicion (2000), and Eduardo 

Mendoza: A New Look edited by Jef&ey Oxford and David Knutson (currently in press). 

Critics have approached Mendoza's work from a varieQr of perspectives. Many 

focus on Mendoza's place in the formal evolution of Spanish narrative. These critics note 

the formal and stylistic changes evinced in his work, contrasted with the highly 

experimental and self-referential nueva novela of the 1960s and early 1970's and the 

bleak social realism of the I9S0s. Mendoza's style of fiction writing, referred to by 

Robert Spires as "innovative conventionality" (86), brings together characteristics of 

many different genres and tendencies of distinct literary traditions. Eiis texts reflect a 
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tendency, common among many contemporary Spanish authors, to appropriate the 

aspects of previous literary currents that they deem most useful to their purposes in order 

to create works that can be enjoyed and interpreted on many levels: novels that are 

complex and highly literary, but also entertaining to a wide audience. Mercedes Julia 

states; "Como Cervantes, Mendoza devolvia a la novela algo que los lectores modemos 

estaban olvidando: que antes que nada la lectura debe deleitar" (132). One way that 

Mendoza entertains his readers is by seizing every opportunity to incorporate a sense of 

humor into his narrative. Speaking specifically about El misterio and El laberinto. Luis 

Sunen concludes: 

[...] se hallaban atravesadas por un sentido de humor con mucho de 
esperpento, un sentido del humor practicamente inedito en la novela 
espaiiola mas reciente, tan temerosa de hacer rei'r como de la peste, 
siempre pensando en posibles malas interpretaciones [...] [el humor] se 
asocia demasiado a menudo con la frivolidad, con las escasas intenciones 
de transcendencia, como si esto fuera tambien algun desdoro. ("Eduardo" 

Even his less absurd novels contain elements of humon like the anarchist whistle-blower 

in La verdad appropriately named Pajarito, or the irony in the ascension of Braulio—a 

cross-dressing and weak old man named—to a mob boss of Barcelona in La ciudad. or 

the donjuanesque romancer of Una comedia ligera whose imagination runs wild after 

being left alone in a room by his lover until he succumbs to a paranoiac fit, sure that she 

has brought him to her house to kill him. These instances reflect the way in which 

Mendoza fiequently takes a real and credible act and transforms it into an uncanny, 

nonsensical and absurdly fimny occurrence (Gutthy, "El humor'* 133). Nevertheless, 

Mendoza's art of narration consists of much more than jokes and humorous situations. 
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Paco Marm concurs: "Para Mendoza, el entretenimiento es una de las obligaciones del 

buen narrador de historias y la intriga construida a partir de sus personajes es un buen 

medio para conseguirlo" (37-38). His novels consist of engaging plots, intriguing 

characters, vivid and entertaining descriptions and a more conventional style than the type 

used in novels like Luis Martin Santos's Tiempo de silencio f1962V Juan Goytisolo's 

Senas de identidad (1966), Juan Benet's Volverds a Region (1967) and other novels 

written during the last fifteen years of the dictatorship. A few of Mendoza's themes and 

social criticisms may not seem too terribly different from those of the previous literary 

generation, but the tone and the medium of communicating the message have evolved 

drastically. 

This "restoration of narrativity" (Resina, "Money" 952) and Mendoza's 

contribution to contemporary Spanish fiction is explained by many critics in relation to 

theories of postmodemity. Maria Jose Gimenez-Mico, Miguel Herraez, Adolfo Marin 

Minguillon, Amalia Pulgarin, Jose Maria Rodriguez Garcia, Ana Maria Spitzmesser and 

Denita Steinbach, among others, base their interpretations of Mendoza on their 

understanding of the postmodern, citing the subversion of the ideal of a totalizing Truth, 

disbelief in a unifying reality, skepticism towards historical representation, the techniques 

of literary pastiche and parody and other indicative characteristics in his novels as 

evidence of their pertinence to this somewhat elusive category. While some critics 

consider the parody in his work mere evidence of postmodernism, others regard this 

element as a key structural device that the author purposefiilly utilizes to explore and 

expand the possibilities of a variety of literary genres, works and types. In his book 
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entitled Las novelas de Eduatdo Mendoza: La parodia de los margenes. David Knutson 

carefully examines five of Mendoza's novels in Ught of Linda Hutcheon's definition of 

parody in her study A Theorv of Parodv: "Imitation with critical ironic distance" 

(Hutcheon 37).^ Although Knutson concedes that there are many works and literary topoi 

that Mendoza parodies, he focuses almost exclusively on parody of genre. In his analysis 

of El misterio. El laberinto and Sin noticias de Gurb he points to a high level of both 

imitation of as well as critical distance from the detective genre (in the case of the first 

two) and the literary diary (in the last instance). These examples contrast with what 

Knutson considers to be less critical imitations of the gangster novel in Laciudad. and the 

romance novel in El aiio del diluvio. 

The most common topic of examinations based on parody in Mendoza regards the 

relationship between his novels, the detective genre and the Spam'sh novela negra. Any 

critic who thoroughly studies La verdad. El misterio. El laberinto. or Una comedia ligera 

must acknowledge their connection to the detective genres. Although certain 

characteristics of the classic detective model (Poe, Cannon Doyle, Christie) persist in 

Mendoza's detective novels, they more significantly imitate the hardboiled detective 

fiction practiced by the likes of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. Nevertheless, 

this imitation is not uncritical. Mendoza does not limit himself to the typically rigid 

formulas of the genre. His detectives are neither intellectually superior nor legitimate 

tough guys, the mysteries are never fiilly solved, and instead of a darkly romanticized 

urban narrative space, Mendoza presents a more critically realist vision of a concrete 

urban environment: Barcelona. Malcobn Compitello says of Mendoza's parody:"[...] 
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the tinkering with form is not out of disrespect for or misunderstanding of a specific genre 

but out of a deep respect for literature and for the importance of the medium in the 

construction of the message" (189)/ 

The message of social criticism that results firom the parody of the detective genre 

permits the inclusion of these novels with what many critics call the Spanish novela 

negra. In The Spanish Sleuth Patricia Hart defines novela negra as a detective novel in 

which the detective comes across as "a loner and often a loser, in which the underside of 

society is displayed on a bleak, black canvas" (S9). Jose Colmeiro believes that what 

distinguishes the novela negra firom other detective fiction is "[...] su presentacion de los 

ambientes urbanos donde prevalecen la violencia, el crimen y el miedo, su testimonio 

cn'tico de la sociedad y su denuncia de los abusos y de la violencia del poder" (La novela 

policiaca 213).^ Consequently, in the novela negra the mystery and investigation can 

turn out to be of less overall importance than the social commentary expressed by the 

words and actions of the characters, and the critical description of the urban space—in 

Mendoza's case, Barcelona—that serves as context. Gutthy concludes: "La imagen de 

Barcelona que emerge de la ficcion de Mendoza es la de una ciudad zarrapastrosa [...]. 

Todo eso crea una imagen desfavorable de Barcelona y por ende, de toda Espana" ("El 

humor"136). Joan Ramon Resina's book El cadaver en la cocina: La novela criminal en 

la cultura del desencanto explains in great detail how the Spam'sh detective novel 

responds to the desencanto felt by the inhabitants of Spain, and more specifically, 

Barcelona. Resina focuses primarily on the detective fiction of Manuel Vazquez 

Montalb^ but includes a section on Mendoza where he looks at El nu'sterio and El 
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laberinto in terms of their evidence of desencantoJ Nevertheless, Resina and the rest of 

the critics who focus on Mendoza's detective novels and point to a social urban 

criticism—and they are maay^-nrarely do little mor& than describe the portrayal of the 

city or mention criticism that is only specific to Barcelona because that is where the 

action takes place. Furthermore, Barcelona plays a prominent role in other Mendoza 

novels that do not parody the detective genre. This is especially true ofLa ciudad de los 

orodipos. a novel that chronicles the development of Barcelona between the two World 

Fairs held there in 1888 and 1929, where Barcelona is not only the subject of the title, but 

also, according to many critics, plays the role of protagonist.' As a result, the criticism of 

Mendoza that treats the portrayal of Barcelona as the central issue revolves ahnost 

entirely around analyses of La ciudad. 

Joaquin Roy has published two articles that look specifically at the portrayal of 

Barcelona in La ciudad. The first, "De Macondo a Barcelona: La ciudad de los prodigios 

de Eduardo Mendoza," offers an overview of the novel itself—plot, narrative techniques, 

characters, style—then zeros in on the way Barcelona is represented, emphasizing only 

the aspects of exaggeration and myth that Roy concludes gives Barcelona an aspect of 

"Magical Realism," thereby justifying a comparison to Macondo of Gabriel Garcia 

Marquez's Cien anos de soledad. "La ciudad de los prodigios de Eduardo Mendoza: Una 

meditacion cultural sobre Barcelona," also by Roy, delves a little deeper into Barcelona's 

portrayal in the novel. He specifically looks at three aspects of the city as represented in 

La ciudad: the history (accompanied by msightful historical facts that the novel either 

changes or ignores), the evolution of the city and contemporary parallels with Olympic 
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preparations for 1992. Roy posits: "Protagonista y ciudad son la misma entidad. Con 

reminiscencias cervantinas y picarescas, el lector [...] es invitado a un recorrido, no 

folclorico y turistico sino antropologico, arquitectonico y politico de la urbe barcelonesa" 

(236). 

Patricia Hart, in her article "Barcelona, Prodigious Protagonist of Eduardo 

Mendoza's La ciudad de los prodigios." sees Barcelona as much more than an interesting 

backdrop for the action of the novel or parallel to Onofre Bouvila, the central character of 

the work; "I would assert that Barcelona fiuictions here as the protagonist, and that 

Onofre Bouvila is a consciously created antagonist to her" (110). By this Hart does not 

mean that Barcelona plays an integral role that in abstract resembles that of protagonist, 

rather she points out the many instances in the novel where Barcelona is personified as a 

female who is used and violated by Bouvila (as are all of the women in his life), but who 

despite his abuse—and that of the other dwellers of Barcelona "causing havok, poverty 

and [...] ugly architecture" (113)—manages to survive;"[...] though Bouvila has 

disappeared, battered but resilient Barcelona, embodiment of female long-suffering, has 

endured, and, temporary declines not withstanding, she will continue to exist long after 

Bouvila and his string of successors are dead and buried" (119). Jacques Maurice objects 

to the conclusion that Barcelona plays the role of protagonist, proposing instead that the 

city "[...] es un principio deorganizador, deconstructor, del relato" (63). Since the 

representation of Barcelona in the novel comes across as one-sided—"solo se captan los 

aspectos negativos" (62)—and because of the alteration and omission of key aspects of 

history and urban geography, Maurice asserts that Barcelona could not conrectly be 
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considered the central subject nor protagonist Instead, a fictitious representation of 

Barcelona becomes an object of noveUstic treatment. 

In his book El espacio en la novela. El papel del espacio narrativo en La ciudadde 

los orodieios de Eduardo Mendoza. Jose Valles Calatrava first presents a comprehensive 

history of the theories of narrative space, giving special attention to the way in which it 

relates to the distinct components of narratology. He dedicates the second part of the 

book to a detailed analysis of Mendoza's La ciudad. systematically differentiating and 

studying the narratalogical function of the three components of the novel's narrative 

space that he calls "localizacion" (these are the spaces that pertain to the novelistic 

representation of Barcelona), "ambito de actuacion" and "configuracion espacial" (43-

44). Although very thorough in his enumeration and description of the spaces of 

"localizacion" in the novel, his approach is more formal than cultural, viewing La ciudad 

as an appropriate novel with which to elucidate his theories of narrative space, instead of 

providing a theory that would more adequately explain the city and its function in the 

novel. Jordi Costa Vila also writes of the portrayal of Barcelona in Mendoza's work, and 

not only in La ciudad. but also in Laverdad. El misterio and El laberinto. Nevertheless, 

his article describes each portrayal so superficially that he does little more than position 

Mendoza "en contra su ciudad" (39). 

In addition to his study of detective fiction and desencanto (El cadaver en la 

cocina), Joan Ramon Resina has taken on other projects concerned with the portrayal of 

the city of Barcelona; he edited a book, Iberian Cities, that is currently in press which has 

several articles dedicated to Barcelona,'' and he published an article in PMLA about La 
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ciudad de los prodiyios entitled '̂ Money, Desire, and History in Eduardo Mendoza's City 

of Marvels.^'' In this article, Restna discusses the "Faustian pact" that the Catalan 

bourgeoisie made with the central government in Madrid that guaranteed them class 

domination in exchange for their "betrayal of the revolutionary impulse of Catalan 

nationalism" (9S4). The contractual basis of the pact is, of course, money, which ..] 

functions at a metaphoric level as the medium of desire. Because desire can no longer be 

immediately realized, it must take a detour through money as the privileged leverage on 

reality" (9SS). Resina also shows how this pact based on money and desire has affected 

Barcelona's history, both in the fictitious Barcelona of the novel and the extra-fictitious 

urban reality. Although Resina provides an insightful historical and economic 

perspective to the interpretation of the novel, relatively little is said about the actual city 

of Barcelona. In effect, Resina dematerializes money, and by doing so he fails to provide 

an adequate urban theory to explain why money and desire led to the Faustian pact and 

the construction and constant reconstruction of Barcelona's built environment. 

As this brief review of Mendoza's criticism shows, no shortage of critics 

recognizes the importance of the city of Barcelona in his work. Nevertheless, no one has 

performed a comprehensive analysis of Mendoza's evolving vision of the City throughout 

the trajectory of his novels. Furthermore, most of these studies accomplish little more 

than describe to different degrees the portrayal of Barcelona in his novels, and they 

generally lack a viable urban theoretical basis which would allow them to altogether 

grasp the function that Barcelona has in his work, and the role his novels play in the 

development of Barcelona. The present study seeks to fill that void in the existing body 
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of criticism that deals with the work of Eduardo Mendoza. In it I reassess Mendoza's 

work in relation to the urbanization of capital, the urbanization of consciousness and the 

politics of space and place as described by the geographer and urbanist David Harvey in 

The Urban Experience (1989), The Condition of Postmodemitv (1990), Justice. Nature 

and the Geographv of Difference (1996) and Spaces of Hope (2000). My investigations 

focus on six of Mendoza's works; his "Urban Trilogy" f La verdad sobre el caso Savolta. 

La ciudad de los orodieios and Una comedia libera) along with the three novels generally 

accepted as his most comical works: El misterio de la cripta embmiada. El laberinto de 

las aceitunas and Sin noticias de Gurb. I demonstrate how they emerge from the process 

of the urbanization of consciousness, the manner in which that process is then influenced 

by these novels, and how Mendoza thus helps to formulate a consciousness of what it 

means to live in late 20'''-cenniry Barcelona. These novels permit much richer 

interpretations of the role of Barcelona when analyzed as both the product of the 

urbam'zation of consciousness and a dynamic part of the reshaping of that process. Not 

only does this approach facilitate a greater comprehension of the texts, but also 

examining the novels in this light enhance the understanding of Barcelona. The rest of 

this chapter will lay the urban theoretical foundation that allows this innovative look at 

the aforementioned novels. 

The Urbanizatioii of Consciousness, Spatial Practices and the Construction of Place 

The work of David Harvey provides a solid theoretical base on which to build a 

framework for analyzing Barcelona and what its portrayal means to Mendoza's work. 
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Harvey has established himself as one of the most accomplished figures in the discipline 

of geography, publishing several important books on the matter since 1969.'̂  Since his 

1985 works Consciousness and the Urban Experience and The Urhanization of Capital— 

later combined and pubUshed as The Urban Experience (1989)—Harvey has sought to 

redefine and refocus materialist studies by adding a geographic component, hi the 

introductioato The Urban Experience he states: "Historical materialism has to be 

upgraded to historical-geographical materiaUsm" (6>. This links capital to urbanization, 

which for Harvey, following Henri Lefebvre, caa only be fully imderstood as a process 

that through the "urbanization of consciousness" (Harvey, Urban 229-55,321-22) shapes 

and transforms the urban experience and ia turn is transformed by it. 

The inherently expansionary and technologically dynamic nature of capitalism as 

a mode of production helps explain this process. Accumulation, the basic tenet of 

capitalism, depends on the exploitation of labor in order to make profits and seeks to 

maximize those profits in the shortest possible time (224). Space, therefore, becomes 

inextricably linked with time and money, which logically leads to urbanization as a means 

of increasing profits. Harvey, reaffirming the theories of some of his Marxist 

predecessors, explains: 

Capital flow presupposes tight temporal and spatial coordination in the midst 
of increasing separation and Segmentation. It is impossible to imagine such a 
material process without the production of some kind of urbanization as a 
'rational landscape' within which the accumulation of capital can proceed. 
Capital accumulation and the production of urbanization go hand in hand. 
(22) 
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Nevertheless, due to the expansionary nature of capital and constant technological 

advancements, this urbanization can not be seen as an end resuh of capitalism, rather a 

continuous process whereby capitalism reproduces itself by the conquering, organization 

and reorganization of space, building "[...] a geographical landscape in its own image" 

(Spaces 177). This leads to one of Harvey's most insightful observations of the urban 

process under capitalism: the urbanization of consciousness. The same time/space/money 

philosophy diat sets capitalist urbanization in motion has changed the way in which we 

view ourselves as human beings in relation to others and our environment: 

It is out of the complexities and perplexities of this [the urban] experience 
that we build elementary understandings of the meanings of space and 
time; of social power and its legitimations; of forms of domination and 
social interaction; of the relation to nature through production and 
consumption; and of human nature, civil society, and political life. (Urban 
230) 

Harvey specifically points to five major loci of consciousness formation—individualism, 

class, community, state and the family'̂ —and demonstrates how the urbanization process 

influences each of them, thus perpetuating the urbanization of consciousness: "Through 

our daily experiences of these bases we generate a matrix of conceptions, imderstandings 

and predispositions for action which in turn serve to construct the conditions which 

prevail in each domain" (240). Many of the daily experiences that play out in these five 

loci of consciousness formation have to do with the division and control of urban spaces. 

Space imposes upon us a way of understanding which will "reinforce existing patterns of 

social life" (250). The conception of space entrained by the urbanization of 

consciousness logically leads to the production of space that reinforces that conception. 
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The control and manipulation of space, therefore, become sources of social power for 

both capital, ever searching for a means of increasing profits and mitigating the effects of 

the resultant class struggles, and for labor, seeking a way to "win back from one comer of 

urban life what may be lost in another" (199).''* Harvey maintains that spatial practices 

"are never neutral in social affairs" (Condition 239) and for this reason proposes an 

analysis of how urban space is divided and who controls that space. Paraphrasing Michel 

Foucault, Harvey states: "Space [...] is a metaphor for a site or container of power [...]" 

(213). Furthermore, the configuration of urban space "reveals much about the dynamics 

of the urban process, its inner tensions, and the significance of urbanization to 

capitalism's evolution. It also helps us understand the dilemmas and confusions that the 

urban experience produces for political and intellectual consciousness." (Urban 198). It 

is from this consciousness that plans and designs—of individuals, capitalists, and city 

planners—for the buih environment emerge. 

Here it is important to distinguish, as Harvey does in his re-reading of Levebvre, 

between material and the two discursive spatial practices that both of these theoreticians 

call "representations of urban space" and "representational urban spaces" (Harvey, 

Condition 218-19: Lefebvre 33-39). Material spatial practices "refer to the physical and 

material flows, transfers, and interactions that occur in and across space [...]" (Harvey, 

Condition 219). They partly consist of and ultimately result in the fomiation and 

reformation of the built environment. They are a symbol of the power structures that 

created them and the social order mtegral to the formation of urban consciousness. 

Representations of urban space "encompass all of the signs and significations, codes and 
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knowledge, that allow such material practices to be talked about and understood [...]" 

(218). Harvey also calls this "perceived" space, which includes the discourses of 

disciplines—engineering, architecture, geography, cartography, urban planning, social 

ecology among others—concerned with spatial practices. The influence of perceived 

urban space on the urbanization of consciousness happens second hand as their discourses 

lead to material spatial practices in the form of urban development, reform or 

gentrification. Representational urban spaces of consist of "mental inventions" of urban 

space as produced in Utopian plans and imaginary landscapes, or as they often^times 

appear in cultural artifacts such as paintings, movies and novels. These images of the city 

also become part of the urbanization of consciousness, from whence ideas, designs and 

plans of subsequent urban material spatial practices naturally proceed. 

The urban experience under capitalism also forms and reforms consciousness in 

place-specific terms. Place is, as Harvey explains, "one of the most multi-layered and 

multi-purpose keywords in oiu* language" (Justice 29). Place is an invention, "a social 

construct" (293) with historical, social, political and cultural meaning: 'The worlds of 

myth, of religion, of collective memory, and of national or regional identity are space-

time constructs that constitute and are constituted by the formation of distinctive places" 

(306). Often the construction of place will begin only as an idea or isolated incident, 

which through representations of urban space and representational urban spaces finds its 

way into the urbanized consciousness of place. Even though the initial idea or incident 

may or may not coincide to a significant degree with the body of real material urban 
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experiences, it may act as a catalyst that starts the process in motion to make it become 

the reality, because place consciousness invariably leads to material activities: 

The material activities of place construction may then fulfill the 
prophecies [...] leading to patterns of behavior, both public and private, 
that tum fantasy into reality. [...] Discursive struggles over representation 
are, as a consequence, as fiercely fought and just as fundamental to the 
activities of place construction as bricks and mortar. And there is as much 
negative as well as positive here. [...] Materiality, representation, and 
imagination are not separate worlds. There can be no particular 
privileging of any one realm over the other, even if it is only in the social 
practices of daily life that the ultimate significance of all forms of activity 
is registered [...]. Political mobilization through processes of place 
construction owes as much to the representational and symbolic realms as 
to material activities. (321-22) 

In this perpetually changing process of the urbanization of consciousness and place 

construction, culture becomes a defining element. As urban cultural artifacts emerge 

fi:om the urbanized consciousness of a particular place, they immediately become part of 

the collective body of the discourses and daily practices that define the urban experience 

that in tum reforms the place-specific urbanized consciousness. As the process continues, 

the reformed consciousness influences certain aspects of the built environment through 

architects, builders and city planners whose ideas and designs have their origin in place 

consciousness. This consciousness likewise will shape subsequent cultural products, 

which concludes one cycle of the process, but not the process itself. 

Place construction, like configuration of space, will rarely—if ever—happen by 

accident. Attempts are generally made to carefully construct place for specific economic 

gain: "[• • >] pl^ce construction is now complicitous (directly or indirectly) with the 
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universalisms of money, commodity, capital, and exchange" (Justice 314). Chris Philo 

and Gerry Keams call this complicitousness "selling of places" (2-32). Harvey explains: 

biterurban competition—a process in which place-bound loyalty to 
community and commum'ty boosterism has an important role—helps to 
structure the uneven geographical development of capitalism in ways 
conducive to overall accumulation. The efficient geographical articulation 
of capitalism depends on innumerable communities evolving corporatist 
strategies toward capitalist development. But in so doing, cities have to 
advertise and sell themselves as prime locations for production, 
consumption and command and control functions. The production of an 
urban image [...] becomes a means to rally potentially alientated 
populations to a common cause. (Urban 233) 

The role of place construction and marketing has taken on greater significance since the 

mid-1970s as capital accumulation has become more "flexible" and societies, nations, 

cities and persons jump on the seemingly invincible bandwagon of globalization:'̂  

In the face of a fierce bout of time-space compression and of all the 
restructuring to which we have been exposed these last few years, the 
security of places has been threatened and the map of the world rejigged as 
part of a desperate speculative gamble to keep the accumulation of capital 
on track. (Justice 326) 

Cities must now compete on a global scale, which often results in two tendencies in the 

politics of place that on the surface seem contradictory: first, an urban image of 

eclecticism, cultural diversity and inclusion must be projected, aimed at helping any 

individual, group or business from anywhere feel wanted and comfortable; second, they 

must sell a distinctiveness of place that makes their global city better, or more quaint, 

than other global cities. The result of this global politics of place is both a negation of 

difference and an unabashed commodification of local cultures. Frederic Jameson 

concludes: "At the cultural level, globalization threatens the final extinction of local 
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cultures, resuscitatable only in Disneyfied form, through the construction of artificial 

simulacra and the mere images of fantasized traditions and beliefs" (56). 

There is, however, another side to the urbanization of consciousness and the 

practice of place construction. Since by nature the urbam'zation of consciousness is 

linked to capital, class relations will be involved which will always lead to an element of 

resistance of some sort. Harvey states the following concerning this resistance: "The 

cynical leveling of all human activities and experiences to the heartless and colorless 

qualities of money has always proved hard to accept. [.Most of the vivacity and color 

of modem life, in fact, arises precisely out of the spirit of revulsion and revolt against the 

dull, colorless, but seemingly transcendental powers of money in abstract and universal 

space and time" (Urban 180-84). The contradictions of capitalism and its subsequent 

urbanization—creative destruction, conspicuous consumption, exploitation of the labor 

force, the increasing difficulties for labor workers due to the continuously accelerating 

space/time compression, etc.—^also form a part of the urbanized consciousness, leading to 

"resistance to or rejection of any simple capitah'st (or moderm'st) logic of place 

constroction" (Justice 302). Place then becomes "a site of both complicity with and 

resistance to capital accumulation" (302). This resistance can manifest itself in many 

ways. Individuals might express discontentment; attempt to create spaces (large or small) 

meant to remain unaffected by the capitalist notions of space, place, time and money; 

condribute to revolutionary political discourse; or they might refocus their efforts to 

manipulate space in the reahn of the imagined (representational spaces). Susan Larson 

states: "A resistance (however fleeting) to hegemonic cidtural forms and concepts makes 
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up a vital part of the urban environment" (41). When individuals, groups or classes are 

denied the power to form consciousness through direct material spatial practices—as they 

frequently are—they can attempt to form consciousness through representational spaces 

that "have the potential not only to affect representation of space but also to act as a 

material productive force with respect to spatial practices" (Harvey, Condition 219). 

Nevertheless, capital still has the obvious advantage in the politics of space and place 

because they have more resources available to them to affect the built environment and 

the discourses that shape urban consciousness and place construction. Furthermore, even 

though culture of resistance has an impact on consciousness formation, its effect often 

finds itself mitigated by capitalism's uncanny ability to assimilate and commodify 

culture—even culture of resistance—and use it to make profits. 

These aspects of Harvey's theories are highly instructive in my reconsideration of 

Barcelona in the work of Eduardo Mendoza. His novels have their origins in the 

urbanized consciousness of a particular place: his native city of Barcelona. This place-

specific urban consciousness consists of over ISO years of material and discursive spatial 

practices played out under capitalism. Since the urbanization of consciousness is a 

process, it thereby becomes important to examine the evolving vision of Barcelona in the 

trajectory of Mendoza's work, and evaluate it as a sort of photograph of urban 

consciousness at their respective time of production. I explore the way in which the five 

components of the urbanization of consciousness fimction in relation to each other and to 

the experience of Barcelona's urban space under capitalism. Since a subject can be 

photographed from many angles and perspectives, I examine Mendoza's novels as only 
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one specific vision of Barcelona's urban consciousness. These cultural artifacts are, 

nonetheless, emblematic of sweeping changes in Barcelona's collective consciousness, 

and they epitomize a body of discourse that can be classified as resistance to or rejection 

of Barcelona's capitalistic spatial practices, including the selling of Barcelona as an 

idealized place. This concept of resistance is crucial in understanding Mendoza's often 

intensely critical portrayal of the urban experience of Barcelona. Nevertheless, just as 

with nearly all artists who produce a culture of resistance, capitalist conunodification lays 

claim to Eduardo Mendoza's work. Despite the fact that many of his novels resist the 

selling of a simplistic and univocal version of place, they cannot help but be assimilated 

by the same process that attempts to create the place to begin with. After all, in spite of 

his criticism toward his native city, Barcelona regards Mendoza as one of her'̂  precious 

native sons and his national and international renown thereby contributes to Barcelona's 

image of cultural sophistication. Herein lies an example—albeit an ironic one—of how 

Mendoza's work influences the process of Barcelona's urbanization of consciousness by 

unwittingly becoming a component of the idealized place being sold on the capitalist 

global market.'̂  

An adequate understanding of Mendoza's relation to the process of the 

urbanization of consciousness cannot be achieved without a comprehension of the 

political, socio-economic, cultural and geographical experiences that have characterized 

Barcelona's urban development and have come to define Barcelona as a place. The next 

chapter's study of the urban process and place constructioa in Barcelona seeks to provide 

sufficient context to facilitate a detailed analysis Mendoza's novels. Chapters m through 
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V focus on the aforementioned works of Mendoza, emphasizing the manner in which 

they portray the urbanization of consciousness of Barcelona and their relationship to 

space and place. 
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Chapter I Endnotes 

' Adolfo Marin Minguillon ("El inconsciente" 198; "Hacia" 105), Paco Marin 

(36), Santos Alonso (12), Miguel Herraez (Laestrategia 15-16; "Lo historico" 76-77), 

Yvan Lissourgues (29) and Robert Spires (76-77) all express similar opinions about the 

key role that La verdad has played in the evolution of Spanish narrative. 

~ His latest novel. La aventura del tocador de senoras. is a sequel to El misterio de 

la cripta embruiada and El laberinto de las aceitunas. Despite this, and the fact that it also 

takes place in Barcelona, its publication came about too late for me to consider it for this 

study. 

^ Other authors, like Juan Marse, have also written works with a considerable 

grade of humor. Nevertheless, humor's extensive role as an organizing principle in El 

misterio and El laberinto is what Suiien refers to as "enedito en la novela espaiiola mas 

reciente" (7). Cohneiro proposes a very similar hypothesis in "Eduardo Mendoza y los 

laberintos de la reaUdad" (409). 

^ As I refer to the term "parody" throughout this study, I intend this same 

definition proffered by Hutcheon. 

^ Compitello arrives at this conclusion through an analysis of Manuel Vazquez 

Montalban's detective fiction as well as Mendoza's El misterio de la criota embruiada 

and El laberinto de las aceitunas. 

^ John Macklin expresses a similar conclusion: "The main interest is the hero 

himself and the world in which he moves" (59). 
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^ Resina also includes sections on Jaume Fuster, Juan Marse, and Antonio Munoz 

Molina (the only author studied in the book who does not hail from Barcelona). 

^ See Samuel Amell, Jose Cohneiro ("Eduardo"; La novela policiaca 194-210), 

Renee W Craig-Odders, Maria Elena Bravo, Malcolm Compitello, Pablo Gil Casado 

(259-71), Patricia Hart (The Spanish Sleuth 101-08), Kalen Oswald ("Donald 

Westlake's"; 'The Parodic Scourge"), Joan Ramon Resina (El cadaver 245-60), Salvador 

Vazquez de Parga (37) and Chung-Ying Yang. 

' Patricia Hart ("Barcelona"), Jose R. Valles Calatrava (33), Joaquin Roy ("£a 

ciudad* (236), Javier Goni (111) and Jose Faijado (142) figure among the many critics 

who attribute the role of protagom'st to Barcelona in La ciudad. 

Although I tend to agree with Roy and Hart concerning Barcelona's 

protagom'sm in La ciudad de los prodieios. this debate becomes less crucial when La 

ciudad is analyzed in context with the rest of Mendoza's novels that deal with Barcelona. 

In La verdad. El misterio. El laberinto. Sin noticias and Una comedia ligera the city does 

not function as a protagom'st, but radier an axis around which all of the novels revolve. 

" Bradley Epps and Maria Jose Buxo i Rey are two of the contributors of Resina's 

edition that write about Barcelona. 

Explanation in Geopraphv (1969) was Harvey's first book pubUshed. 

Harvey has received sharp criticism for failing to consider other possible 

aspects of consciousness formation, such as race and gender. In Justice. Nature and the 

Geography of Difference be addressed some of these concerns, but for the most part he 
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remained stalwart in his Marxist stance that class encompasses all these other issues 

important to the urbanization of consciousness. According to Harvey, giving equal 

attention to all possible differences that he collapses under class would simply enable an 

excess of "militant particularisms" which would undermine any program of resistance to 

capitalist urban consciousness: 

Differences that may have preceded the capitalist order—of race, 
language, gender, ethnicity, religion, and pre-capitalist forms of social 
class—have been absorbed, transformed, and reconstructed by a social 
system that seeks to assure the accumulation of capital through the 
domination of nature, the exploitation of wage labor, and a sophisticated 
system of ideological and social controls and state regulation. (Justice 
320) 

While Harvey's response justifies to a certain degree the manner in which he sidesteps 

race and gender, I believe he is too quick to discount the impact these issues have on the 

urbanization of consciousness. Don Mitchell and Rosalyn Deutsch, for example, have 

shown how race and gender can be fruitfully studied in relation to the urban process. 

The idea of urban space as a battleground for social struggle is taken directly 

from his interpretation of Lefebvre's The Production of Space. 

Harvey sees globalization as nothing new, rather as "a new phase of exactly this 

same underlying process of the capitalist production of space" (Spaces 54). 

I justify my feminine references to the city of Barcelona, as does Patricia Hart in 

"Barcelona: Prodigious Protagonist of Eduardo Mendoza's La ciudad de los prodigios" 

by the frict that the name ends in the typically feminine "a," because Spam'sh literature 
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and popular tradition often refer to Barcelona in the feminine, and because of the 

feminine personification that Barcelona undergoes in Mendoza's fourth novel (110). 

A more detailed analysis of the different ways each novel influences the 

urbanized consciousness as evidenced in subsequent discursive and material spatial 

practices is also in order. If his novels mold place consciousness, then his novelistic 

portrayals of the city will manifest themselves in other urban cultural artifacts and urban 

plans and designs that lead to the construction of the built environment, either in the form 

of imitation of his urban representations or sbategies to correct the uneven geographical 

development toward which his novels resist. Nevertheless, such an analysis falls outside 

the scope of the present study. 
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CHAPTER n 

The Urban Process and Place Construction in Barcelona 

Capitalism became the dominant mode of production in Barcelona during the first 

half of the IQ*** century and has retained that eminence since then. Capital's control over 

urban space, however, and its reshaping of that space in its own image did not produce an 

even development in time and space. Robert Hughes points out in his documentary fihn 

on Barcelona that historically the city did not develop smoothly and gradually under 

capitalism: "[Barcelona] has grown in fits of convulsive development with long stretches 

of lethargy in between." Hughes cites a number of reasons for this uneven development, 

such as the restrictive medieval wall that enclosed the city until well into the IP'** century, 

frequent and severe plagues, military sieges and battles and intermittent economic 

recessions that result from the creative destruction that characterizes capitalism. At the 

same time, resistance to the uneven geographical development in Barcelona also arose 

frequently in the form of revolutionary discourse, civic unrest and corrective urban plans. 

Despite the setbacks and resistance, capitalist spatial practices have succeeded in such a 

way as to attempt to perpetuate capitalism indefinitely in Barcelona. 

Throughout Barcelona's modem history, the urbanization of consciousness and 

conflicts over uneven geographical development have become factors that transcend 

politics. No king, queen, regent, political party, military regime, governor, mayor or city 

planner has managed to change fundamentally the nature of the urban process under 

capitalism in Barcelona. They have, nonetheless, influenced the process to different 

degrees by attempting to mold consciousness and shape place according to their own 
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ideology. Because so many factors—historical, social, political, cultural, religious, 

regional, etc.—have figured into Barcelona's construction of place, and given the 

evolving nature of the urban process, a univocal consensus of Barcelona as a place has 

never emerged. Furthermore, politicians were not the only people involved in this 

complex process that also included artists, architects, authors, planners, engineers and 

virtually all of Barcelona's citizens, whose "ways of seeing, thinking and acting [...] 

affect the paths and qualities of capitalist urbanization that in turn feed back to alter our 

conceptions and our actions" (Harvey, Urban 231). There have been, however, eras of 

Barcelona's history where political and cultural hegemonies have significantly altered 

place, sometimes meeting with relatively little resistance for one reason or another, and 

on occasion altering it in unexpected ways. This chapter examines certain aspects of and 

particular moments in Barcelona's urban historical process that have been instrumental in 

the formation of Barcelona's place-bound urban consciousness to which Mendoza's 

novels respond. These place forming aspects and epochs include the development of 

industry and labor movements, Barcelona's politics and Catalan nationalism, Barcelona's 

art and sense of cultural sophistication, the Cerda Plan, the World Fairs of 1888 and 

1929, the work of Oriol Bohigas and his team of architects in the early 1980s and the 

intensified urban transformation in anticipation of the 1992 Olympic Games. These 

analyses also provide the political and economic context of Barcelona that will serve as a 

backdrop for the cultural analysis of Mendoza's novels, three of which depict historical 

eras other than their time of production (1917-1929 inLaverdad. 1887-1929 in Laciudad 

and 1948 in Una comedia hgera). 
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The Development of Industry and Labor Movements 

Despite Barcelona's conspicuous industrial beginnings in the 18'*' century, it was 

not until well into the 19"* century that the makings of a true industrial society can be 

readily observed. In the 1830s Barcelona emerged as an important European industrial 

city, being referred to as the "Catalan Manchester" (Busquets Grau 85). Barcelona's 

industrialization took shape in a much dififerent way than it did in other industrial capitals 

in Europe, however. During the 1800s Barcelona's ports exported the products refined in 

the factories, while at the same time receiving the imported raw materials and the coal 

necessary to support the developing industries. Industry also depended heavily upon 

exclusive protectiow'sm by the Spanish government (Femandez-Armesto 138-39). Spain 

increased tariffs on imported manufactured goods and otherwise secured the Spanish 

market in Barcelona's favor, eliminating foreign competition and free trade enjoyed by 

many other European industrial ports. Felipe Fem^dez-Armesto states that "[w]hen 

Barcelona's industrial revolution came, it was under-capitalised and relied on 

protectionism" (138). Nevertheless, the industrial revolution did come despite the lack of 

indigenous natural resources and relatively high costs of production. This success is 

sometimes explained romantically by the presence of a spirit of industrialization 

possessed by the Catalan people. Fem^dez-Atmesto more realistically claims that 

"[p]erhaps Barcelona's industrializing spmt was simply capitalism—not far removed 

from another self-accepted element in the Catalan stereotype, love of money [...]" (147-

48). 
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Barcelona's flourishing industries in the 19*** century logically enabled the 

development of the bourgeoisie—who built, owned and managed the factories—^and 

significantly increased the working-class population. In 1832 Barcelona's population 

reached 112,000 (144), but by 1900 there were 533,000 people who lived in the city: over 

40 per cent of them bom outside of Barcelona who came to the city to work in the 

booming industrial sector (Kaplan, Red 59V In 1863 the rate of growth in Barcelona was 

27.42%, three times the Spanish national average (Femandez-Armesto 171). The 

population also became increasingly segregated along class lines during this time. 

Lo que tambien puede seiialarse es que en esos momentos, cuando esta 
apareciendo el modelo nuevo de vivienda para la burguesia, y cuando se 
estan haciendo esflterzos de dignificacion de la ciudad, es tambien cuando 
empieza a aparecer ese rasgo, que despues sera caracteristicamente urbano 
tambien en Espafia, que habia acompafiado a la Revolucion Industrial en 
otros paises, que era la radical segregacion espacial de los trabajadores, 
confinados en sectores, barrios o partes de ciudad, diferenciados 
claramente por sus bajos niveles de calidad. (Teran 54) 

With this kind of rapid growth and urban segregation, civic unrest was inevitable. 

Although there are reports of labor riots as early as 1766' in Barcelona, these were mostly 

isolated incidents, usually waged for specific political reasons: 

[...] the dominant issues were traditional: mih'tary service quotas, food 
prices and, until late in the 1870s, the Carlist threat. And these were all, to 
some extent, socially unifying issues which directed popular agitation 
against governments, with the approval of the local bourgeoisie. 
(Femandez-Armesto 185-86) 

In the latter part of the 19"* century, however, the revolts more and more began to reflect 

a consciousness of class. In the 1880s both the Socialist trade union organization— 

Union General de Trabajadores (UGT)—and Socialist political party—Partido Socialista 

del Obrero Espanol (PSOE)—were formed in Barcelona (187). In the 1890s 
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revolucionary anarchism also began to manifest itself in the working class in the form of 

terrorism. The worst of these terrorist incidents resulted in the death of fourteen victuns 

during the bombing of the Liceu Theatre—the elite opera house and "sanctum of 

bourgeois values" (188)—in 1893. By the turn ofthe century anarchist terrorism had 

subsided, but the general sense of civic unrest had not. The general strike of 1902 

quickly turned from an organized labor movement to mob rule, which forced the city to 

completely shut down: 

When the general strike of 1902 ended, the victims included some sixty to 
one hundred dead and hundreds wounded, most of them poor people. 
About five hundred wound up in prison. Contemporaries of various 
political persuasions agreed that about one hundred thousand people had 
participated in the uprising, a number in excess of die approximately 
forty-five thousand workers [...] said to have belonged to some union 
when the general strike erupted. (Kaplan 67) 

The early 20"* century saw many civic demonstrations and increased support for labor 

unions, but nothing so severe as the 1902 general strike until July of 1909, during what is 

known as Tragic Week.' At first glance it might appear that Tragic Week was merely a 

political demonstration, protesting the mandatory enlistment of thousands of troops from 

Barcelona sent to fight a group of Moroccan rebels. Nevertheless, the battle lines were 

not drawn geographically pitting Barcelona against the rest of Spain, rather economically. 

The troops called up from Barcelona all came fix)m the lower classes, the majority of 

whom were "poor married men" (94) who could not pay the fee of 1,500 pesetas to 

exempt themselves from the draft (94). On July 18,1909 mobs took control of the city, 

convents and churches were vandalized, and work ceased as government and industrial 

leaders tried in vain to bring order to the city. The demonstrations lasted until August 2, 
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1909, when enough Spanish troops were in place to suppress the crowds and force the 

people to go back to work, but Barcelona remained under martial law until November of 

the same year (101) (Fig. 2.1). 

In the wake of the disastrous Tragic Week, a group of anarcho-syndicalists came 

together in 1910 to form the Confederacion Nacional del Trabajo (CNT) in an attempt to 

defend working class interests through trade union activity. The strength of the CNT— 

which boasted a membership of350,00 by the end of 1919—^was also a source of open 

conflict, often times leading to gang wars waged between rival unions, and between the 

unions and hired thugs paid by the factory owners to weaken the unions' influence. 

Despite the almost constant civic unrest, Barcelona's industrial sector continued 

to grow in the early part of the 20* century, as did the city's population. In 1919 over 

800,000 people inhabited the city (Kaplan 152), up fi:om 533,000 at the turn of the 

century. During the first part of World War I Barcelona benefited enormously by 

manufacturing and selling uniforms, food and weapons to both sides of the conflict (126). 

In 1917, however, the bottom fell out of the Spam'sh economy, leading to unemployment, 

unpaid workers and a general sense of economic and political uncertainty. The economic 

recession, coupled with the increasing strength of labor unions which were fueled by the 

Soviet triumph in Russia, led to another summer of strikes, demonstrations, and mob 

violence: this time not only in Barcelona, but all over Spain. By August 19,1917 a five-

day national and general strike finally came to an end: 

By mid-August, all of Spain was under martial law, which entailed 
newspaper censorship and the suspension of rights of assembly. The 
government closed ten syndicalist centers m Barcelona alone and even 
detained the republican deputy MarceLli Domingo, despite his 
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parliamentary immunity. Thousands of laborers were also arrested and 
languished in jail. (141) 

In February of 1919 Barcelona faced an even more extreme circumstance; a general 

strike initiated by workers at Barcelona's power company who were fighting against 

company wage cuts (148). The strike spread across the city, in many cases because of 

ideological support for the strike, but sometimes simply by necessity since there was no 

electricity. Temma Kaplan describes the impact of the 1919 general strike in the 

following manner; 

Normal life ceased for the better part of two and a half months. Women 
rushed to get their laundering and shopping done at the fountains and 
markets and then scurried home. Cafes, music halls, and bars shut their 
doors. Scarcely anyone came out to stroll on the Rambla. [...] Corpses 
accumulated as the fimeral workers re&sed to drive hearses or bury 
bodies. Local newspapers could print only sporadically. Rumors spread. 
[...] Barcelona, with its population of eight hundred thousand, had 
stopped functioning. (151-52) 

The strike lasted until the middle of April of the same year, when state authorities finally 

succeeded in repressing the movement. 

After 1919 civic demonstrations and strikes led by labor unions continued, but so 

did their repression. Kaplan comments that the between 1920 and 1922 Barcelona 

witoessed over 700 political assassinations. Repression of labor movements continued 

during the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera and, surprisingly, during the Second Republic 

as well, hi spite of the repression, Barcelona's industrial workers continued to become 

more and more unionized, with the CNT leading the way (despite the fact that the 

organization was outlawed, first by Primo de Rivera and again in 1932 by the Second 

Republic). 
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The Civil War (1936-1939) stalled industrial progress and economic growth in 

Barcelona and left a significant part of the ciQr in ruins. The Barcelonans slowly rebuilt 

the city under the watchful eye of the nationalist government of Franco, which heavily 

favored the bourgeois industrialists. Barcelona recovered its industrial strength very 

slowly at first, because of the cost of the Civil War, the lack of money that the 

government had at its disposal and the virtual non-existence of foreign investment. The 

working class was obliged to accept poor wages and living conditions with virtually no 

bargaining power. Franco outlawed any labor unions—^which were badly debilitated and 

forced into clandestine activity—and severely repressed any civic protests: 

Summary executions of union members and political activists were the 
order of the day, and exact figures for those massacred will never be 
available. Under such a reign of terror, mere survival was a triumph. Yet 
Barcelona did more than survive: it maintained an identity through 
clandestine organizations and, later, autonomous trade unions. (189) 

Kaplan concludes that civic resistance continued in the form of civic rituals—like 

religious holidays—that became embedded with new meaning. She comments: 

"Following the Civil War, the government would have had to plow under the Rambia and 

the Plaza of Catalimya, prohibit women from going to market, ban all Catholic holidays, 

and impose a permanent curfew to suppress civic identity in Barcelona" (190). 

The 19S0s cold war brought a much needed lift to Barcelona's industrial sector. 

The 1953 defense pact between Spain and the United States opened the door to foreign 

capital investment attracted by the low wages and lack of influential labor organizations. 

The industrial boom of the 1950s, along with the tourism industry that gained importance 

toward the end of the same decade, caused Barcelona's population to skyrocket once 
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again. In 1950 1,280,179 people lived in Barcelona. That number rose to around two 

and a half million by 1960, and the official population in 1975 reached 4,048,324 (Teran 

260-62). This type of rapid growth—experienced in the other major luban centers of 

Spain as well—overwhelmed any attempts by the Spanish government to implement a 

controlled and planned growth. Shanties and make-shift shacks—or chabolas—built 

mostly by the immigrant workers began to appear in abundance. Government sponsored 

and/or subsidized housing projects were tumed over to building companies who used 

their influence to side-step zoning laws and building codes and who further maximized 

profits by using low quality, inexpensive materials. Despite the many working class 

housing projects of this sort developed during the 19S0s and 1960s, the supply of urban 

housing still fell extremely short of the need, failing to rid the city of the chabolas (244-

46). Furthermore, the capitalist abuses of this era resulted in intense urban congestion 

and numerous neighborhoods—like Ciutat Meridiana, Trinitat and other areas of the Nou 

Barris district—characterized by inadequate services and buildings and housing 

complexes whose rapid decay began almost as soon as they were built: "In the 1950s and 

1960s, this [the Nou Barris district] was the principal area of low-cost speculative 

buUding within Barcelona proper, with profitability prioritized over environmental 

quality, service and infrastructure provision" (McNeill 19). Resistance to these types of 

abuses became more commonplace as time went on. Barcelona's first overt and 

organized civic demonstration under Francoism took place in 1947 protesting the lack of 

adequate sewage in the Parallel and Sans neighborhood, and in 1951 people from the old 

downtown neighborhoods and working class suburbs initiated a boycott to protest the 
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high cost of transportation (Kaplan 192-93). 1960s saw increasingly more spontaneous 

demonstrations with political and economic motives. 

During the late 1960s, just when Barcelona's industrial factories had become fully 

modernized, there arose a shift in the global economy, moving away from urban heavy 

industry to more flexible forms of capital accumulation. Barcelona's industrial sector 

would not escape the effects of this shift. Some of the factories started to shut down and 

others moved to new places—usually rural areas—where production and labor costs 

would be less expensive. The early 1970s found Barcelona in an ever increasingly 

volatile state of civic unrest, economic recession and political uncertainty. The abuses 

and corruption of the economic and political powers met serious and organized resistance 

in the last years of the dictatorship. Although official labor unions were outlawed, an 

underground labor organization called Comissions Obreres had gained considerable 

strength throughout Barcelona's heavy industrial sectors. This labor movement decried 

the "rigidity of the regime's labour policy" (McNeill 62), calling for strikes aimed at 

gaining the typical concessions of a shorter work-day and greater compensation. One of 

the most notable of these strikes occurred in 1971, brought on by the firing of industrial 

workers of the Zona Franca who refused to subject themselves to the obligatory overtime 

imposed by the factory owners. A thirteen-hour battle ensued between some 8,000 

factory workers and the police, who used CS tear gas (chlorobenzylidene malononitrile), 

horseback charges and live ammimition to subdue the angry workers (62). Although 

small concessions were made by the regime, the socio-economic situation of Barcelona's 

working class did not improve. The restructuring and relocation of the industrial district. 
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which began in the late 1960s, continued in the I970s> This, coupled with a global 

recession, caused Barcelona to lose 18 percent of its jobs from 1971 to 1974, pushing the 

overall unemployment rate to ahnost 20 percent (Busquets Grau 305). McNeill writes: 

"[...] between the late 1960s and 198S, the city lost 42% of its manufacturing jobs and 

69% of its construction jobs" (91). As with many cities faced with such a staggering de-

industrialization, other economic sectors—principally the provision of services—saw 

increased activity. Nevertheless, it was not enough to offset the devastating effects of the 

loss of the industrial sector and the concurrent economic recession. 

One of the results of the transition to democracy after the death of Franco in 1975 

was the legalization of worker's unions. The lack of political repression increased the 

initial optimism of the working class and facilitated an increase in labor demonstrations. 

Nevertheless, the new democratic government—led first by the Union del Centro 

Democratico (UCD) and later by the PSOE—was faced with a severe lack of fiscal 

resources that left them unable to effectively combat Barcelona's industrial problems. 

The capitalist process would have to run its course during this time period—as it did 

during the dictatorship—with minimal state intervention. As the 1980s advanced, 

Barcelona was slowly able to overcome some of the problems that arose from de-

industrialization, thanks in large part to Barcelona's bid for the 1992 Olympic Games, 

which fostered private and foreign investment in the economy, boosted tourism, provided 

many jobs and remade much of the city. The Olympics gave Barcelona the boost she 

needed to stabilize the local economy, despite the loss of the majority of the city's heavy 

industry. Thus when Barcelona experienced another economic recession in the 1990s, it 
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was not nearly as devastating as the 1970s. The role that the 1992 Olympic Games 

played in the formation of place consciousness deserves a much more detailed analysis, 

which I will provide later on in this chapter. 

Barcelona's Politics and Catalan Nationalism 

I justify my treatment of Barcelona's politics and Catalan nationalism in the same 

section because issues of Catalan identity, tradition and culture have often motivated 

political activity in Barcelona, and Spam'sh national and nationalist policies concerning 

the Condal city. Part of the difficulty in speaking of Catalan nationalism, or Catalanism, 

is that so many people disagree on its definition, although most concede that it has much 

more to do with history and geography than race, claiming that Catalonia's identity "was 

the inevitable outcome of its historical experience" (Femandez-Annesto 153). 

Fem^dez-Armesto defines Catalam'sm in the following manner; "Catalam'sm is, in a 

sense, [...] the desire to conceptualise Catalonia, to make it more than a geographical 

expression" (158). One of the principal factors in this conceptualization is the role of the 

proclaimed capital of Catalonia, Barcelona, with special regard to the city's dealings with 

the Spanish nation and the rest of the Catalan population. 

Barcelona's relationship to the rest of Spain—especially Madrid—has historically 

been, to varying degrees, mutually antagom'stic. Femwdez-Armesto posits: "Catalam'sm 

would not be what it is without resentment of Castile" (160). This antagom'sm has 

dramatically influenced Barcelona's urban development over the years. The medieval 

wall, for instance, surrounded the city until 1854, and even then the proposal to take it 
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down was met with vacillation on the part of some Spanish officials. One of the reasons 

for this was because the wall functioned more as a way for Spain to keep Barcelona in 

check than an actual defense against invaders. The military citadel was another reminder 

to the citizens of their status as subjects of the national government. It can also be 

argued, that the imposition by the Spanish government of Ildefons Cerda's gridded 

design for Barcelona's urban expansion was at least partially motivated by the fact that 

Cerda's plan facilitated the deployment of military troops more than any of the other 

designs supported by the local government (Moreno and Vazquez Montalban 22). On 

several occasions, in fact, the Spanish government found it necessary to deploy 

government troops to restore order to the city. Even when civic demonstrations bad more 

to do with economics than Catalanist separatism, they often came during times when 

"any demonstration of discontent in Barcelona was seen in Madrid as a threat to the um'ty 

of Spain" (89). 

General Miguel Prime de Rivera was conscious of the potential threat that 

Catalam'sm posed to Spanish uniQr, so when he assumed control of the Spanish 

government as dictator he abolished Catalonia's administrative semi-autonomy, issued a 

decree that outlawed the use of the Catalan language in speech and print, practiced 

extensive censorship in Barcelona, prohibited the display of Catalom'a's flag and banned 

the sardana (Fig. 2.2), the traditional Catalan circle dance (Kaplan 160). Nevertheless, 

Primo de Rivera's efforts to eliminate Catalan nationalism ultimately failed along with 

his dictatorship, which officially ended in January of 1930. Just over a year later. King 

Alfonso Xm went into exile and the Second Republic was proclaimed on April 14,1931. 
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The Constitution of December, 1931 awarded Catalonia with the regional 

autonomy that the Catalan people would enjoy until the Civil War (1936-1939). During 

this time the old Catalan governing institution, the Generalitat, was re-established in 

Barcelona, which further bolstered the development of Catalan ideals and culture. After 

Franco and the Nationalist troops overtook Barcelona in 1939—^which in effect sealed the 

Nationalist victory—the new dictator would impose the same kind of centrist policies 

concerning Catalan language and culture as were in place under Primo de Rivera: 

Franco, recognizing that popular culture in Barcelona, especially after its 
renewal during the Second Republic, kept resistance to him alive, set out 
to destroy it. By decree, the use of Catalan in ofScial documents, the 
publication of books, journals, or newspapers in Catalan, even dancing the 
sardana, again became crimes, as they had been under Primo de Rivera. 
Speaking Catalan in public was punishable by fines of 1,000 to 5,000 
pesetas. Students found talking in the language were cited, although they 
could avoid pum'shment by informing on their classmates: thus the 
government gained student spies. Loudspeakers and posters exhorted 
citizens of Barcelona to 'speak the language of the empire.' Many Catalan 
books and pamphlets were gathered up and burned. Schools, theaters, 
music halls, and libraries of Catalan culture disappeared. Catalan 
women's rights to divorce and abortion, granted by the Generalitat in 
1932, were abolished. (Kaplan 190) 

Nevertheless, as the years passed it became clear that perhaps the only characteristic of 

Franco's government more striking than his anti-separatist policies, was his pragmatism. 

Fully aware of the need to develop Spam'sh tourism. Franco began to ease up on some of 

the aforementioned cultural restrictions. Kaplan explains: 'Tourism influenced the 

practice of traditional culture, for what the tourists wanted to see in Barcelona was the 

typical Catalan dances and music that Franco had done so much to repress. [...] The 

government played cat and mouse, permitting some demonstrations of Catalan identity 

and repressing others" (194-93). 
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Along with the civic unrest and economic recession of the early 1970s, Barcelona 

also faced a political uncertainty along with the rest of Spain, hi 1969 the Law of 

Succession was established, officially designating Juan Carlos of the Bourbons the next 

sovereign ruler of Spain. Then in 1973 the duties and functions of the Chief of State 

were separated from those of the Chief of the Government—the first title pertaining to 

the dictator/King, and the second to the president. Thus the stage was set for a smooth 

transition of power upon the death of Franco. And so it was in the begiiming. On 

November 20, 1975 the dictator died. Two days later Juan Carlos was named King of 

Spain and Arias Navarro, the president of the government since 1973, was confirmed as 

Chief of the State. Nevertheless, virtually no one icnew what to expect fi'om these 

leaders, nor from the mounting opposition to the heavy-handed, nationalist political 

agenda. When Navarra stepped down from the presidency in July of 1976, his 

replacement, Adolfo Suarez, began to work with the King and other Spanish officials to 

lead Spain toward democracy. This change in political power would also have very 

specific implications for Catalonia and Barcelona. As Spain moved toward democracy, 

the yoke of imposed Spam'sh nationalist policies that had suppressed Catalan language 

and culture would gradually be loosed. With the ratification of the Constitution of 1978, 

Catalonia was given the status of Autonomous Community, which restored many of the 

same political and cultural rights, privileges, and responsibilities that were outlined in the 

Constitution of 1931. 

As the transition rolled forward and Barcelona—along with the rest of Spain— 

struggled to redefine itself, many people began to grow impatient with what they 
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considered a lack of real progress on the part of the federal and local government 

ofGcials. Perhaps the most significant result of this sense of heightening "desencanto" 

was the rise of the socialist political party (PSOE). In 1979 Narcfs Serra became the first 

socialist mayor of Barcelona during the post-Franco era. Riding a platform that promised 

true changes and sweeping social reforms, Serra won the municipal elections with 33.9% 

of the vote (McNeill 125).^ In the national elections of 1982 the PSOE campaign called 

the cambio swayed 48.8% of the Spanish voters and won the socialists an absolute 

majority in the national congress, the presidency in the person of Felipe Gonzalez, and 

virtually every municipal govenunent of Spain's urban centers (83). Gonz^ez appointed 

Narci's Serra to his cabinet, as Secretary of Defense, which gave the young Lieutenant 

Mayor, Pasqual Maragall, the leading role in Barcelona's municipal government in 1982. 

During his fifteen years as mayor of Barcelona, Maragall played a crucial role in 

Barcelona's efforts to remake its image and to convert that image into a material reality. 

But what image would Barcelona take on? Many of the adamant Catalan nationalists— 

including the conservative Catalan nationalist political party, Convergencia i Um'6 (CiU), 

who controlled the Generalitat with Jordi Pujol as president—believed that the sociahst 

city council paid too little attention to issues of Catalan identity. The mayor and city 

council had to treat these matters carefully, because Barcelona needed to retain a 

distinctiveness of place, which would logically borrow firom Catalan cultural traditions 

and Barcelona's status as the capital of Catalonia. At the same time, however, Barcelona 

faced two other pressing demands. First, the city needed to portray itself as a 

cosmopolitan urban environment open to new ideas in order to attract capital investment 
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in the increasingly flexible and global capitalist economy. Such openness tends to be 

incongruent with politically and culturally nationalist ideals. The other circumstance that 

influenced the degree to which Catalanism would define the new Barcelona was the 

presence of a very large, non-Catalanist immigrant worker population. Over time this 

population has paradoxically turned Catalonia's capital into perhaps the least Catalan of 

the region's cities (Femandez-Armesto 152). Their voice demanded consideration, after 

all, "though the inhabitants of city hall are all good Catalanists, they were put there by the 

votes of non-Catalan immigrant workers, mostly Andalusians, whose loyalty to 

Catalonian identity, traditions and language is, at best, slight and secondary" (152). 

Many of these workers, along with the hard-line socialists and other left-wing factions, 

claimed that Barcelona's makeover was much too exclusive and that the PSOE had 

moved too far toward the political center. Despite the dissentions from the left and the 

right, Maragall managed to appease enough people on both sides to gain reelection every 

time he declared his candidacy.'* 

The Cerdi Plan 

As 1 pointed out earlier in this chapter, Barcelona's flourishing industries in the 

nineteenth century led to significant rises in population, especially immigrant population. 

By the mid 19"* century, the wall that had maintained die city since medieval times could 

no longer contain the inhabitants. The city became congested to imsafe and unhealthy 

degrees and workers who could not afford to live in the city began constructing shacks 

and shanties just outside the city walls, hi 1854 it was finally decreed that the walls had 
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to come down and a regulated urban expansion needed to be designed. Udefons Cerd^ a 

civil engineer, was one of many who endeavored to be the designer of Barcelona's 

expansion (the Eixampie). In 1854 the Civil Governor appointed Cerda to develop an 

ofScial topographic map of the area surrounding die city, which he fim'shed in 1855 

(Busquets Grau 101). This assignment provided both the background and the exposure 

he needed to present a preliminary plan for Barcelona's expansion. The Spanish 

government saw promise in Cerda's work and commissioned him to continue developing 

his plan. In 1859, Cerda presented his final draft of his project, a neoclassic and Utopian 

design based on a perpendicular grid of streets with ample open spaces and strict rules 

regarding how much of this new urban space could be used for buildings (Fig. 2 J). 

Cerda aimed to integrate the different social classes into the same space in an attempt to 

eliminate—or at least mitigate—conflicts caused by the rift between the upper and lower 

classes. While the Spam'sh government approved of his plan, the city council of 

Barcelona did not. A contest of designs for the Eixample halted the implementation of 

Cerda's project. The winner of the contest—in which Cerda did not participate—^was 

Antoni Rovira y Trias, who proposed a radiocentric design more congruent with the 

layout of the medieval city. (Fig. 2.4). A debate ensued among the designers, the city 

and regional governments and Barcelona's inhabitants, which resulted in the intervention 

of the national government in favor of Cerda's plan in 1860. 

The rise of mdustry and capitalism not only Stored into the need for the 

Eixample, but it also had a tremendous impact on the implementation of Cerda's plan. 

One of the premises behind the plan was that flooding the market with a high supply of 
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land available for purchase would force the prices down, facilitating investment by 

lower-income inhabitants as well as the wealthy. Nevertheless, because a maximtmi of 

two sides of a city block could be used for building, the land prices in any of the desirable 

parts of the Eixample remained high. This led Cerda to concede that three—and 

sometimes even three and a half—sides of a city block could have buildings, so long as 

no block was closed off (Busquets Grau 112). Even this failed to bring prices down as 

Barcelona's developing bourgeoisie began engaging in speculative practices that would 

eventually set apart a great portion of the Eixample as an exclusively bourgeois 

neighborhood, and further segregate the city along class lines. As capitalist speculation 

continued into the 20"* century, increasingly less attention was paid to Cerda's 

recommendations and rules concerning public spaces and open city blocks. Wealthy 

speculators would buy up as much land as they could, parcel it off, and sell the smaller 

plots at an enormous profit. The buyers of the smaller plots would, in turn, divide their 

land into even smaller portions and sell them at a profit. The results of this speculation 

would be far &om the utopic idea that Cerda had in mind. Not only was it a segregated 

urban space, dominated by the wealthy, but also by the mid-20''' century many areas of 

the Eixample had become as congested as the medieval city (Ftg. 2.5). Robert Hughes 

explains: 

[...] because the Franco period was also a paradise of unregulation for 
small-scale Catalan speculators, it brought endless harm to the Eixample 
as a city plan. Its designer, Ddefons Cerd^ had intended that its 
chamfer^ blocks carry only a small density of housing, limited in height 
and each block with open garden space in the middle. The 1950s and 
1960s brought the final collapse of this century-old ideal, whose 
regulations could no longer be enforced; by the time the Barcelonans had 
fim'shed adding new attics to the blocks, closing them off, covering the 
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internal patios with storage rooms, garages, and the like, the whole center 
of the Eixample had acquired the look of a dense, grimy, Brobdingnagian 
behive. (16) 

Barcelona's Eixample is a perfect example of how, as Harvey explains, any spatially 

based utopic plan must submit to the material realities that make its implementation 

possible, thus transforming itself into something other than the remedy to social problems 

for which it was intended (Spaces 169-70). 

Barcelona's Artistic Tradition 

Barcelona's tradition of artistic and cultural refinement also plays a notable role in 

the process of place consciousness formation. The years that from around 1870 to 1910 

comprise one of the most striking examples of this factor. During this time the artists in 

Barcelona developed a distinct style that is referred to as modemista art. An over

simplified definition of this style might cite an eclectic combination of anecdotal realism 

and French impressionism (Cristina Mendoza 183-88). Modemista architecture is 

usually described in equally ambiguous and insufficient terms, often pointing to the 

"doble tendencia hacia el eclecticismo y hacia el uso de motives historicos, al que se 

anaden los adomos poUcromos, o hierros foijados, tipicos del moderaismo catalw" 

(Cantarino 308). Perhaps one of the reasons for the difQculty in uniformly characterizing 

modemista art and architecture is because, as Joan-Lluis Marfany concludes, Catalan 

modemisme is "mds una actitud que estilo" (cited in Cristina Mendoza 183). Cristina 

Mendoza explains: 

[...] ahi es donde radica su complejidad y a la vez su divergencia respecto 
de aquellos otros movimientos europeos que en el aspecto puramente 
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foimal tuvieron, en cambio, muchos puntos de contacto con el movimiento 
Catalan. De hecho, el modemismo pretendia la modemizacion y la puesta 
aldiadelasociedadydelaculturacatalanas. (183) 

Some of the most renowned practitioners of Catalan modemisme in painting and 

sculpture the were Ramon Casas (Fig. 2.6), Santiago Rusifiol (Fig. 2.7), Aleixandre de 

Riquer(Fig. 2.8), Joaquim Mir (Fig. 2.9), Hermen Anglada Camarasa (Fig. 2.10), Josep 

Llimona (Fig. 2.11) and Miquel Blay (Fig. 2.12). In the realm of architecture Luis 

Domenech y Montaner (Fig. 2.13), Josep Puig i Cadafalch (Fig. 2.14) and Joan Rubio 

(Fig. 2.15) number among the most renowned of the modemistas. Nevertheless, Antoni 

Gaudi i Comet is by far the most famous of any of Barcelona's architects from that 

period—or any other for that matter.^ Tourists flock to Barcelona from all over the world 

with the express purpose of examining Gaudi's famous structures; namely the Parque and 

Palacio Guell (Fig. 2.16), the Casa Vicens (Fig. 2.17), the Casa Batllo (Fig. 2.18), the 

Casa Mila (Fig. 2.19), and his still unfinished Cathedral of the Sagrada Familia (Fig. 

2.20). 

For the 1888 World Fair Barcelona attempted to project a misleading image of 

urban progress and vitality with a high grade of cultural sophistication based on this 

modemista art and architecture. Here the process of urbanization of consciousness 

concerning place construction is clear. As a result of the imaginary Barcelona 

modemista of 1888, the modemista movement achieved artistic hegemony in the 1890s. 

Eduardo and Cristina Mendoza write of that period: 

[...] el arte imimpio en la vida cotidiana de la ciudad y de sus habitantes 
con una fuerza insoslayable. Podemos decir que el barcelones, y en 
especial el burgues de aquella Barcelona, vivio inmerso en el 
Modemismo: desde la arquitectura de su casa al objeto mas insignificante; 
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desde la oficina donde pasaba las boras del dfa, basta el cafe que acogia 
sus tertulias; desde la publicidad basta la tumba. (9-10). 

Barcelona also boasts of intimate afGliations with other artists of the 20"* century: 

for instance Joan Miro and Antoni Tapies—both natives and long-term residents of 

Barcelona—and Pablo Picasso, who lived in Barcelona from 189S-1904 and spent 

extended amounts of time in the city in 1913,1916 and 1917. In addition to helping 

shape the city and its image during their respective eras of prominence, these artists also 

had a considerable impact on contemporary Barcelona. The sense of valorization for the 

works of Gaudi kept his designed structures standing through the most severe periods of 

capitalist speculation during Franco's dictatorship. The Picasso Museum—^finished in 

1963 and home to many of his early works, which he created while living in Barcelona— 

was a key component of the plan to renovate the centuries-old merchants' town houses on 

Carrer Montcada (Hughes 16). Likewise, the construction of the Miro Foundation 

Museum in 1970 gave added importance to that area of Montjuic. 

Although many modemista structures did not survive the 19S0s and 1960s, a new 

respect for the period emerged in the 1980s and 1990s. When the city underwent major 

renovations in preparation for the 1992 Olympic Games, the architects and urban 

planners adopted a style that Peter Buchanan calls "modemidad con memoria" (16). He 

explains: "Barcelona alcanza un equilibrio preciso que fimde el pasado y el presente, lo 

mejor de lo modemo con lo esenciahnente mediterrweo, de modo que resulta 

absolutamente contemporanea en sus comodidades pero muy catalana en su caracter y su 

cultura" (16). The memory that the structures evoke often pertain to modemista 

architecture. Furthermore, in many cases the very same modemista buildings were 
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renovated to serve new functions. One such instance is the Tapies Foundation Museum 

(Fig. 2.21)—housing the work of Antoni Tapies, Spain's most famous living artist—that 

was originally designed by Domenech i Montaner in 1879 as the Editorial Montaner i 

Simon (Bohigas, Buchanan and Lampugnani 131). Hughes elaborates on Barcelona's 

efforts of the 1980s to restore the buildings of this period: 

The work done to clean, restore, and strip false accretions from the 
historical facades of Barcelona has been long and resolute. This is 
especially true of buildings from the modernist decades, 1870-1910 [...]. 
Gaudi's Casa Mil^ is a pale golden sea cliff again, not the dark hulk it had 
become; the Monet-like mosaic facade of his Casa Batllo glitters, and its 
foyer is once again a cool blue grotto; next door, every red-and-gold luster 
tile on the stepped Dutch pediment of Puig i Cadafalch's Casa AmatUer 
twinkles in the oblique morning light. Unnoticed details spring out as you 
walk around the Eixample and the Barri Gotic: the whiplash frame of a 
1900 doorway with its green mosaic inserts that had been too grimy to see; 
a spitting iron dragon returned to its bracket [...]. And then there are larger 
projects, such as Oscar Tusquets's superbly informed and sensitive 
remodeling of the Palau de la Musica Catalana, which—being a highly 
charged emblem of Catalan independence—had been left to decay during 
the Franco years. (43-44) 

The importance that Barcelona has placed on its legacy in the visual arts and architecture, 

in addition to strong traditions in literature and music—established by the likes of Jacint 

Verdaguer, Joan Maragall, Merce Rodoreda, Carmen Laforet, Ana Mana Matute, Josep 

Pla, Juan and Luis Goytisolo, Manuel V^quez Montalbdn, Esther Tusquets y Eduardo 

Mendoza in literature; and Isaac Albeniz, Enrique Granados Pablo Casals and Xavier 

Cougat among others in music—have contributed a sense of cultural sophistication to 

Barcelona's place consciousness. This image results in a distinctiveness of place that 

Barcelona can sell to tourists and investors; an image that many Barcelonans see as 

contrastive to the "cultural poverty" of Madrid (Femandez-Armesto 90). 
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The Worid Fairs of 1888 and 1929 

A Galician operator named Eugenio Serrano de Casanova was the first person to 

develop the idea to stage a Universal Exposition in Barcelona. Upon hearing his idea in 

1885, the long-time mayor of Barcelona, Francesc de Paula Ruis i Taulet, made the 

staging of the Expo his pet project. To many this seemed like an unsuitable time to 

undertake a project of this magnitude. Barcelona was experiencing an economic 

recession, Barcelona's booming industrial development had leveled off, and many of 

Barcelona's banks had collapsed due to unwise credit dealings with land speculators in 

the development of the Eixample. Nevertheless, as Hughes points out, Ruis i Taulet 

pushed forward:"[... the economic recession], in the eyes of Serrano de Casanova and 

Ruis i Taulet, was just why it should be done. Barcelona needed autohypnosis, a total-

inunersion course in civic boosterism. The city lacked self-esteem, and Ruis would give 

it some, even if it meant strapping the patient down" (363-64). The original date for the 

Universal Exposition was set for November of 1887, but lack of progress and fimding 

soon pushed the date back to May of 1888. 

Not only did these men envision the event as an economic and psychological shot 

in the arm, rather they also saw the Universal Exposition as a means to make sweeping 

improvements to the city and to showcase Barcelona as a culturally and industrially 

progressive place. On most accounts the Expo was a moderate success. The construction 

of the facilities employed some 2,000 workers, and 3,000 more were needed to run it 

(372), and in general the inhabitants of Barcelona did develop a greater sense of civic 
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pride (Eduardo and Christina Mendoza 73-74). Also, significant portions of the city were 

developed and rejuvenated for the event. The Citadel—the principal site for the Expo— 

was converted from a military post to an expansive urban park (Figs. 2.22 - 2.23); the 

famous statue of Christopher Columbus (Fig. 2.24) and the Arc of Triumph (Fig. 2.25) 

were erected; and the areas of the Passeig de Colom, the Passeig de Sant Joan, the 

Rambla de Catalunya, the Pla^a de Catalunya, the Gran Via, the Diagonal and the cities 

ports all underwent significant renovation or development (Busquets Grau 136). Lastly, 

Barcelona was able to showcase herself to the world, even though fewer people arrived 

than the mayor would have liked. During the Expo's 35 weeks of operation, 

approximately l.S million people—mostly Spaniards—participated in the event (Hughes 

372). The less than stellar turn out meant a higher municipal debt that would take the city 

10 years to pay off: "When its doors closed on December 9,1888, the books showed a 

deficit of six million pesetas, which surprised nobody. Ruis i Taulet, it seemed, had a 

simple strategem when money looked tight: he asked Madrid for money, got none, and 

spent it anyway" (372). Nevertheless, the positive effects on Barcelona's urban 

development were already in place. Eduardo and Cristina Mendoza comment on perhaps 

the most significant result of the 1888 Universal Exposition: 

[...] la exposicion habia proporcionado a Barcelona lo que esta creia 
necesitar. una imagen. A partir de 1888 ya no iba a ser posible referirse a 
Barcelona enumerando meramente sus carencias (<da ciudad menos 
espanola de Espafia») ni estableciendo comparaciones serviles con 
Marsella. La ^posicion file el trampol&i del Modemismo, y el 
Modemismo se convirtio a partir de ese momento en ta marca de fabrica 
de Barcelona. (74) 
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Although the 1888 Universal Expo probably could not be classified as an 

astounding success, it did fair much better than the 1929 Exposition. Plans for a second 

Universal Exposition began to take concrete form in 1905, backed by the prominent 

architect-tumed-politician, Josep Puig i Cadafalch; "[...] que de forma directa o indirecta 

va a guiar este durante mas de dos d^adas" (Busquets Grau 189). Puig i Cadafalch 

envisioned the Expo as a means to implement sweeping urban renewal based on Leon 

Jaussely's plan—largely unactualized—to drastically alter the layout of the Eixample, 

disrupting its rigid grid design and creating greater cohesion with the old city and the 

various annexed communities (Guardia and Garcia Espuche 38). 

The original date for the Exposition was set for 1913 to be staged in the 

previously underdeveloped area of Montjuic, but lack of progress and the onset of World 

War I forced the cancellation of the event. Puig i Cadafalch presented another plan in 

1915 for an Exposition of Electrical hidustries and work began with the goal to finish 

work for 1919, but progress was excessively slow, forcing back the date once again 

(Busquets Grau 191-92). Political changes—namely the dictatorship of Primo de 

Rivera—made it very difficult for Expo plans to materialize, especially since the event 

was originally meant to be a showcase of Catalan industry and civic pride: two concepts 

that the very anti-Catalanist dictator did not want to promote, hi 1925 Barcelona's 

bourgeoisie finally convinced Primo de Rivera that their motives were not Catalanist 

(192), and work began again to stage the event, which would finally open in May of 

1929. 
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The 1929 Expo did render some positive results on Barcelona's urban 

development. Most notable were the development of the Pla9a de Espanya, the Palau 

Nacional (Fig. 2.26), and the urbanization of the surrounding areas at the base of 

Montjuic. This development would change the trajectory of Barcelona's expansion from 

the previous trend of northward growth, to the opposite point of the city. In many ways, 

however, the event fell very far short of expectations. In the first place, instead of 

sweeping urban renewal, development was localized mostly to one sector of the city. 

Also, because of the length of time it took for the project to materialize, global economic 

recession and political unrest in Europe, the 1929 Exposition produced very little 

enthusiasm and attracted a disappointing amount of visitors. This factor gravely 

worsened Barcelona's financial situation. Furthermore, the watchful eye of Primo de 

Rivera's centrist government stifled the presence of Catalan culture and civic pride that 

the 1888 Exposition fostered. Manuel Guardia and Albert Garcia Espuche say of both 

the 1888 and 1929 events: 

Las dos exposiciones son en definitiva dos mam'festaciones emergentes 
que acotan un ciclo de trabajoso esfuerzo para construir una capital 
modema. Son expresion al mismo tiempo de las limitaciones de un poder 
publico que necesita crear, contra viento y marea, ocasiones para impulsar 
aquellas transformaciones que en las grandes capitales surgen como 
resultado de su propia condicion de vertice de un Estado. (40) 

Despite each individual opinion concerning the success or failure of Barcelona's 

Expositions, the long-term effects on Barcelona's place bound urbanization of 

consciousness are undeniable. Guardia and Garcia Espuche contintue: 

No obstante, parece indiscutible que el gran espectaculo de las 
exposiciones, la publicidad de la ciudad que desencadenan y los grandes 
espacios y arquitecturas que dejan como legado contnl)uyen 
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decididamente a elevar a Barcelona al rango de Segunda capital del Estado 
y proyectan su dinamismo y modemidad. (40) 

It is interesting to note that when Barcelona's sense of place again needed redefinition 

after the dictatorship of Franco, Barcelonans once more turned to the great spectacle as a 

catalyst of urban reform. This time, however, the Olympic games would take on the role 

that the Expositions filled in 1888 and 1929. 

Oriol Bohigas and **105 lipices de oro**: 1980-1984 

In the 1980s and early 1990s, in preparation for the Olympic Games of 1992, 

Barcelona would undergo a series of urban transformations that would end up making the 

preparations for the two Universal Expositions pale in comparison. But even before 

concrete plans for an Olympic bid fully materialized, Barcelona began investing in the 

process of urban reform. 

As was the case with all of Spain's largest municipalities, the PSOE won control 

of the city government in Barcelona in 1979, which brought Narcis Serra to the mayor's 

seat. From the beginning of his term Serra openly expressed his intent to remake the city 

of Barcelona. To do so, he knew he would need qualified allies who would share in his 

vision. So in 1980, Serra appointed Oriol Bohigas as the Chief Delegate of Urban 

Services. Llatzer Moix explains: "[...] Serra llego a la alcaldia de Barcelona con la idea 

de transformar la ciudad, de someterla en diez anos a una metamorfosis que, en 

condiciones normales, se hubiera demorado por espacio de veinticinco o treinta; y que al 

Uegar, sabia que la persona m^ indicada para pilotar esa transformacion era el arquitecto 

Oriol Bohigas" (17). 
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Bohigas (1925) had been plying his craft on Barcelona's cityscape since the 

19S0s, gaining a reputation as an accomplished architect with a strong theoretical ideas. 

Bohigas taught at the Escuela Tunica Superior de Arquitectura de Barcelona (ETSAB) 

from 1964 to 1977—excluding the years from 1966-1971 when he was expelled for 

political reasons—^and was the director of the school from 1977 to 1980 (22). Because of 

his professional record and his involvement with the ETSAB, Bohigas had influenced an 

entire generation of Barcelona's architects and had become the father of Barcelona's 

"familia arquitectonica" (23). Serra further expounds on his decision to appoint Bohigas: 

[...] Bohigas era quien reum'a el mejor bagaje teorico para el cargo de 
delegado de Servicios de Urbanismo. Era, ademas, el imico que podia 
aportar algo tanto o mas importante: conocimiento fiable sobre la 
capacidad de los arquitectos de aqui y tambien de los extranjeros. Era el 
quien podia involucrar a lo mejor de la profesion local en la 
transformacion de la ciudad. De hecho, el mismo me pidio garantias sobre 
la participacidn de los profesionales que consideraba mas adecuados como 
una condicion para aceptar el cargo que le ofreci. (cited in Moix 20) 

With Bohigas on board, Serra and company were optimistic about their plans to remake 

the city. The enthusiasm for change was, nevertheless, tempered by the sheer mass of 

problems that the new government inherited. Barcelona was still smarting from 40 years 

of Nationalist political and cultural oppression, and the de-industrialization of the city 

that began in the early 1970s had left many people unemployed and large sectors of the 

city underused. At the same time, the suffocating effects of 130 years of abuses 

regarding zoning laws and housing codes caused the city to be ultra-congested—in many 

cases with vacant Victories and shoddy housing complexes—serviced by insufBcient 

systems of roads and public transportation. Furthermore, the city council had very few 

resources to effect any wide-spread changes, a problem compounded by conflicts with 
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the Generalitat, the territorial government controlled by the conservative CiU, who had 

their own vision of what Barcelona should be, and how to materialize that vision. 

The first strategy of the socialist City Council of Barcleona^led by Serra until 

1982 and Pasqual Maragall thereafter—to overcome some of these difBculties consisted 

of waging an ambitious campaign of civic boosterism. They asserted Barcelona's 

position in a long and continuing history as an important cultural center, showed the 

world the sophistication and resourcefulness of the Barcelonans and portrayed their 

political leaders as progressive visionaries who could make good on their promises of 

change. By projecting the city to the world as a prime location for capitalist investment, 

they hoped that their discursive spatial practices would materialize in a positive way with 

less necessity of state funds. One such investment was the Catalana Occidente Building 

on the Diagonal (Fig. 2.27), with its minor-like facade of concave and convex curves, 

designed by the MYCSA building firm and finished 1981. 

These discursive spatial practices were also backed up by a series of urban 

projects headed up by Bohigas. He banded together a group of architects comprising 

Ricardo Bofill, Josep Acebillo and several promising young practitioners—"recien 

salidos de la Escuela" (Bohigas, Desde 78) and later called "los lapices de oro" (Moix 

40). The original group of Golden Pencils consisted of Maria LluTsa Aguado, Andreu 

Arriola, Pedro Barragan, Rosa Maria Juli^ M^us (^uintana, Carme Ribas, Bernardo de 

Sola, Olga Tatraso y Pepita Teixador.^ Bohigas's team made a list of isolated projects of 

urban renewal and prioritized them by urgency and availability of fimds. Virtually all of 

the projects of the Golden Pencils during these years were relatively small tasks 
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undertaken with one of two express purposes: either to recapture public spaces that were 

lost during one of the many exploitative periods of Barcelona's history in an attempt to 

air out the congested city or to cohesively develop areas of the underused urban 

periphery. The basic principal behind these actions was to reform the city from the 

perspective of the inhabitants of each neighborhood: "La ciudad vista desde el barrio" 

(Bohigas, Reconstruccion IS). Some of these projects were the Jardines de Emili 

Vendrell, the Plaza de la Merce, The Parque del Escorxador, the Pla9a dels Paisos 

Catalans (198M983) (Figs. 2.28 and 2.29), the Pare de la Crueta del Coll (1981-1987) 

(Fig. 2J0), the Pla^a Trilla (1980-1985) (Fig. 2 Jl), the Pla9a del Sol (1980-1986) (Fig. 

2 J2) and the Pla^a de la Pahnera (1981-1984) (Fig. 2 J3). The only grand scale venhire 

started by the Golden Pencils in these years was the Moll de Fusta, begun in 1981 and 

fim'shed in 1987 (Fig. 2 J4). It is not coincidental that the only major project undertaken 

during that time period is in perhaps the most visible part of the entire city: at the bottom 

of the Ramblas, firom the statue of Columbus along the coast and past the ports. Only an 

image-altering endeavor in an obvious location could render the returns necessary to 

warrant such a large investment at that time. 

History has attested to the soundness of the procediures of the city council and the 

Golden Pencils firom 1980 to 1984. bnprovements were made in the city, capitalist 

investment in the built environment increased and Barcelonans—generally speaking— 

began to have more confidence in the mimicipal government: "[...] through the *airing' 

of the old town, die enclosure and redefinition of the periphery, and the overall concem 

of seeing Barcelona 'from the neighboriiood' [...], the public space policy which 
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comprehensively reshaped the city's texture in the 1980s provided the council with a lot 

of well-earned prestige" (McNeill 148). The momentum and prestige that Bohigas's 

team generated enabled the city council to take on additional, larger-scale projects; 

improved the sense of place that was being sold; and helped to justify Barcelona's plans 

for a bid to host the 1992 Summer Olympic Games. 

Bohigas stepped away from his appointment as Chief Delegate of Urban Services, 

but he remained involved in Barcelona's urban transformation, first as "consejero 

particular" (Moix 83), then later as the overseer of the Olympic Villiage (Bohigas, Desde 

142). Pasqual Maragall explains; "A la salida de Ohol, [Josep] Acebillo paso a controlar 

los proyectos y [Joan] Busquets paso a controlar el urbanismo municipal, pero Oriol 

ejercio desde entonces como consejero y consultor mio en todo tipo de asuntos 

relacionados con el urbanismo, la arquitectura y la ciudad" (cited in Moix 83). 

The 1992 Summer Olympic Games 

As early as 1980 Narci's Serra and the newly elected president of the International 

Olympic Committee—the Barcelonan Juan Antonio Samaranch—had discussed the 

possibility of an Olympic bid for Barcelona. As it happens, those conversations— 

however informal they were at the time—factored heavily into Bohigas's decision to 

accept the appointment as Chief Delegate of Urban Services (Bohigas, Desde 143). In 

May of the following year (1981) Serra publicly announced to King Juan Carlos the 

city's desire to host the 1992 Sununer Olympic Games. That announcement, which 

implied the need for major urban renovations, did not halt the small-scale urban 
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interventions by the Golden Pencils. Some of the public space projects that they initiated 

after the announcement of Barcleona's candidacy for the Olympics were the Besos Park 

(1982-1987) (Fig. 2 J5) the Pare de L'Espanya Industrial (1984-I98S) (Fig. 2 J6), the 

Plafa del General Moragues (1986-1988), the pare de L'Estaeio del Nord (1988-1991) 

(Fig. 2 J7) and the Pare del Clot (1984-1987) (Fig. 238). Albert Puigdomenech recalls: 

"[...] fuimos entrando en un crescendo natural. Tem'amos mas conocimientos, mas 

experiencia, algo mas de dinero. La perspectiva de los Juegos multiplicaba nuestro 

potencial" (cited in Moix 60). 

In addition to these smaller projects—^which gradually became bigger and bigger 

as time passed—the more complex projects to fulfill the needs of the Olympic Games 

began to take shape. The largest and most complicated undertaking was the Olympic 

Village (Fig. 2 J9). Moix described the difficulty of this task in the following manner; 

La complejidad de esta transformacion era total. El problema a resolver, 
en teon'a, consistia en construir viviendas para alojar a unos 15.000 atletas 
durante tres semanas a caballo entre julio y agosto de 1992. En la 
practica, se trataba de arrasar un obsoleto barrio industrial para levantar 
otro residencial y, de paso, recuperar la fachada maritima de la ciudad; es 
decir, expropiar de quinientos mil metros cuadrados, desmantelar un 
trazado ferroviario cargado de historia, soterrar otro ramal (el de Glorias), 
construir vias ripidas, renovar la red de colectores de la ciudad, asegurar 
el frente de costa, habilitar cuatro kilometros de playas, construir un nuevo 
puerto y, finahnente, edificar y urbanizar el citado barrio residencial para 
los atletas oUmpicos. Todo ello, convenciendo a los sindicatos para que 
aplazaran reivindicaciones; estableciendo un riguroso servicio de 
seguridad en una zona en la que, algunos di'as, trabajaron hasta cuatro mil 
personas; y soportando alguna amenaza de bomba que, afortunadamente, 
resulto tn^dada. (119) 

What is perhaps most amazing about this enormous undertaking is that is was proposed 

and started in 1985, before the International Olympic Committee awarded the 1992 
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Games to Barcelona. The same is true of the Sant Jordi sports pavilion (Fig. 2.40)—built 

from 1984 to 1990 on MontjuTc—and the Horta velodrome built from 1982 to 1984 in 

Valle Hebron (Fig. 2.41) and many other structures as well. In fact, it is truly amazing to 

consider the quantity of projects undertaken before Barcelona received word on their 

successful Olympic bid.^ The city council put a lot of expensive eggs in one Olympic 

basket. Nevertheless, Barcelona's officials had no other recourse if they wanted to 

realize their plan for the city. Had they waited, not only would it have been virtuously 

impossible to finish all the necessary projects in time for the Games, but also Barcelona 

needed to effectively portray itself as a city in progress that could handle the work it 

would take to successfully stage the Olympics before the IOC would seriously consider 

Barcelona as the designated site. In order for that to happen, Barcelona needed to get an 

early start on several important projects. 

Fortunately for Barcelona's officials who had invested so much time and tax 

money in the Olympic bid, on October 17, 1986, the IOC president announced to the 

world that Barcelona would host the 1992 Summer Olympics. From that time on, 

construction and renovation in Barcelona became even more intense: in the public sector 

as well as the private (hotels, restaurants, businesses, offices, retailers, residential 

housing, etc.). Although the Olympics fostered urban renewal city-wide, a majority of 

the development concentrated on four areas of the city: the Olympic Village by the 

Mediterranean coast where the old Poble Nou district once stood, the Olympic Ring on 

MonQ'uic to the south, the Valle Hebron near the mountains on the west, and the 

southwest portion of the Diagonal. These sites were all linked by the Ronda Litoral and 
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the Ronda de Dalt, which were expanded and extended so they would meet at the Nudo 

de la Trinitat and the Nudo del Llobregat, forming a giant almost-oval ring of freeway 

around the outskirts of the city. 

The preparations for 1992 entailed much more than the construction of sports 

facilities. As I already mentioned the Rondas (Litoral and Dalt) were extended and 

linked at two new freeway junctions, and the air airport, certain subway lines and stations 

and the Nord bus station were all renovated. The Bac de Roda-Felip Q bridge (Fig. 2.42) 

designed by Santiago Calatrava (1984-1987) and Norman Foster's conmiunications tower 

on the summit of Collserola (1988-1992) (Fig. 2.43) were also built. During this same 

pre-Olympic period, Barcelona saw the construction and renovation of several important 

cultural facilities like the Art Museum of Catalonia (Montjuic 1985-1992), the Museum 

of Contemporary Art (1987-1992), the Santa Monica Arts Centre (1985-1989) and the 

National Theater of Catalonia (1989-1992). From 1986 to 1990 the Tapies Foundation 

was created by remodelmg the 1879 Editorial Montaner i Simon designed by Domenech i 

Montaner, and from 1987 to 1991 the Gran Teatre del Liceu would undergo a round of 

major renovations and extension as well.'̂  In 1984 work also began at Montjuic on the 

construction of a replica of Mies van der Rohe's Barcelona Pavilion—"one of the 

milestones of modem architecture" (Bohigas, Buchanan and Lampugnani 111)—that the 

German architect designed in 1929 for the International Exposition (Fig. 2.44) which, 

despite its significance, was demolished shortly after the Expo closed its doors. 

One of the most striking characteristics of the Barcelona's reconstruction is the 

cosmopolitan aspect of the city's overall design. This was no accident. Despite the 
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socialist democratic background of the city council, they bad no trouble in embracing 

some of the trends of the new global capitalist economy. Their goal with the Olympics 

was not only to make improvements to the urban infiastrocture, but also to gain perpetual 

capitalist investment from the Olympics by capitalizing on this "golden apple of civic 

boosterism" (McNeill 126). McNeill explains; "For the PSOE, the Olympics [...] 

provided opportunities to market both Barcelona and Spain as an expanding market and 

an investment opportunity. [...] 1992, and the years leading up to it, would thus be a 

shop-window for a government anxious to attract foreign investment, a means of rapidly 

modernizing the country" (74). As I mentioned in the first chapter, in order to maximize 

the profits of an image, it is necessary to sell a distinctiveness of place, along with a 

cosmopolitan inclusiveness. The whole of Barcelona's architecture perfectly exemplifies 

this strategy. Many projects consisted of renovating important buildings with a distinct 

Catalan heritage. Other new buildings denote an quality of Catalan memory while 

responding to the nascent sense of European community. Furthermore, in addition to the 

designs of Catalan architects, contributions by non-Catalan Spam'sh and foreign 

architects—like Santiago Calatrava, Norman Foster, Vittorio Gregotti, Arata Isozaki, 

Richard Meier, Gae Aulenti, Bruce Graham, Frank Gehry, Avaro Siza Viera and Hans 

Hollein—^were also solicited, hi the "Presentation" of the publication entided Ideas '92: 

Barcelona in Literanire. Pasqual Maragall explains one of his express objectives 

concerning the reconstruction of Barcelona:"[...] through the search of intemationality, 

Barcelona will consolidate its rote as the engine of national Catalan, Spanish and 

European culture." 
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The renewal of Barcelona and its Catalan but cosmopolitan sense of place has 

been met with mixed reviews, although most remain positive in their assessment of the 

new Barcelona. There are, however, some significant problems. Moix comments; "Los 

referidos motivos de orgullo no deben ocultar lo mucho que queda por hacer" (239). 

First of all, despite idealized version of a totally renovated place that the city's ofiicials 

sold, there were many portions of the city left underdeveloped and neglected, especially 

in parts of the old city like the Barrio Chino, which still exists as a "haven of petty crime 

specializing, as ever, in drugs and cheap sex, all tucked into narrow, dingy streets" 

(McNeill 13). Other working class neighborhoods on the outskirts of the city also 

remained mostly unaffected by the Olympic transformation. Joan Margarit y Carles 

Buxade comment in the aftermath of the Olympics: "A veces se ha construido, por 

decirlo asi, para los ricos. Ha habido excesos formalistas. Hay que pensar tambien en los 

pobres. Porque es de justicia y porque en este momento todos lo somos un poco m^" 

(cited in Moix 240). 

In addition to this problem, the city has found it difficult to maintain many of the 

public spaces that were recaptured during the 1980s. McNeill cites Bohigas's concern 

over the Pla^a Reial that he had transformed from a problem neighborhood into a 

pedestrian space designed to be a sort of public living room, which was then re-

appropriated by the marginal classes and used as their living quarters: "This encapsulates 

the problem facing the council: a genuine public space is difficult to sustain if all groups 

are not playing by the same rules. Drug addicts and petty criminals do not, generally, 

contribute to the successful fimctioning of gentrification or tourism" (McNeill 150). 
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Furthermore, the 20/20 lens of hindsight clearly detects some unfortunate design flaws in 

Barcelona's urban transformation. For instance, when Bohigas renovated the Via Julia, 

he also adorned it with a set of sculptures:"[...] including the 28-meter-high lighting 

tower at the Ronda de Dalt which, on account of its unfortunate grey cylindrical form, is 

known locally as "la xeringa' (the syringe) or 'el mommiento al ionqui' (monument to the 

junkie)" (148). Many Barcelonans have also expressed their discontent over the Moll de 

la Fusta design whose roads, due to the lack of sufficient width, cause a severe bottleneck 

of traffic before it goes into the tunnel. 

The other common topic of Olympic criticism concerns the high cost of the event, 

especially for many of the structures with limited practical uses now that the Games are 

over. Moix states: "La epoca de las obras descomunales habi'a terminado. Ahora tocaba 

pagarlas" (224). Santiago Rold^ gives the precise figures: "Las ci&as son claras: el 

Ayuntamiento se ha comprometido a devolver creditos por valor de S.SOO millones de 

pesetas anuales. [...] En el ano 2009 tiene previsto saldar su ultimo plazo" (cited in 

Moix 224). Roldan continues to say that all things considered, that is not an 

extraordinary amount of debt:"[...] en especial si consideramos los beneficios 

infiraestructurales y de imagen que los Juegos reportaron a Barcelona" (225). 

Conclusion 

These aspects of Barcelona's urbanized consciousness reveal the conflicts, 

contradictions and ironies of this place. Barcelona is the second largest and important 

city in Spain, yet she is one of the least "Spanish." Barcelona's status as the capital of 
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Catalonia is equally curious in light of the fact that many see Barcelona as the least 

Catalan of the provinces populations. Moreover, Barcelona has fostered a distinctiveness 

of place in remembrance of its Catalan cultural heritage, while at the same time 

attempting to portray itself as the ideal European and global city. Barcelona's sense of 

place is endowed witli a long industrial tradition with strong working class roots, but now 

Barcelona has lost most of its industry. Furthermore, the bourgeoisie has somehow 

always managed to subject the city and its image to their own cultural and political 

hegemonies. Finally, the Olympics became the latest—but perhaps not the last—of the 

spectacles that prompted major, but selective, renovations and urban developments intent 

on remaking the entire image of the city. This round of place construction was forged by 

a socialist democratic government, manipulated, idealized and then sold—quite 

successfully—on the capitalist global market. 

Throughout the rest of this work I examine Eduardo Mendoza's novels as 

emblems of the transforming collective urban consciousness of Barcelona in the latter 

portion of the 20"* century. These cultural artifacts depicting the city of Barcelona 

constitute discursive spatial practices that emerge from and respond to the process of the 

place-bound urbanization of consciousness of Barcelona. It is this insistent importance 

given to place that characterizes La verdad sobre el caso Savolta. El misterio de la cripta 

embruiada. El laberintn de las aceitimas. La ciudad de los prodieios. Sin noticias de Gurb 

and Una comedia libera, and demands further consideration. 
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Chapter II Endnotes 

' The 1766 riots were due to high com prices and the government's fiscal and 

manpower demands. Femandez-Annesto explains that these riots were "[...] blamed on 

the 'vagabond' labour that had penetrated the city, without joining the disciplined craft 

structure of the old guilds, in order to exploit the growing opportunities for casual work 

and extorted 'alms'" (141). 

~ I have reserved an analysis of the way the name of Tragic Week functions as a 

space/time construct with regard to place for a future publication. 

^ The same, of course was true of other major urban regions—Madrid, Sevilla, 

Valencia—where the socialists also won. 

* In 1997 Maragall stepped away firom the mayorship, leaving his deputy mayor, 

Joan Clos, in charge of the municipal government. Maragall is now the president of 

Catalom'a's division of the PSOE, the Partido de los Socialistas de Catalunya (PSC). It is 

rumored that Maragall will run for president of the Generalitat in the next elections. 

^ Debate continues as to whether or not Gaudi's work can be categorized as 

modemista in light of the architects conservatism. Nevertheless, applying Cristina 

Mendoza's conception of modemista art as an attitude of modernization, I have no 

problem classifying Gaudi's work as pertaining to modemista art. 

^ As time went on, more young architects, like Albert Puigdomenech also joined 

the group. 

^ The general lack of concem on the part of ciQr officials over the post-Olympic 

usefiihiess (or uselessness) of many of these structures is also striking. 
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^ The Gran Teatre del Liceu would again experience renovations in 1999, but to a 

much lesser extent. 
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Chapter n Images 

Figure 2.1, The smoldering skyline of Barcelona during the Tragic Week of 1909 
(Fem^dez-Armesto 134). 

Figure 2.2, Barcelonans dancing the Sardana. 
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Figure 2.3, The Cerd^ Plan of 1959 (Terin 80), 

Figure 2.4, Rovira i Tn'as's alternative for Barcelona's expansion (Teran 81). 



Figure 2.5, The congested Eixample. 



Figure 2.7, Laboratorio de la Galette by Santiago RusiSol (Cristina and Eduardo 
Mendoza 99). 

Figure 2.8, A poster by Alexandre de Riquer for one of Barcelona's art expositions 
(Cristina and Eduardo Mendoza 98). 
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Figure 2.9, Poble escalonat by Joaquim Mir (Cristina and Eduardo Mendoza 103). 

Figure 2.10, Escena de restaurante noctumo by Hermen Anglada Camarasa (Cristina and 
Eduardo Mendoza 110). 
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Figure 2.11, Desconsol by Josep Liimona (Cristina and Eduardo Mendoza 101). 

Figure 2.12, Los primerosfnos by Miquel Blay (Cristina and Eduardo Mendoza 108). 
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Figure 2.13, Casa Lied Morera by Lluis Domenech i Montaner (Cristina and Eduardo 
Mendoza 8S). 

Figure 2.14, Casa Garihy Josep Puig i Cadalfach (Cristina and Eduardo Mendoza 79). 

/ 

Figure 2.15, Casa Roviralta by Joan Rubio (Cristina and Eduardo Mendoza 83). 



Figure 2.16, The interior of the Palacio Giiell by Antoni Gaudi (Cristina and Eduardo 
Mendoza79). 

Figure 2.17, Casa Vicens by Antoni Gaudf (Cristina and Eduardo Mendoza 78). 



Figure 2.18, Casa Batllo by Antoni Gaudf. 

Figure 2.19, Casa Mila by Antoni Gaudf. 



Figure 2.20, The Church oftheSagradaFamilia by Antoni Gaudf. 

Figure 2.21, The T^pies Foundation (Bohigas, Buchanon and Lampugnani 133). 
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Figure 2.22, The Parque de la Ciudadela. 

% 
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Figure 2.24, The statue of Christopher Columbus. 

Figure 2.25, The Arc de Triunf. 



Figure 2.26, The Palacio Nacional. 

Figure 2.27, The Catalana Occidente building (Barril 82). 



Figure 2.28, The Plaga de dels Paisos Catalans by night (Bohigas, Buchanon and 
Lampugnani 179). 

Figure 2.28, The Plaga de dels Paisos Catalans by day (Bohigas, Buchanon and 
Lampugnani 178). 
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Figure 2.30, The Pare de la Crueta del Coll (Barril 60). 

Figure 2.31, The Plaga Trilla in 1980 and 1985 (Acebillo et al 97.1-2). 

Figure 2.32, The Plaga del Sol in 1980 and 1986 (Acebillo et al 97.3-4). 



Figure 2.33, The Plaga de la Palmera (Bohigas, Buchanon and Lampugnani 189). 

Figure 2.34, The Mot de la Fusta (Acebillo et al 97.11). 
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Figure 3.37, The Pare de L'Estacid del Nord (Barril 64). 

Figure 3.38, The Pare del Clot (Barril 66), 
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Figure 2.39, The area where the Olympic Village would be built. This photograph was 
taken soon after it was mostly cleared of its previous structures (Acebillo et al 97.48). 

Figure 2.40, The Sant Jordi Sports Pavilion (Bohigas, Buchanon and Lampugnani 66). 



Figure 2.41, The Horta veledrome (Bohigas, Buchanon and Lampugnani 86). 

Figure 2.42, The Bac de Roda-Felip Hbridge (Bohigas, Buchanon and Lampugnani 183). 
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Figure 2.43, The communications tower on the summit of Collserola (Barril 38). 

Figure 2.44-, The teplica of Mies van der Rohe's Barcelona Pavilion (Bohigas, Buchanon 
andLampugnani IIO). 
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CHAPTER M 

Anticipating Transformation: 
La verdad sobre el caso Savolta and La ciudad de IDS prodigies 

La verdad sobre el ease Savolta (1975) and La ciudad de ios prodigios (1986)—by 

far the most widely read and studied of Mendoza's works—take place around the turn of 

the 20*** century in Barcelona. These historical novels ground their fictitious plots with 

extensive references to actual figures and events of the period in question. Ramon 

Buckley, in his study entitled La doble transicion: Politica v literatura en la Espafia de los 

anos setenta. explains the function of historical novels like La verdad and La ciudad: 

"[The novelist] rescata el pasado para proporcionamos las claves de nuestro propio 

presente, o, si se prefiere, busca en el pasado un «espejo distante» [...] para comprender el 

«hoy», el tiempo del propio novelista. La historia parte del presente; la novela historica 

regresa al presente, devuelve al lector al momento mismo de su lectura" (1 IS). 

How, then, do these historical novels mirror their present? For Gimenez-Mico La 

verdad and La ciudad attempt to explain the present situation with past events (S3). After 

all, as the protagonist of Mendoza's El misterio de la criota embruiada asserts: "pues 

siempre seremos lo que ya fiiimos" (124). The history and events depicted in the novels 

also parallel certain key aspects of contemporary society. Nevertheless, some critics have 

emphasized the conspicuous historical errors and omissions in these novels, which 

indicates that something else is at play with the manner in which Mendoza presents 

history and the urban experience of Barcelona. There are parallels between the time of 

depiction and years of production, and Barcelona's history weighs heavily on the 
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contemporary understanding of this place. Nonetheless, Mendoza's view and depiction 

of the past is filtered through his optic of the contemporary urban consciousness of 

Barcelona. Mendoza explains in a 1988 interview with Marie-Lise Gazarian Gautier: 

I believe that history is both a science and a literary form. [...] I am not a 
historian; therefore, it is not the reason my novels are based on history. I 
am not primarily concerned with dates, but I am interested in recapturing 
our signs of identity. I am a narrator, who wants to tell a familiar story, 
the personal history of a given community, in this case, Barcelona, my 
city. [...] In my novels I attempt to relate the past with a vision that we 
hold of it today. I lay aside important events [...] and stress other 
moments that are more relevant to our present. It is an evocation of the 
past from the perspective of the present. (204, my emphasis) 

The components of consciousness formation in these novels explicitly call attention to 

and reveal much about the contemporary urban experience of Barcelona, thereby making 

them emblems of an urbanized consciousness anticipating significant transformations; La 

verdad facing the economic and political shifts that accompanied the loss much of 

Barcelona's heavy industry and the end of the francoist dictatorship, and La ciudad 

looking forward to Olympic apotheosis. 

La verdad sobre el ease Savolta (1975) 

Mendoza burst on to Spain's literary scene in 197S with his first novel. La verdad 

sobre el caso Savolta. Mendoza won the prestigious Premio de la Critica in 1976 for La 

verdad. and in 1992 a poll of Spam'sh authors and critics named Eduardo Mendoza and La 

verdad "the most important author and novel of the post-Franco era" (Deveny 278), in 

spite of the fact that the novel was published three months before the death of the 

dictator. The novel consists of fragments of many different sorts—first person accounts. 
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omniscient third person narration, court transcripts, letters, newspaper articles, etc.—that 

the reader must piece together in an attempt to find out not only the murky truth about the 

case, but also what the case really is. The novelistic portrayal of the city and the 

recollection of the turbulent history of labor movements and civic unrest in Barcelona 

make Laverdad a place-specific work. Even though the novel has enough abstract appeal 

to win universal acclaim, its complete comprehension requires an understanding of 

Barcelona during the first part of the 20"* century as well as the time inunediately 

preceding the end of the Francoist dictatorship. 

The narrative present of the novel is 1927, when Javier Miranda—the protagonist 

of the novel and narrator of many segments—testifies as the principle wimess in a New 

York City court case concerned with a life insurance claim for his ex-boss, Paul-Andre 

Lepprince, who died in a factory fire in 1919. The court evidence and the memories of 

Miranda paint a detailed picture of life in Barcelona from 1917 to 1919, full of social 

tensions, anarchist rebellions and marked class conflicts. Shortly after Miranda moves to 

Barcelona from his home town of Valladolid, he meets one Paul-Andre Lepprince, a 

flashy french businessman of ambiguous origins who after arriving in Barcelona in 1914 

quickly settles in among the ranks of Barcelona's high society by acquiring authority in 

the Savolta arms plant, and marrying the primary shareholder's daughter (Mana Rosa 

Savolta). Miranda unknowingly becomes Lepprince's stooge to cover up and/or take the 

fall for the murder of an anarchist reporter (Pajarito de Soto), and to marry Lepprince's 

young gypsy lover (Maria Coral) so he could continue his relationship with her despite 

his marriage to Mana Rosa Savolta. After the other principal shareholders of the Savolta 
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plant are assasinated, Lepprince gains almost exclusive control over the business, which 

brings him great wealth because of the First World War and Lepprince's secret practice of 

selling arms to both sides of the conflict. Nevertheless, civic unrest, anarchist rebellions, 

general labor strikes and the end of the war brought about the demise of the Savolta plant 

and Lepprince. Just before Lepprince can declare bankruptcy, an anarchist riot ends his 

life, buming the factory to the ground with Lepprince inside. Shortly thereafter, Miranda 

and Maria Coral move to New York City, where in 1927 Miranda tries to recover 

Lepprince's life insurance policy to send to Maria Rosa Savolta to support her and her 

young daughter. 

Not long before Miranda moves away firom Barcelona Comisario Vazquez reveals 

to him the version of the truth that he has been able to deduce through his investigations 

and information proffered him by Nemesio Cabra Gomez, a homeless, half-crazed police 

informant who ends up intemed in an insane asylum. Nevertheless, the truth about the 

Savolta case, at best, remains incomplete and unclear. The portrayal of the tumultuous 

urban experience of Barcelona, on the other hand, achieves unmistakable clarity. An 

analysis of the depiction in Laverdad of the five components of the consciousness 

formation—individualism, class, commum'ty. State and family—and their relationship to 

space supports the afilmnation of Ramon Buckley that"[...] no estamos, pues, [..] ante 

una novela de evasion, sino al contrario, ante una novela de compromiso desde la 

distancia, que busca un punto pasado capaz de brindamos la perspectiva suficiente para 

comprender el presente" (115-16).' As a result Barcelona's long history of industrial 

development, this city has been one of the most noteworthy arenas in Spain for the 
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development of both the bourgeoisie and socialist and anarchist labor movements 

(Femandez-Armesto 137-49). In 1917-1919 Barcelona is not only beset by social 

division, but also suffers ftom the greatest and most constant civic unrest in the country. 

This sense of unrest, insecurity and depression reflect the state of affairs in 1975, when 

Spain was soon to face the much-anticipated end of almost 40 years of strict dictatorial 

rule. It, too, was a time of economic recession and great insecurity in political and 

cultural terms. This is especially true in Barcelona, a place marked by social division and 

cultural and linguistic differences from the rest of Spain, differences that were repressed 

by the centralist dictatorship of the ailing Franco. 

The State and Class 

The representation of the State in La verdad provides one of the most obvious 

indications that this historical novel conmnmicates a contemporary urbanization of 

consciousness, by linking Alfonso XUI's autocratic monarchy (1902-1931) with late 

Francoism. The King even makes a cameo appearance in the novel, which ends up 

speaking to the corrupmess of his government in its tendency to favor the interests of the 

rich. He accepts Lepprince's invitation to come to a reception at his home, and by doing 

so, endorses Lepprince in his future campaign for political office. It can also be inferred 

that because of Lepprince's contact with the King, and other high ranking Spam'sh 

ofiBcials, that Comisario V^quez was transferred from Barcelona in 1918 when bis 

investigations started to turn up evidence that Lepprince wanted to keep under covers. 
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Despite the King's appearance in the novel, the police of Barcelona constitute the 

most visible representative of the State in La verdad. bi general the police appear as an 

oppressive force, but mostly ineffective. They are unable to prevent the violence that 

plagues Barcelona, so they focus their efforts to capturing a few individuals responsible 

for the civic unrest in order to make examples of them. The fact that when the victims of 

crimes belong to the upper class the police have much greater success in apprehending 

suspects than when the victims are workers indicates where the authorities' loyalties 

generally lie. The investigation into the assassination of Enric Savolta illustrates this 

point. After the crime, several factory workers were falsely accused, tried and executed 

relatively quickly. When evidence showed that they were not the killers, the investigation 

continued for years. When asked to explain this nustake, Comisario V^quez responds: 

"Si, ya se que fue culpa mia [...], pero no hay que lamentarse demasiado. Aquellos 

individuos merecfan el peloton por mas de un concepto" (418-19). Conversely, when 

Lepprince's hired thugs brutally attack various workers, the police conduct a brief 

investigation that produces no evidence other than common consent pointing to the 

factory administrators as the logical guilty party, so they drop the case (67). 

In some ways Comisario V^quez seems very competent and dedicated, albeit 

somewhat imperious. Miranda describes Vazquez in the following manner: 

Recuerdo que, al principio, me cayo mal el comisario Vazquez, con su 
mirada displicente y su media sonrisa ironica y aquella lentitud profesional 
que poma en sus palabras y sus movimientos, tendente sin duda a 
exasperar e inquietar y a provocar una siibita e irrefrenable confesion de 
culp^ilidadeneloyente. [...] Laprimeravezquele vilojuzguedeuna 
pedanteria infantil, casi patetica. Luego me atacaba los nervios. Al final 
comprendi que bajo aquella pose oficial habia un metodo tenaz y ima 
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decision vocacional de averiguar la verdad a costa de todo. Era 
infatigable, paciente y perspicaz en grade sumo. (42) 

Despite bis skills as an investigator and intentions to uncover the truth, Comisario 

V^quez makes some crucial errors in judgement. His principal mistake involves his 

initial treatment of Nemesio Cabra Gomez, a mentally debilitated police informant. At 

the beginning of the case, while Vazquez and the police misinterpreted the little evidence 

they had, Nemesio understood the keys to the unfolding of the case. Nevertheless, since 

this information was being proffered by what Vazquez considers "un verdadero desecho 

social" (418), and since at the time the police had the accused anarchists in custody, 

Comisario Vazquez refuses to listen to Nemesio. Only later does Vazquez confess his 

error in discounting Nemesio's findings (411-18). When Vazquez finally does manage to 

dig up concrete evidence in the case, bis superiors transfer him to a post in Tetuan, and 

later to Guinea after he continues to intercede in the case by correspondence. He returns 

to Barcelona in 1919 and resumes his investigations before leaving (or being obliged to 

leave) the force in 1920. Miranda recounts V^quez's fate: "Se que abandoned 

[V^quez] el cuerpo de Policta en 1920, es decir, segun mis calculos, cuando sus 

investigaciones debian estar llegando al final. Algo misterioso hay en ello. Peronuncase 

sabr^ porque hace pocos meses fiie muerto por alguien relacionado con el caso" (42). 

The novel's treatment of Comisario Vazquez speaks to the ineffectiveness and 

corruption of the State and the police of Barcelona. First of all, an untrained, insane 

transient understands the case better and sooner than the police; second, class interests 

often cloud the judgement of the officers; and finally, when an officer uncovers truths that 
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could threaten the social order in Barcelona, he is forced to be silent. This corruption 

promotes uneven geographical development by giving special treatment to the rich and by 

siding with capitalists in the repression of labor movements. In a feeble attempt to regain 

and maintain the peace, the police endeavor to keep everyone and everything in its 

corresponding place: socially and spatially. Nevertheless, these repressive tactics only 

escalate the civic unrest in Barcelona. The State and the police cannot even protect the 

interests of the upper class due to their lack of sound policy, which occasioned the rise of 

labor movements and anarchist riots, resulting in the destruction of lives and property of 

all classes. 

Buckley believes that the representation of the State constitutes the clearest link 

between this novel's time of production and time of representation, descnbing both 

governments as regimes in a state of decomposition (116-17). He explains; 

En 1917, la monarqwa parlamentaria de Alfonso Xm entraba en su recta 
final, y las perspectivas de una revolucion a la rusa pareci'an cada vez mas 
plausibles en medio de la crisis economica, la inoperancia de los partidos 
poUticos, el vacio de poder, etc. Lo mismo podriamos decir del regimen 
de Franco despues del asesinato de Carrero Blanco (20 de diciembre de 
1973): no se trataba solo de que el regimen ya no tema futuro, sino de que 
no tema presente, de que se descompoma a ojos vista porque sus propios 
seguidores habian dejado de aeer en el. [...] Se producia asi (tanto en 
1917-19 como en 1974-75) un vaci'o de poder poUtico, vacio en el sentido 
de que el gobiemo deja de ofiecer soluciones pohticas y se limita a ejercer 
la puray dura represidn policial. (117) 

The urbam'zation of consciousness as portrayed in this novel clearly speaks to the 

ineffectiveness of the policies of the State m social and economic affairs. Nevertheless, 

there is also a sense of anticipation—but not necessarily optinusna—for the fiiture. 

History affords us this clue. The novel's chronicle of the events in Barcelona ends when 
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Miranda and Maria Coral move to the United States in 1920, while Spain still 

experienced the "vaci'o de poder politico" (Buckley 117) of Alfonso Xm's govemient. 

This vacuum was filled by the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera, a government even more 

repressive in its dealings with Barcelona than the previous one. Miranda finishes his 

account of the Savolta Case in 1927, when Primo de Rivera's dictatorship began to loose 

public and political support (Carr 100-10). In 1930 the King asked him to resign. The 

Second Republic eventually filled this void in 1931, after two short and impotent 

dictatorships of Berenguer and Aznar (110-11). In 1975 Barcelona, along with the rest of 

Spain, faced another vacuum of political power, but one that would soon need to be filled, 

as Francisco Franco's health began to rapidly fail. The historical references in the novel 

to the political vacuums in Barcelona—one explicit and the other inferred—present two 

distinct possibilities for filling the void of 197S: another absolutist government that will 

enforce a social status quo that supports uneven geographical development, or another 

attempt at a democratic government that promises social reform. For better or for worse, 

Spain—and Barcelona in particular—anticipated political transformation that would have 

far reaching social, economic, geographical and cultural effects. 

Individualism and Class 

Individualism is a locus of consciousness formation in that the individual's 

experiences with and understanding of time and money under capitalism mold his or her 

perception of space. Furthermore, the individual who sells his skills to buyers of labor, 

earns a means to control a little bit of space, which becomes a part—however small—of 
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the process that continues to form and reform the urbanization of consciousness. Harvey 

clarifies: 

Money [...] functions as a concrete abstraction, imposing external and 
homogeneous measures of value on all aspects of human life, reducing 
infinite diversity to a single comparable dimension, and masidng 
subjective human relations by objective market exchanges. [...] Money 
and capital therefore confront us as double alienations, the compounding 
of which should surely produce energy of revolt sufficient to dispose 
quickly of both. Yet the alienations can also confound and confiise each 
other. Class-bound political movements against the power of capital 
hesitate or fail if they appear to threaten real and cherished, though 
necessarily limited liberties given by the possession of money in the 
marketplace. Even the poorest person can relish the kind of liberty that 
even the minutest amount of money power can give. Workers may even 
connive or accede to their own exploitation in production in retum for 
increased money power that gives them greater market freedoms and 
greater ability to control a portion of their own space [...] and their own 
time [...]. (The Urban 232) 

Of the more than 30 characters that have at least a minor role in La verdad (Yang SO), 

Javier Miranda, Paul-Andre Lepprince and Maria Coral most explicitly emulate issues of 

individualism and space. Miranda, a native of Valladolid, moves to Barcelona some time 

before 1917 looking for work. Miranda soon finds a job in the law offices of 

Cortabanyes, which allows him to barely earn a modest living. During the fall of 1917 

Miranda meets Paul-Andre Lepprince, a wealthy Frenchman who moves to Barcelona and 

assumes a primary role in the affairs of the Savolta factory. When Lepprince asks for 

Miranda's assistance in a few matters he takes advantage of this opportunity because it 

offered him a little extra money and he figured that it might help him in his quest for 

professional advancement to have a contact like Lepprince. Over a year later Lepprince 

offers Miranda just such an opportunity^ for advancement, albeit a dubious promotion. 
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Lepprince makes Miranda his personal assistant, conditioned upon Miranda's marriage to 

Maria Coral. Lepprince explains the arrangement at first under charitable pretexts, 

claiming that he feels a sense of responsibility to care for Maria Coral since they used to 

be romantically involved. Since a high profile figure like Lepprince would suffer social 

reprove for his affiliation with a gypsy and former striptease acrobat, he enlists the 

collaboration of Miranda, who he knows has feelings for the young Maria Coral as well 

(267-69). Only later does Miranda discover that the arrangement was actually meant to 

facilitate the continued affair of Lepprince with Maria Coral. 

The situations of these three individuals have meaningful spatial implications. In 

the first place, by accepting Lepprince's arrangement, Miranda willingly subjects himself 

to an exploitation consisting of a rigorous and demanding work schedule and a loveless 

marriage with Maria Coral. Maria Coral also consigns herself to a less than desirable 

union with Miranda, and to the sexual domination of Lepprince. In return, Miranda and 

Maria Coral receive a boost in social status which allows them access to spaces that 

before were off limits to them—exemplified by their invitation to a reception graced by a 

visit firom King Alfonso Xm (337-39)—and offers Maria Coral an escape firom the lowest 

class spaces to which she was previously consigned. Javier recalls Maria Coral's reasons 

for accepting the arrangement: 

Maria Coral me dijo que habia meditado al respecto [...]. Declaro haberse 
casado conmigo por interes, sin que mediase sentimiento alguno en su 
decision. Tenia la conciencia tranquOa porque supoma que yo no era 
victima de un engano y que tambien ha habia desposado como medio de 
obtener algun provecho; asimismo, lo que de reprobable pudiera tener 
aquella boda quedaba compensado por el hecho de que, al contraerla. 
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habia evitado que sus angustiosas circunstancias la condujeran a trances 
mil veces peores. (308-09) 

Although Miranda and Maria Coral gain access to more exclusive spaces than previously 

allowed, both of them feel at least a little out of place in these environments—especially 

Maria Coral (319-20). 

There is yet another irony concerned with space and individualism. Miranda's 

acceptance of the marriage arrangement, along with his new job as Lepprinces personal 

assistant, greatly improve his financial situation, giving him power to control personal 

space. He exercises that power by purchasing an upper-middle class home in the 

Eixample and remodeling it to his liking (294*95). Nevertheless, Miranda later leams 

that he really does not control his personal space at all. Lepprince does. The Frenchman 

enters Miranda's home to be with Maria Coral whenever he so desires and he stays as 

long as he likes, often impeding Miranda's timely return to his own space by having his 

aides create more work for him at the ofRce (346). Later on Lepprince's insolence 

regarding his relationship with Maria Coral reaches such a degree that he ceases to care 

whether Miranda is home or not, and while Lepprince makes love to Miranda's wife, 

Lepprince's bodyguard. Max, dictates with threats where Miranda can and cannot go in 

his own house. 

The manner in which Mendoza portrays individualism in this novel exposes an 

interesting contradiction in the urban process under capitalism. The power to control 

space with money tempers the potential for revolt against the exploitation of the 

individual, yet in Laverdad this individual power barely exists superficially. Legitimate 
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control over space remains in the hands of the individuals—like Lepprince—^who have 

access to much large amounts of money (and other forms of capital). This understanding 

leads Maria Coral to conclude the following concerning Lepprince's power over the 

Miranda couple's individual space: "Ya ves que sencillo es todo cuando se tiene dinero y 

poder" (346). 

For many individuals in the Barcelona ofLaverdadthe power over space they 

received in exchange for their exploitation fails to measure up to their needs. These 

individuals, united by class, strive to work together to change their situation. 

Nevertheless, they encounter several difRculties in their attempted resistance. First, they 

never achieve true solidarity because they have different ideas about what they want and 

how to achieve it. Some want a revolution to dynamite the system, while others simply 

seek greater compensation and less exploitation within the existing capitalist order. Some 

individuals—like Pajarito de Soto, believe that by exposing the truth of the plight of the 

working class, the situation would then remedy itself Some call for workers strikes, 

others resort to terrorism against the upper class, and still others take to the practice and 

preaching of firee love and unscrupulous sex as their means of revolt (397-98). 

In addition to the lack of solidarity among the working class, any acts of resistance 

also met with severe repression by capitaHsts. Lepprince ordered the assassination of 

Pajarito de Soto for his discourse against the Savolta factory, and he avoided a plant 

strike in 1917 by hiring thugs to beat up anyone thought to be involved in heading up the 

movement (56-59). Lepprince is not the only individual who makes use of these 

repressive tactics. Claudedeu, a high ranking ofBcial in the Savolta factory gains the 
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nickname "el Hombre de la Mano de Hieno" for his merciless repression of worker 

resistance. These conflicts of individualism and class have extraordinary and immediate 

spatial implications. During the years portrayed in Laver^(1917-1919) Barcelona's 

space frequently resembled a battleground where at any given moment, any person could 

find themselves a victim—innocent or not—of violence and terrorism due to the intense 

civic struggles going on at the time. Furthermore, during the peak moments of revolt, 

mobs drastically altered the urban landscape by destroying segments of the built 

environment that they felt represented or fostered oppression of the working class 

(factories, churches, businesses, etc.). Judge Davidson explains: 

Siguiendo con los informes que obran en mi poder, a lo largo de 1918 se 
produjeron en Barcelona ochenta y siete atentados de los llamados 
«sociales», cuyo balance de victimas es el siguiente: patrones muertos, 4; 
heridos, 9; obreros y encargados muertos, 11; heridos; 43. Esto sin contar 
los danos materiales causados por los numerosos incendios y explosiones 
dinamiteras. En mayo se produce un saqueo de tiendas de comestibles que 
se prolonga por varios dias y que solo la declaracion del estado de guerra 
pudo contener. (168-69) 

Miranda's response to the judge's description of the tumultuous space of Barcelona 

represents one of the novel's great understatements: "Eran aiios de crisis, 

indudablemente" (169). 

The significance of individualism and class struggle in this novel would not have 

been lost on the contemporary reader in Barcelona. Although the individuals are 

fictitious and from another era, the mechanism remains the same. Any far reaching 

power over space remains a privilege of the upper class, and workers still must weigh the 

individual power they receive as compensation for exploitation against the potential costs 
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of resistance and revolt. Just as in 1917-1919, Barcelona of the mid-1970s was in crisis, 

and therefore experienced many of the same mam'festations of resistance and repression 

that plagued the city at the beginning of the century. As I mentioned in Chapter II, 

although workers unions were outlawed, a group called Comissions Obreres managed to 

organize protests and strikes in the 1970s, toward which the State reacted with heavy-

handed repression. The terrorist and reactionary activity of the novel and the fear that it 

produces in the inhabitants of Barcelona finds a contemporary referent in the affronts of 

the Basque nationalist terrorist organization (ETA). Even the women proponents of firee 

love that Miranda meets on his way back to Barcelona toward the end of the novel—that 

Miranda classifies "sucesivamente como locas, farsantes, chifladas y santas, a su manera" 

(398)—bear a striking resemblance to the ideas of the sexual revolution of the 1960s in 

England, France and the United States, which only began to gain notable popularity in 

Spain in the 1970s. 

Community, Family and Class 

Like individualism, family and community take on increased importance in La 

verdad when seen in relationship to class. Class concerns virtually subsiune the portrayal 

of community in this novel. The severe civic strife in Barcelona places two class-bound 

communities against each other, the bourgeoisie and the workers, each with their 

corresponding urban spaces. The most intriguing aspect of community, however, consists 

of the internal divisions in both communities that undermine what they attempt to 

accomplish. I previously mentioned the different political and ideological factions that 
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mollify the effectiveness of the labor movement. Likewise, La verdad depicts the 

conummity of the rich and powerful as a house divided. In the first place, an underlying 

hypocrisy pervades their interaction and flattery at their frequent parties, receptions and 

visits. Secondly, although on occasion members of this community work together to 

increase profits—take for example the collaboration between Savolta, Claudedeu, Parells 

and Cortabanyes that made their factory an initial success—others seek to move ahead at 

their colleagues' expense. Lepprince exemplifies this divisive ambition perfectly, 

ordering the assassination of Enric Savolta (his father-in-law) and Fere Parells in order to 

gain and keep control over the Savolta plant. Cortabanyes also seems involved in some 

of these obscure dealings. Just before his death Pajarito de Soto warns Miranda in a letter 

not to trust Cortabanyes (420), and at another point Lepprince reminds Cortabanyes: 

"[•••] no te hagas el tonto. Los dos estamos metidos en esto hasta el cuello. Ahora no 

puedes abandonar" (248). Comisario V^quez speculates that were it not for these 

divisions and dealings among the their own upper-class community, the Savolta company 

might have been able to stay afloat during the recession that followed the end of World 

War I (421-22). 

The dealings of the Savoltas show the formidable influence family can have on 

the formation of a consciousness of class, which inevitably manifests itself in the urban 

environment in the form of uneven geographical development. Enric Savolta, who comes 

from a wealthy and distinguished lineage, uses family money to buy into a new industrial 

plant specializing in the production of weapons. By capitalizing on the wartime 

circumstances, his investment pays off handsomely. Savolta's family money and 
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prominence allow him to literally change a significant portion of the landscape of 

Barcelona. He and his associates build an industrial plant, which creates new jobs and a 

need for workers housing. He perpetuates the uneven geographical development by 

exploiting his workers and by establishing his residence in a lush mansion in the 

exclusive Sarria district, far from the factory and the residences of the workers he 

employs. He then passes his understanding of class bound space and consciousness to his 

child, Maria Rosa Savolta, who quietly accepts the marriage of convenience with 

Lepprince arranged by the Frenchman and Maria Rosa's parents. Even after the denuse 

of the Savolta factory and the deaths of her father, husband and mother, class 

consciousness remains fixed in Maria Rosa Savolta's mind. Furthermore, she passes on 

this consciousness to her daughter, Paulina. In her letter to Miranda, thanking him for his 

efforts to recover the money—which would allow her and her daughter to return to the 

upper-class lifestyle befitting them—Maria Rosa Savolta states; 

No puede usted imaginarse la enorme alegria que nos ha producido a 
Paulina y a nu recibir la noticia de que usted nos iba a enviar dinero desde 
Nueva York. [...] Estos aiios han sido muy dificiles para Paulina y para 
nu. [...] Mi unico deseo, en este tiempo, ha sido procurar que la pequena 
Paulina no cariese de nada. Por desgracia, temo que su educacion sea 
deficiente. Come ademas hemos tenido que ir vendiendo mis joyas, la 
pobre ha crecido en un ambiente de clase media, tan distinto al que por 
nacimiento le corresponde. La niiia, sin embargo, no traiciona su origen y 
se quedaria usted sorprendido de su distincion y modales. [...] El dinero 
que usted nos va a enviar nos viene pues como anillo al dedo. Tengo 
puestas mis esperanzas en una buena boda, para cuando Paulina este en 
edad de merecer, cosa dificil de lograr si no se cuenta con un minimo de 
medios. Y, aunque estoy segura de que muchos hombres de vah'a la 
mraim con buenos ojos, no creo que ninguno se atreva a dar el paso 
definitivo, por consideraciones de orden social. Ya ve usted lo muy 
necesitadas que estamos de ese dmero que usted nos enviara en breve. 
(431) 
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Maria Rosa successfully teaches her young daughter concerning her true social standing 

by right of birth and how to avoid betraying her upper-class family origin despite the 

temporary lack of wealth.^ 

While the depiction of community and family of 1917-1919 Barcelona is not 

unrealistic, verifying that their roles actually played out precisely in the depicted manner 

would prove not only difficult, but inconsequential as well because Mendoza only 

concerns himself with a reproduction of the past insofar as it sheds light on the present. 

Thus Mendoza proffers his view of how conununity and family—in relation to class— 

influence the contemporary urbanization of consciousness? 

Urban Space and Class 

It may seem meaningless to examine the descriptions of urban space in La verdad. 

since that space has undoubtedly changed since 1919. What that space symbolizes in 

relation to class, however, makes Barcelona's early 20'''-century space relevant to the 

contemporary reader. The portrayal of urban space in this novel criticizes the uneven 

geographical development in Barcelona that existed both at the time of representation and 

production, and a Barcelonan of 1975 would recognize the areas of the city portrayed in 

the novel and concede that the same urban spaces continue to be dominated by the same 

classes as at the beginning of the century. 

The Barrio Chino (Fig. 3.1) is represented in this novel as a dangerous, dirty and 

labyrinthine area dominated by the lowest classes. When Miranda takes his Mend Perico 
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Serramadriles to the cabaret where Maria Coral performs, he describes the neighborhood 

in the following manner: 

Perico y yo nos intemamos mas y mas en aquel laberinto de callejones, 
ruinas y desperdicios, el curioseando todo con avidez, y ajeno al 
lamentable espectaculo que se desarroUaba a nuestro alrededor. [...] 
Cuando me detuve se coloco [Perico] resollando a mi lado. 

—^^Se puede saber adonde vamos? Este lugar es horrible. 
—^Yahemos llegado. Mira. 
Y le senale la puerta de un tenebroso cabaret. Un letrero sucio y 

roto anunciaba: ELEGANTES VARIEDADES e incluia la lista de precios. 
Del interior llegaban las notas de un piano desaflnado. 

—^No querras entrar ahi —me dijo con el miedo cincelado en el 
rostro. (187-88) 

When Miranda goes back to the same neighborhood looking for Maria Coral's residence, 

he provides a gloomy description of the miserable conditions of the people who reside in 

the Barrio Chino; 

Localice por fin las sefias y vi que se trataba de una nusera pension o casa 
de habitaciones que, segun sospeche primero y confinne despues, hacia las 
veces de casa de citas. La entrada era estrecha y oscura. [...] Subilos 
desgastados peldaiios alumbrandome ocasionahnente con una cerilla y a 
tientas. La lobreguez del entomo, lejos de deprimirme, me animo, pues 
evidenciaba que Mana Coral no disfrutaba de una posicion que le 
autorizase a despreciarme. [...] Llegue ante una puerta que decia: 

HABITACIONES LA JULIA 
y m^ abajo, junto al picaporte; EMPUJE. Empuje y la puerta se abrio 
rechinando. Me vi en un vestibulo debilmente iluminado por un 
lamparilla de aceite que ardia en la homacina de un santo. El vestibulo no 
tema otro mobiUario que un paraguero de loza. A derecha e izquierda 
coma un pasillo en tinieblas y a ambos lados del pasillo se alineaban las 
habitaciones, en cuyas puertas se leian niimeros garrapateados en tiza. 
(209) 

These miserable conditions are rivaled only by the shacks that the immigrant industrial 

workers construct in the suburban area between Barcelona and Hospitalet, home to the 

Savolta factory: 
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Los suburbios que atraves^amos, y que yo desconoci'a, me deprimieron 
hondamente. Junto a la via, y hasta donde alcanzaba la vista, se apinaban 
las barracas sin luz, en una tierra grisacea, polvorienta y carente de 
vegetacion. Circulaban por entre las bairacas hileras de inmigrantes, 
venidos a Barcelona de todos los puntos del pais. No habi'an logrado 
entrar en la ciudad: trabajaban en el cinturon fabril y moraban en las 
landas, en las antesalas de la prosperidad que los atrajo. Embrutecidos y 
hambrientos esperaban y callaban, uncidos a la ciudad, como la hiedra al 
muro. (77-78) 

The descriptions of both of these sectors could correspond to Barcelona of 197S, as well 

as 1918. In fact, even in 2001 a shantytown of immigrant workers still exists on the 

outskirts of the city, near Hospitalet (Figs. 3.2 - 3«3). 

The novel also contrasts these lower class spaces with other sectors of the city. 

Lepprince's first home is situated in one of the "barrios pacificos y virtuosos de la clase 

media" (73), a bourgeoisie dominated portion of the Eixample, on the Rambia Cataluiia 

(Figs. 3.4 - 3.5), and the Savolta family resides in a mansion in the exclusive Sarria 

district in the foothills of western Barcelona (Figs. 3.6-3.7); "Estaba enclavada en el 

barrio residencial de Sarria. En un monticulo que domina Barclelona y el mar. Las casas 

eran del tipo llamado «torre», a saber: viviendas de dos o una planta rodeadas de jardin" 

(108). 

The fact that these spaces of Barcelona remain highly segregated demonstrates 

some very important aspects of the urbanization of consciousness. The manner in which 

urban space is configured imposes an understanding of urban space that becomes 

perpetuated in subsequent spatial practices. Furthermore, this perpetual reproduction of 

segregated urban space answers more to class than it does to the State, which casts a 

pessinustic shadow over the urbanized consciousness portrayed in the novel. I mentioned 
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before that the publication of La verdad anticipates an impending political transformation 

that was certain to have significant social, cultural and geographical effects. 

Nevertheless, by showing that Barcelona's segregated spaces have remained in tact 

throughout the monarchy of the first part of the 20"* century, two dictatorships and a 

democratic republic, Mendoza communicates the improbability that the new State 

configuration—^whatever it may be—^would pay sufficient attention to issues of space and 

social justice and succeed in conecting the uneven geographical development that has 

characterized Barcelona for so long. 

La ciudad de IDS prodigies (1986) 

Few critics—if any—question the importance of Mendoza's fourth novel. La 

ciudad de los prodigios. winner of the 1988 Best Book of the Year award in France and 

the Italian prize Grinzane Cavour (Gautier 203). Marin Minguillon attests that this novel 

is "sin duda alguna la novela mas vendida de la era posfiranquista ("Hacia" 111), and 

Malleus Mellefic praises it as "lo m^ importante que se habia escrito desde el Quijote 

(56). La ciudad deals with the development of Barcelona between the two World Fairs 

that the city hosted in 1888 and 1929, and chronicles the life of an enterprising rural 

Catalom'an immigrant in Barcelona, Onofi'e Bouvila. At only thirteen years of age, 

Onofte abandons his family and leaves the poverty of rural Catalonia to seek his fortune 

in Barcelona. He finds a place to live in the boarding house run by Braulio and his 

teenage daughter, Delfina. After failing to find a job, Onofi'e follows Delfina's advice 

and makes contact with Pablo, who gives Onofi:e his first job—distributing anarchist 
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pamphlets to the workers at the construction sites of the 1888 World Fair. After a series 

of odd jobs and money making schemes—mostly illegal—Ono&e becomes a rich and 

powerful man in Barcelona. He manages to survive anarchist rebellions, the failure of the 

silent movie industry in which he invested, a brief exile at the beginning of the 

dictatorship of Primo de Rivera, a failed marriage and a heart attack, all with his fortune 

in tact. At the end of the novel the aged Onofre flies away with a priceless diamond and a 

young woman in a prototype of a helicopter he conunissioned for the 1929 Universal 

Exposition. 

Like La verdad. this novel recalls real people and events from Barcelona's history 

and gives great detail to the representation of the time period in question. Nevertheless, 

Mendoza does not restrict himself to the confines of traditional historical representation. 

He also includes myth, local legend, popular tradition and religious anecdotes—all 

elements of place (Harvey, Justice 306)—along with a slew of fictional characters. This 

historical novel also has substantial contemporary significance, recalling Barcelona's bid 

for the 1992 Olympics. This suggests that the place being described corresponds to 

Barcelona of 1986 at least as much as 1887 to 1929. Both of the World Fairs were crucial 

to the formation of the urban identity of Barcelona. Prior to 1888 and 1929, key segments 

of urban space were restructured in such a way so as to create a version of place that did 

not coincide with the objective urban reality of the time, except in the areas that would be 

most visible to foreign visitors. This critical account of place construction exposes the 

falsity of that process as it happened in that era and forms a special connection to the 

context in which the novel was published, six years before Barcelona was to host the 
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Summer Olympic Games of 1992. Similar to what happened for the World Fairs of 1888 

and 1929, Olympic preparation occasoned the reconfiguration of urban space and another 

attempt to reconstruct place. AmaUa Pulgarin concludes; ciudad de los prodigios es 

la Barcelona de finales del siglo XIX que irremediablemente nos remite a la Barcelona de 

finales del siglo XX. La historia se muestra como espejo del presente. [...] La ciudad de 

los prodigios nos hace pensar en como los hechos del pasado pueden dar un sentido a 

nuestra experiencia del presente" (Metaficcion 23). In order to understand precisely how 

this historical novel treats contemporary urban issues, I propose a study of the portrayal of 

the five loci of consciousness formation in this novel. 

Individualism 

Because of his primordial role in the novel, 1 have chosen to examine Onofire 

Bouvila as an example of how individualism is portrayed in relationship to the 

urbanization of consciousness. Onofire clearly understands the power of money, the 

individualism it facilitates and the misery that the lack of it causes. The accimiulation of 

wealth, therefore, becomes the driving force behind the behavior of Onofire: "Ser rico era 

el objetivo que se habia fijado en la vida" (46). Onofire's comprehension of how money 

imposes "measures of value on all aspects of human life" (Harvey, Urban 232), is 

exemplified by his repeated attempts to buy love—not just sex—from Delfina, Margarita 

Figa i Morera, and Maria Belltall. 

In exchange for money, he at first subjects himself to exploitation, passing out 

anarchist pamphlets for Pablo. After a time Onofre becomes dissatisfied with the 
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miniscule returns for bis propogandist work, so he devises otber means to make money. 

He goes on to run a con operation, selling hair restorer to the workers at the World Fair 

site, before becoming a petty thief, then rising to be second in command to Barcelona's 

crime boss, Humbert Figa i Morera. He gains the majority of his fortune, however, 

through real estate speculation in the last decade of the 19"* century. Although most of 

his deals were ethically marginal—or downright illegal according to some (187-90)— 

Onofre achieved his goal of becoming rich, and also gained a certain amount of respect, 

despite his shady beginnings: "En el verano de 1899 [Onofire] ya era un hombre hecho y 

derecho. Tenia ventiseis anos y una fortima considerable" (191). With part of that 

fortune, he invests in the silent movie industry, exploiting Delfma as his marquee actress 

until her internment in an insane asylum. The way individualism plays out in this novel 

communicates that in order for individuals to break out of their exploitation, they must 

abandon their scruples and resort to alternative ways of accumulating wealth, and 

ultimately exploit others. Those who do not do as Onofre, either stay in the same 

situation, or suffer a worse fate. Pablo, the anarchist "apostol" is imprisoned, tortured, 

then executed for a crime that he did not commit (5S-S7). Deifina also suffers an ignoble 

fate. After several years of incarceration, Onofre exploits her in his nascent movie 

industry before she dies, miserable and alone, in an insane asylum. Onofre reflects on 

this matter: "Los pobres solo tenemos una altemativa, se decia, la honradez y la 

humillacidn o la maldad y el remordimiento" (327). Onofre clearly chooses the latter 

alternative. 
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Onofire often expresses his individualism in ways that directly a£fect the 

configuration perception of space in Barcelona. With his money he his purchases an old 

mansion and its surrounding property and restores it to its initial state. This residence in 

Bonanova'*, at the time separated from Barcelona, reinforced the trend of wealthy people 

purchasing homes to the west of the city, thus reinforcing the spatial segregation of 

Barcelona by class. As a matter of fact, Sarria, Tres Torres and San Gervasio de 

Cassoles—the three sectors that surround the Paseo de la Bonanova—continue to be 

some of the most exclusive neighborhoods of the city. Onofre's speculative activities on 

the Eixample also deeply affect Barcelona's urban space. The narrator ofLaciudad 

explains: 

En poco m^ de dos anos se hizo muy rico [Ono&e], Mientras tanto, de 
resultas de ello, causo a la ciudad un mal irreparable, porque las victunas 
de sus argucias se encontraban con unos terrenos baldios carentes de valor 
por los que habian satisfecho sumas muy altas. Ahora tem'an que hacer 
algo con ellos. Normahnente estos terrenos habn'an sido destinados a 
viviendas baratas, a ser ocupados por los pobres inmigrantes y su prole. 
Pero como su valor inicial habia sido tan alto, fueron destinados a 
viviendas de lujo. [...] Para recuperar parte del capital perdido los duenos 
esacatimaban dmero en la construccion [...]. Tambien hubo que edificar 
en parcelas originahnente destinada a jardines o parques de recreo, a 
cocheras, escuelas y hospitales. Para compensar tanto desastre se puso 
mucho esmero en las fachadas. [...] Todo para poder recuperar el dinero 
que Onofre Bouvila les habia robado. Asi crecia la ciudad, a gran 
velocidad, por puro afw. (190-91, my emphasis) 

The individualism exemplified by Onofire truly has far reaching effects. In fact, Patricia 

Hart believes that Onofre "is genuinely defined by his ability to make all Barcelona feel 

the results of his acts" ("Barcelona" 113). Even Barcelonans of the time of publication of 

the novel could look out their windows at their congested ci^ and see the contemporary 
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effects of the sort of speculation practiced by Onofie. Furthermore, the 1980s saw the 

same sort of speculative activities increase in preparation for the 1992 Olympic games 

(McNeill 17; Moreno and Vazquez Montalban 82-120). Resina writes: "By staging the 

equivalent of a world's fair in the 1992 Olympic Games, the city provided a conrelate for 

renewed speculative adventures" (965). In this manner Mendoza uses individualism at 

the tum of the century to reflect the contemporary urbanization of consciousness. 

Family and Community 

Family is virtually the only thing that Onofre cannot buy with money. Onofire 

grants the petition of a group of Barcelona's "prohombres" to finance the Russian 

Czarina's visit to Barcelona, hoping to gain more prestige and respect (234-35). 

Nonetheless, at the reception that Onofre arranges for the Czarina, these same men who 

asked for Onofire's money do not allow him to sit at the same table with the Russian 

aristocrat because he does not have an noble lineage: 

A1 llegar a la mesa advirtio que no quedaba una sola silla Ubre, ni un 
cubierto reservado para el. El marques de Ut, percatandose de su 
desconcierto, se levanto y le murmuro al oido: ^Que haces aqui parado 
como un pasmarote? Tu puesto esta alia, en la mesa tres. Protesto a 
media voz: jPero yo quiero sentarme aqui, al lado de la zarina! No digas 
disparates, susurro el marque con la alarma pintada en el semblante; tu no 
perteneces a la nobleza, ^quieres ofender a Su Alteza Imperial? (240) 

The social, political importance of most of these prohombres results from their famih'al 

origins and upbringing. It is an order that existed before them, and that will carry on to 

future generations, perpetuating the social divisions and spatial segregation that it entails. 
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This same instance shows how family also functions in this novel as one of the 

undermining factors to a sense of community. The loyalties of these noblemen fluctuate 

depending on the circumstances. They ask Onofire for support, evoking his solidarity 

with them as fellow bourgeois colleagues, then later they claim privileges of noble 

lineage, at the expense of bourgeois solidarity. By the same token, the lower classes are 

unable to form a strong enough community solidarity to successfully resist their 

exploitation. Different factions of socialism and anarchism weaken each other. Delfina 

betrays her anarchist comrades when she discovers that her boyfHend had been lying to 

her, hiding the fact that he had a wife and children. Immigrant workers find it hard to fit 

in when they arrive in Barcelona, and not just immigrants from odier provinces of Spain. 

Knutson observes; "Onofire, although a Spaniard and a Catalan, is different from the 

Barcelonan natives who surround him. While the problems faced by non-Catalanian 

emigrants to Barcelona have been a recurring theme in contemporary Spanish literature. 

La ciudad de los prodigios shows how 'outer' Catalonians face obstacles as well" 

("Parody" 76). Because of Onofre's first hand experience with the lack of community 

solidarity among labor, he is able to remain confident that the revolution proclaimed by 

the rioters of 1909's Tragic Week would never fiilly materialize (242-46). 

In La ciudad. while the political leaders of Barcelona attempted to package and 

sell the image of Barcelona as an idealized and progressive community, the rest of the 

narration negates such a notion. Barcelona suffers division due to class, political 

ideology, geographic origin, gender and lineage. This portrayal has interesting 

contemporary parallels. For the World Fairs, as well as the Olympics, attempts were 
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made to rally opposing factions behind the common goal of urban transformation for the 

spectacles. While a majority supported the events, divisions still remained. Some 

individuals opposed the staging of the 1992 games and the way in which the urban 

renewal was deliberated (Moreno and Vazquez Montalban 67-70). The comment of an 

1888 newpaper included in the novel reflects a common sentiment among dissenters for 

the 1992 Olympics; "Tal vez, decimos, convendria que tanto esfiierzo y tanto dinero se 

aplicasen a cosas mas necesarias y apremiantes, y que no se despilfarrasen en 

aparatosas obras publicas de efecto inmediato y utilidad efimera, si alguna" (58). 

Additionally, many who supported the spectacle had very different ideas about how to 

rebuild the city. Socialists, conservatives, rich, poor, Catalanists, Spaniards, architects, 

engineers, municipal leaders and provincial government, among others, all had their own 

agendas for the reconstmction of Barcelona.^ The official image of community solidarity 

for the staging of the Games contrasted with the reality of the political, social and cultural 

divisiveness that characterized the staging of this event. 

Class and the State 

In a way, Onofre could be seen as a hero for the lower classes, because he 

manages to succeed economically and cross social boundaries, hi spite of any individual 

triumphs, however, the capitalist mechanism that fosters the perpetuation of class 

divisions remains the same at the end of the novel in 1929, as it was when Onofire first 

arrives in Barcelona in 1887. Likewise, his methods of achieving a higher social standing 
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and the harshness with which he represses and exploits individuals from the lower classes 

afterward makes it impossible to consider Onofre a poster child of social reform. 

Urban space in La ciudad—as in Laverdad—is characterized by class-bound 

uneven geographical development, as evidenced by the different spaces described 

throughout the novel. When Onofre first arrives to the city, he can only afford a week's 

stay in a run-down boarding house in an undesirable portion of the old city; 

Esta pension, a la que Onofre Bouvila flie a parar apenas llego a 
Barcelona, estaba situada en el carrero del Xup. Este carrero [...] iniciaba 
a poco de su arranque una cuesta suave que se iba acentuando hasta fonnar 
dos peldanos, continuar en un rellano y morir escasos metros m^ adelante 
contra un muro asentado sobre los restos de una muralla antigua [...]. De 
este muro manaba constantemente un h'quido espeso y negro que a lo largo 
de los siglos habia redondeado, pulido y abrillantado los peldanos que 
habia en el callejon; por ello estos peldaiios se habi'an vuelto resbaladizos. 
Luego el reguero discurria cuesta abajo por un surco paralelo al bordillo 
de la acera y se sumia con gorgoteos intermitentes en la boca de 
avenamiento que se abria en el cruce con la calle de la Manga [...]. (10-
11) 

Not far from there lies Barceloneta (Fig. 3.9) and the port (Fig. 3.10), areas teeming with 

poverty and disease at that time (20-22). The small, lawless sector called Morrot is 

situated a short way to the south, just beyond the medieval wall. The only entrance to this 

neighborhood consisted of a small opening in the mountain of coal that was imported 

from England and Belgium for use in nearby factories. The narrator describes the Monrot 

sector as a truly dangerous and filthy space with the worst reputation of any of 

Barcelona's neighborhoods (79): 

AUi habia teatros que ofrecfan espectaculos procaces y sin gracia, tabemas 
mugrientas y buUangueras, algun fimiadero de opio de poca categoria [...] 
y mancebias smiestras. AUi solo acudia la hez de Barcelona y algunos 
marineros recien desembarcados, no pocos de los cuales nunca volvfan a 
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zarpar. AlU solo vMan prostitutas, proxenetas, rufianes, contrabandistas y 
delincuentes. [...] Lapolicianoentrabaenlazonasalvoaplenodiay 
solo para parlamentar o proponer un canje. [...] existi'a tambien un codigo 
peculiar, muy estricto; se aplicaba una justicia sumaria y eficaci'sima: no 
era raro encontrar alU de cuando en cuando un ahorcado balanceandose en 
el dintel de un local de diversion. [...] se sabia que quienes mon'an 
violentamente, si no habian de servir de escarmiento publico, eran 
sepultados en la pila de carbon. [...] En el fango seco y cuarteado de la 
calzada domuan borrachos envueltos en sus propias deyecciones, rodeados 
de un halo de pestilencia. (79-80) 

The spaces pertaining to the poor inunigrant workers are also quite miserable. Because of 

their lack of resources, many of these individuals built meager shacks from scavenged 

materials on the outskirts of the city; 

Los inmigrantes se alojaban en chamizos, por falta de casa. A estos 
chamizos se les llamo «barracas». Los barrios de barracas brotaban de la 
noche a la maiiana en las aiiieras de la ciudad [...]. Lo inquietante de este 
fenomeno, lo peor del barraquismo, era su caracter de permanencia [...]. 
En las ventanas de las barracas mas miserables habi'a cortinas hechas de 
harapos; con piedras encaladas delimitaban jardines ante las barracas, en 
estos jardines plantaban tomates, con latas de petroleo vacias haci'an 
tiestos en los que crecian geranios rojos y blancos, perejil y albahaca. 
(356) 

In an attempt to remedy the problem of the barracaŝ  the State fostered and subsidized 

the construction of huge apartment building projects called casas baratas. Nevertheless, 

the workers who could afford these apartments found themselves in an almost equally 

difficult situation: 

En este tipo de casa no solo era barato el alquilen los materiales 
empleados en su construccion eran de calidad infima, el cemento era 
mezclado con arena o detritus, las vigas eran a veces traviesas podridas 
desechadas por los ferrocarriles, los tabiques eran de carton o papel 
prensado. Estas viviendas formaban ciudades satelites a las que no llegaba 
el agua corriente, la electricidad, el telefono ni el gas; tampoco habia alU 
escuelas, centros asistenciales ni recreativos ni vegetacion de ningun tipo. 
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[...] En las casas baratas las instalaciones eran tan deficientes que los 
incendios y las inundaciones eran cosa de todos los di'as. (356) 

Both of these options—the barracas and the casas baratas—resulted in destitute 

neighborhoods that by most standards would be considered inhumane. The narrator of 

ciudad explains that the appalling living conditions in these poverty stricken spaces cause 

Saint Eulalia, the patron saint of Barcelona, to look down from heaven and lament over 

what has become of the city, exclaiming: "Que ciudad esta, Dios mio" (357). 

Compare the circumstances of these destitute sectors with the ostentatious 

environment of the Paseo de la Gracia (Figs. 3.11 -3.12) where Humbert Figa i Morera 

lives (124), the luxury of the Ritz Hotel during the visit of the Czarina of Russia (246-

47), the 'Viviendas de lujo" that were built on the Eixample (190-91), and the following 

description of Onofire's residence in Bonanova: 

La casa constaba de tres plantas, cada una de las cuales tem'a una 
superficie de mil doscientos metros cuadrados; la fachada principal, 
orientada al sureste, mirando hacia Barcelona, tenia once balcones en cada 
una de las plantas superiores y diez ventanales y la puerta de entrada en la 
planta baja. Entre balcones, ventanas, tragaluces, vidrieras, claraboyas, 
miradores y puertas habia en la casa un total de dos mil seis piezas de 
vidrio. [...] Ahora el jardin [...] habia recuperado su antigua armoma; los 
esquifes recien bamizados se mecian en el canal, varias parejas de cisnes 
reflejaban sus formas graciles en el agua cristalina del lago; dentro de la 
casa las puertas se abn'an y cerraban con suavidad, las lamparas 
centelleaban en los espejos, en los techos se podian ver querubines y 
ninfas recien pintados, las alfombras amortiguaba el ruido de los pasos y 
los muebles absorbian en la superficie reluciente la luz tamizada que 
filtraban los visillos. (298-332) 

By 1986, many of the spaces described in La ciudad had been radically changed. Morrot 

had disappeared, Barceloneta was renovated, and the semi-rural areas of Sarria, Pedralbes 

and Bonanova had been subsumed in the urban expansion of the 20"* century. 
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Nevertheless, urban space remained segregated along class lines in the 1980s. In fact, the 

description of the immigrant worker satellite cities described in La ciudad differs very 

little from the living conditions of many workers in the Nou Barns district in 

contemporary Barcelona (McNeill 19). 

The World Fairs of 1888 and 1929 and the 1992 Olympics provided opportunities 

to renovate much of the city. Urban renewal for these events, nevertheless, was selective 

and seemed motivated more by the desire to project a positive, marketable image—which 

would profit the wealthy more than anyone else—rather than on social justice. The 

narrator of La ciudad illustrates this point when he explains how before the 1888 

Exposition the authorities decided to "limpiar Barcelona de indeseables" (104), 

sponsoring daily round-ups of gypsies, homeless people and social activists. This calls to 

mind the role of the State in the perpetuation of class consciousness and the urban spatial 

configurations that result firom it The same State authorities responsible for bringing the 

grand spectacles to Barcelona also promoted the construction of the "casas baratas," 

brutally cleared public spaces of transients and anarchist demonstrators and failed to 

protect the individual rights and property of the lower classes. The narrator of La ciudad 

explains: 

aunque [...] nadie en sus cabales discutia la igualdad de todos los hombres 
ante la ley, la realidad era muy distinta. Las personas de orden, la gente de 
bien, gozaba de una proteccion que al perdulario le estaba negada. El 
perdulario desconocia sus derechos, y de haberlos conocido, no habria 
sabido como hacerlos valer y aun cuando lo hubiera sabido, es dudoso que 
la judicatura se los hubiera reconocido; siempre le tocaba las de perder. 
(119) 
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Viewing this novel as an emblem of contemporary urban consciousness provides 

noteworthy insights to Mendoza's perspective of the role of the State in the urban process 

of Barcelona. The institutions of the State are complicitous with—or at least powerless 

against—the abuses of capitalist urbanization. Furthermore, in terms of urban policy and 

social justice, the novel aligns the post-Franco democracy with such ineffective 

governments as Alfonso Xm's monarchy and the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera. This 

results in particularly harsh contemporary criticism because in 1986 the PSC had been in 

control of the city council for seven years, and nationally the PSOE had been in power for 

four years. The moderate, neo-lfl)eral politics—or "social democratic new realism" 

(McNeill 85-105)—that diat kept the socialists in power in Barcelona was seen by many 

leftists as a sell out to the ideals of social justice and change that swept the PSC in to 

ofiRce in the first place. McNeill observes: 

Instead of going down the expected route pioneered by the 
Eurocommunist-run cities of Italy such as Bologna, the PSC veered down 
the middle. Narcis Serra, who had become the city's first socialist mayor, 
set the pattern of moderation and public-private parmership between the 
Ajuntament and private capital that would lead Barcelona into a new 
round of property development and civic boosterism. [...] The 
characteristics of Francoist urban development—the social dominance of 
finance capital, the resuscitation of celebrated land use cases defeated in 
the 1970s, the prevalence of zoning changes of dubious legality, and the 
continued dominance of road-building schemes—still pertained to a 
certain degree throughout the 1980s and 1990s. (125-27) 

The fact remains, however, that although urban renewal was selective and resembled the 

work of "enlightened despots" (156), many of the transformations of the 1980s benefited 

a wide range of Barcelonans. The portrayal of the State in Laciudad calls into question 
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the contemporary government's motives for urban development, which seemed based 

more on aesthetics and selling place than on socialist ideals. 

Urban Space in Transformation 

I previously pointed out how the depiction of Barcelona's urban space relates to 

current issues of class, but it also has another contemporary parallel. The novelistic space 

of 1887 to 1929 bears a striking resemblance to Barcelona's urban space of 1986 because 

of its quality of transformation. Most of the urban space described in the novel is set 

during times of significant transition: before the 1888 and 1929 World Fairs and during 

the rapid development of the Eixample at the end of the 19"* century. Even the attention 

given to the restoration of Onofire's mansion emphasizes a sense of transformation, 

dedicating several pages to the process of renovation, and only a small paragraph to its 

final state (298-332). The prominence of space undergoing transformation coincides with 

the projects of urban renewal already underway in 1986, and foreshadows the even 

greater change that was to come after Barcelona received word of their successful 

Olympic bid in October of that same year. 

Laverdad and Laciudad both emerged out of an urbanization of consciousness 

that anticipated significant urban transformations. Nevertheless, the linking of the past 

eras with the present also gives the impression that the more things change, the more they 

stay the same. Even though the urban spaces have changed, the individuals are different 

and the State has evolved many times over since the eras portrayed in these novels, the 
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dynamic remains the same. The urban process in Barcelona still forms, transforms and 

reforms space reflective of an urbanization of consciousness under capitalism. 
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Chapter m Endnotes 

' Mario Santana also notes the parallels between 1917-1919 and 1975 (140). 

^ In this letter Maria Rosa shows the degree to which a sense of class is engrained 

in her consiousness. In addition to the constant references to money, material possessions 

and social status, she also employs a materialistic simile—"como anillo al dedo" (431)— 

which indicates the type of luxuries she has been privileged to enjoy throughout her life. 

^ The strained family relationships of Lepprince, Maria Rosa, Miranda and Maria 

Coral—^alluded to on pages 107-09—speaks to the corruption of family values because of 

capitalism's reduction of human interaction to exchange values. 

* Although the novel clearly places Ono&e's residence in the area of Bonanova, 

the description of the estate and its history more closely parallels the area of Horta at the 

current site of the Parque del Laberinto (Fig. 3.8). Mario Camus also noted these 

parallels, setting part of his filmic adaptation of this novel in the Parque del Laberinto. 

^ See Moix's La ciudad de los arouitectos. McNeill's Urban Change and the 

European Left, and Moreno and V^quez Montalb&'s Barcelona, la donde vas?. 



Chapter in Images 

Figure 3.1, The Barrio Chino. 

Figure 3.2, The shanQtown of immigrant workers on the outskirts of Barcelona 
Hospitalet. 



Figure 3.3, More immigrant barracas near Hospitalet. 

Figure 3.4, The Eixample on the Rambia Cataluiia. 



Figure 3.S, Another view of the RamblaCataluiia. 

Figure 3.6, The exclusive Sarrii district in the foothills of western Barcelona. 



Figure 3.7, A closer look at one of the houses in the Sarrii neighborhood. 

Figure 3.8, The Parque del Laberinto. 
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Figure 3.9, Barceloneta. 

Figure 3.10, A photograph of the port at the end of the 19 century (Cristina and Eduardo 
Mendoza23). 
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Figure 3.11, A photograph of the Paseo de Gracia taken around 1920 (Cristina and 
Eduardo Mendoza 21). 

Figure 3.12, A contemporary image of the Paseo de Gracia. 
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CHAFFER IV 

An Urban picaro in Transitional Barcelona: 
El misterio dc la crinta embruiada and El laberinto de las aceitnnas 

In keeping with his penchant for publishing novels during decisive moments in 

Barcelona's urban development, Mendoza produced his second and third works. El 

misterio de la cripta embruiada and its sequel, El laberinto de las aceitunas. in 

anticipation of the mimicipal elections of 1979 and the national elections of 1982 

respectively. These parodic detective novels, written during and about the crucial era of 

the transition to democracy, emerged out of an urbanized consciousness replete with 

political and social insecurities, high hopes, disillusionment and conflicting reports of 

progress and backwardness, when Barcelona, along with the rest of Spain, was obliged to 

rethink its identity after close to forty years of dictatorship. Mendoza's novels that 

emerged during these years were deeply influenced by the dynamic nature of the period. 

While I refer to the time period in question as the Transition to democracy—a designation 

fixiught primarily with political significance—I argue that the urban experience portrayed 

in these novels resuhs from an urbanized consciousness forged through circumstances 

and struggles that transcend politics alone. The individual, class, family, commimity and 

the State all have their bearing on the experience of space under capitalism as seen in 

these novels. 

Individualism 

Of the five loci of consciousness formation that Harvey cites in The Urban 
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Experience (131), individuaUsm demands im'tial analysis in these novels. Many of 

Barcelona's problems and insecurities prominent during this time of political, social, and 

economic reform manifest themselves in these novels through the nature of the 

protagonist, his interaction with the other characters, and his observations of the space in 

which he moves. One example of this is the fact that while Barcelona still endeavored to 

redefine itself under democracy and the city struggled with questions of image and 

identiQr, Mendoza introduced a protagonist/narrator in El misterio and El laberinto who is 

nameless and somewhat schizophrenic, who uses eight aliases' and over twice that many 

disguises during his adventures in transitional Spain. Throughout both novels the 

protagonist takes great care never to divulge his name. On one occasion he addresses this 

very issue by recalling that his mother intended to name him "Loquelvientosellevo" 

(Gonewithewind in English) before ceding to the protests of everyone else at his baptism. 

Nevertheless, he becomes distracted and changes the topic before he can finish his story, 

leaving his name a mystery (Cripta 66). Therefore, in order to facilitate references to him 

throughout this study, I will simply refer to him as X, as other critics have previously 

done.^ 

X is a half-crazed police informant/detective who in both novels is temporarily 

released from a mental institution in Barcelona to help the police solve a bafiQing 

mystery. In El misterio X's narration begins in an insane asylum where he was 

committed in 197S by order of a high-ranking police official in Barcelona, Comisario 

Flores, during what X called the '̂ era preposfranqmsta" (20). Conusario Flores abstractly 

explains that X's internment was due to his "ejem ejem, desarreglo siquico,'' which led to 
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certain "actos antisociales" (El nu'sterio 11). Flores, arranges for X's temporary release to 

help investigate the disappearance of a teenage girl &om an elite, catholic boarding 

school. After he is falsely implicated in the murder of a mysterious client of his prostitute 

sister, Candida, he is forced to conduct his investigations while evading the poUce. 

Thanks to, or in spite of (each reader must decide which), X's resourceful disguises, he 

uncovers the truth behind the current case and a previous disappearance from six years 

earlier. Since during his investigation X causes more problems and commits more crimes 

than he solves, he is returned to the mental instihition, happy to have enjoyed a few days 

of liberty. 

hi El laberinto the police in Barcelona use X to deliver ransom money to a 

supposed government official who claims that his daughter has been kidnapped. Before 

he can deliver the money, however, someone laces his Pepsi-Cola with drugs and steals 

the money from him. His ensuing investigation leads him first to an acting/modeling 

agency that participates in extortion schemes and other criminal activities, then to a 

corrupt multi-national company that used to specialize in the production of stuffed olives, 

and finally to the northern Catalan mountains where an old monastery's catacombs lead 

to a government protected astronomical science station. X's bumbling in this case— 

culminated by the interruption of the World Cup qualifying soccer match between Spain 

and Argentina—lands him again in the mental institution at the end of El laberinto. 

During both investigations, this "detective" at times demonstrates amazing 

capacity in accomplishing his tasks. At other tunes, however, his odd behavior and lack 

of prudent judgment substantiate the police chiefs decision to retum him to the insane 
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asylum. X is, without a doubt,"[...] one of current fiction's most engaging protagonists" 

(Compitello 187) and "certainly one of the most unusual [detectives] to ply his craft on 

the Iberian Peninsula" (Hart, Spanish 108). One of X's most intriguing and telling 

character traits is the fact that he is insane. X—much like his 1920s predecessor in La 

verdad. Nemesio Cabra Gomez^—suffers from recognizable psychological disorders that 

go far beyond mere eccentricity. In this regard X differs significantly from other 

detectives of the novela negra, such as Vazquez Montalban's Pepe Carvalho and 

Madrid's Toni Romano, who more or less choose to live on the margins of mainstream 

Spam'sh society as a means of personal protest. X demonstrates a complete lack of 

agency concerning his status in society. He is much more than marginalized; he is 

institutionalized against his will. Knutson states; "X is a paranoid-schizophrenic inmate 

in a mental institution. Thus, not only is he isolated from society physically, but mentally 

as well" ("Parody" 50). Actually, according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 

Mental Disorders published by the American Psychiatric Association, X would most 

likely be diagnosed with general schizophrenia^—a psychotic disorder—along with 

antisocial personality disorder. 

Some of the characteristic symptoms of schizophrem'a include delusions 

("erroneous beliefs that usually involve a misinterpretation of perceptions or experiences" 

[275]), disorganized thinking, disorganized speech ("frequent derailment or incoherence" 

[276]), disorganized behavior and social or occupational dysfimction (285). Excepting 

the hallucinations X experiences in the crypt at the end of El misterio—brought on by the 

inhalation of ether—X's delusions never reach "bizarre" status.^ X suffers one such 
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delusion in the house of Mercedes Negrer in El misterio when a noise awakens him and 

he finds the electricity has been cut; 

Me empapo un sudor Mo como si me estuviera duchando de dentro afuera 
y me saltaron, como siempre que me atenaza el p^co, unas incontenibles 
ganas de ir de cuerpo. Aguce el oido y percibi pasos en el corredor. Los 
sucesos de la noche anterior en la que aiin estaba inmerso empezaron a 
cobrar una nueva y amenazadora configuracion: la cena, sin duda 
envenenada; la conversacion, urdida para infunditme una confianza que 
hiciera de mi presa facil; la habitacion, una ratonera provista de los m^ 
artificiosos mecam'smos de retencidn y tormento. Y ahora, el golpe final: 
unos pasos sigilosos, un mazazo, un puiial, el descuartizamiento, la 
sepultura de mis tristes restos a la sombra de los mas reconditos sauces de 
la margen del no rumoroso, los gusanos voraces, el olvido, el negro vacio 
de la inexistencia. ^Quien habia concebido el plan de asesinarme?, ^quien 
habia tejido la red en la que me debatia como animalillo silvestre?, ^de 
quien seria la mano que habna de inmolarme? ^De la propia Mercedes 
Negrer?, ^del rijoso expendedor de Pepsi-Colas?, ^de los negros 
superdotados?, ^de los ordeiiadores de la lactaria? [...] trate de apearme 
del lecho y, al hacerlo, cayo sobre mi una como tela de arana fria y pesada 
que inmovilizo contra las sabanas y percibi claramente el ruido que hacia 
el pomo de la puerta al girar y el chirriar de los goznes y unos pasos 
acolchados que penetraban en la alcoba y el jadeo entrecortado de quien se 
apresta a cometer el mas horrendo de los crimenes. Y no pudiendo resistir 
mas el miedo que me embargaba, me orine en los pantalones y me puse a 
llamar a mi mama en voz muy queda [...]. (108-10) 

He experiences another delusion when Emilia initiates a sexual encounter with X in El 

laberinto. and he supposes that she must be attacking him with "daiiinas intenciones" 

(1SUS2), and again when he concludes that he has uncovered a terrorist's plot to interrupt 

the satellite transmission of the World Cup qualifying soccer match between Spain and 

Argentina (230-31). 

Examples of disorganized thought, speech and behavior literally fill the pages of 

these two novels.^ Referring agam to X's amorous episode with EmiUa in El laberinto. X 

interrupts his account to spend half a page giving a detailed history of how and from 
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where he acquired his underwear (1S I). X provides another example of disorganized 

thought and behavior when he breaks into the Colegio de San Gervasio in El misterio. In 

order to get by the dogs, he carries with him a raw cut of meat to distract them. 

Nevertheless, instead of the meat, he tosses his flashlight to the dogs. Once inside, even 

though he has very little time to work with, he sits down at the table in the dining room to 

eat the raw meat that was originally meant for the guard dogs (159-62). While X's 

schizophrenia is not "bizarre" nor extremely dangerous, it is severe enough to inhibit X's 

productive function in society. 

X's antisocial personality disorder does make him at least a little dangerous and 

more clearly justifies his institutionalization than his general schizophrenia. Referring 

once again to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, of the seven 

characteristics of antisocial personality disorder, an individual must exhibit at least three 

for a clear diagnosis. X exhibits signs of all seven of them: I) "failure to conform to 

social norms with respect to lawful behaviors as indicated by repeatedly performing acts 

that are grounds for arrest"; 2) "deceitfiUness, as indicated by repeated lying, use of 

aliases, or conning"; 3) "impulsivity or failure to plan ahead"; 4) reckless disregard for 

safety of self or others"; 5) "irritability and aggressiveness, as indicated by repeated 

physical fights or assaults"; 6) "consistent irresponsibility, as indicated by repeated failure 

to sustain consistent work behavior or honor financial obligations"; and 7) "lack of 

remorse, as indicated by being indifferent to or rationalizing having hurt, mistreated, or 

stolen fiom another" (649-50). X's crimes include, among others, multiple thefts, 

breaking and entering, arson, invasion of privacy, burglary, possession and administration 
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of illegal substances, obstruction of justice, fraud, indecent exposure, reckless 

endangerment, resisting arrest, assaulting a police ofBcer, destruction of private property, 

improper conduct with a minor, desecration of a grave and possibly up to two counts of 

manslaughter. He uses many aliases and lies to virtually everyone with whom he 

interacts. He rarely plans ahead, and when he does, he usually does not plan well. He 

puts the safety of several people at risk during his adventures, and in the most harmful 

instance may have caused the death of the gardener who, under the influence of a lethal 

concoction of wine and illegal drugs adnunistered to him by X, flees from the police who 

end up shooting at him.^ Although X is not always inclined toward violence, on several 

occasions he does demonstrate irritability and aggressiveness, like the time he pours salt 

on a man's wound and breaks a bar stool over his head (El misterio 155), or when he 

pulverizes the unconscious hotel bellhop after X awakens to find he has been robbed (El 

laberinto 28). X has no employment, nor does he mention any occupations except his 

childhood job of retrieving used condoms for resale and serving Comisario Flores as a 

police informant. Finally, he continually downplays the severity of his antisocial 

behavior or justifies his infiactions as a means to a noble end: the uncovering of the truth, 

and his permanent release from the mental institution. In light of his significant criminal 

activiQr, X's mental state actually saves him from a less desirable prison sentence. 

X's appearance reafiirms the clinical diagnosis of his insanity and constitutes 

another important attribute of this intriguing individual. His disguises rarely provide him 

with a subtle camouflage. To go undercover as a "profesor de lo verde en la universidad 

de Francia" (El misterio 61), X makes a beard—"larga y patriarcal" (59)—out of strips of 
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cotton that he rununages out of a clinic's garbage. On another occasion he applies 

Candida's lipstick, slicks back his hair with the grease from a sandwich, and makes a 

mustache out of Candida's fake eylashes (El laberinto 47). He also passes himself off as 

a cleaning lady with a wig made of cotton and some costume clothing from the modeling 

agency (80), a Chinese businessman wearing a kimono with raw egg smeared on his face 

(107-08), and a movie star in an ugly old suit—short in the arms and legs and much too 

big in the waist—with a shoelace for a belt, no shirt and no shoes (110-11). When not in 

disguise, X's dress seems no less conspicuous. At different moments in the two novels 

he wears his grungy and tattered attire from the mental institution, a uniform of a hotel 

bellhop, nothing but underwear briefs, a sheet around his waist with a towel on his head, 

nothing other than an overcoat—a crucial article of clothing for any good detective—and 

finally nothing at all. 

An almost unrealistic stench accompanies X's questionable appearance, especially 

in El misterio. Circumstances deny X the opportunity to shower throughout the entire 

novel, while at the same time he picks up and carries with him a slew of increasingly 

unpleasant odors. On top of his mherent tendency to smell bad anyway (El misterio 7), X 

acquires the odors of profuse sweating from a soccer match (5-6), a drink ("cacaolat con 

hielo") that C^dida spills on his pants (34), a pile of garbage and rotten food that he falls 

onto after jumping from a second story window (48), half of a bottle of drug-laced wine 

that spills on his shirt (61-62), semen that results from an erotic dream (89), more sweat 

along with urine from a paranoiac fit during which he wets himself (109-11), and finally, 

the smell of a train car load of dead fish (128). 
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In spite of his insanity and outlandish appearance and smell, X comes across to 

other characters in the novel as a well-intentioned and likable person. He makes several 

fiiends and even becomes romantically involved with Emilia in El laberinto. The reader 

also comes to perceive X as a likable character, notwithstanding his insanity and 

numerous blunders. Maria Elena Bravo maintains: "Hay, primero una etapa de sorpresa y 

separacion, ya que el detective es un loco; el recelo inicial se va viendo atemperado a 

medida que el lector repara en las cualidades del investigador como un magm'fico ser 

humano" (12). Mercedes JuUa agrees:"[...] aimque se trata de un loco, los lectores 

querrw, una vez asumida la personalidad de este, aprender a reirse del mundo como el, y 

a liberarse de las ataduras sociales" (137). This decrease of moral distance^ is not so 

much due to a transformation of the character as it is to a change in perception of the 

reader concerning X's surroundings and a deeper understanding of his past and present 

circumstances. He may be insane, but only a shade more so than the rest of the 

inhabitants of Barcelona that he encounters: "He [Mendoza] problematizes the 

reason/unreason dichotomy through his portrayal of a detective who is seemingly mad to 

begin with but who may just be saner than the rest of society, or then again may not be" 

(Compitello 187). Gutthy posits that in all of Mendoza's novels, the city always 

constitutes a faithful reflection of its inhabitants ("Venecia" SOl).^ This being the case, 

the portrayal of the urban experience of Barcelona through the individual inhabitants in El 

misterio and El laberinto speaks to a vision of a dynamic and unstable Barcelona whose 

space is teeming with individuals with ambiguous mental stability as the result of the 

process of the urbanization of consciousness. 
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Another aspect of individualism deserves examination with regard to these novels. 

Materialist studies demonstrate how capitalism both partially alienates and empowers the 

individual within the society with money. Alienation occurs because of the reduction of 

all aspects of human life to a dollar value (Harvey, Urban 232). Nevertheless, individuals 

often endure this alienation because they can acquire money, which gives them influence 

in the consiuner oriented society and power to control private space. With this in mind, X 

stands out as an example of an individual who suffers from a triple alienation from 

society. Besides his most obvious alienation resulting from his insanity, X understands 

that all aspects of the contemporary capitalist society are linked to money, but he receives 

no monetary compensation for his contribution—however small—to society, which 

denies X any power to control space. 

Class 

Ironically, the same alienation that restricts X's power over space enables him to 

maneuver through different spaces that the money-empowered individuals cannot. This 

factor relates directly to class, another element of consciousness formation that receives 

noteworthy attention in these novels, especially in relation to space. Eduardo Mendoza's 

Barcelona of the Transition emphasizes a condition of considerable uneven geographical 

development. In El misterio and El laberinto X describes or alludes to virtually every 

level of class-bound urban space. Different portions of the ciudad vieja that used to be 

enclosed within the medieval city walls are primarily the domain of the lowest classes, 

perhaps with the exception of the Ramblas (Fig. 4.1) where merchants, tourists and 
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transients coexist. X's first stop in the ciudad vieja is the Barrio Chino (Fig. 4.2) where 

he meets up with his sister, Candida. X observes: "Eran un hervidero los aiegres bares de 

putas del barrio Chino cuando alcance mi meta: un tugurio apellidado Leashes American 

Bar, mas comiinmente conocido por El Leches" (El misterio 30). He later describes the 

hotel in the Barrio Chino where he plans to spend the m'ght: 

La habitacion que me toco en suerte era una pocigla y olia a meados. Las 
sabanas estaban tan sucias que hube de despegarlas tironeando. Bajo la 
almohada encontr^ un calcetin agujereado. El cuarto de baiio comunal 
parecia una piscina, el water y el lavabo estaban embozados y flotaba en 
este ultimo una sustancia viscosa e irisada muy del gusto de las moscas. 
[...] A traves de los tabiques se ofan expectoraciones, jadeos y, 
espor^icamente, pedos. [...] Mientras pisoteaba las cucarachas que 
corrian por la cama, no pude por menos de recordar la celda del 
manicomio, tan higiem'ca, y confieso que me tento la nostalgia. (38-39). 

Then, when X has to escape ftom his hotel room window after Candida's client/boyfiiend 

dies in front of X, the only thing that keeps him from severely injuring himself is that he 

lands on a pile of garbage piled up on the street below:"[...] aterrice sobre un legamoso y 

profrmdo monton de detritus, que, a juzgar por su olor y consistencia, debia de estar 

integrado a partes iguales por restos de pescado, verdura, frutas, hortalizas, huevos, 

mondongos y otros despojos, en estado todo ello de avanzada descomposicion" (48). 

The description of Candida's neighborhood in the casco antiguo (Fig. 43) is 

equally negative: 

Nos adentramos en una de esas tfpicas calles del casco viejo de Barcelona 
tan llenas de sabor, a las que solo les falta techo para ser cloaca, y nos 
detuvimos frente a un inmueble renegrido y amiinado de cuyo portal salio 
una lagartija que mordisqueaba un escarabajo mientras se debatia en las 
fauces de un ratdn que corria perseguido por un gato. Subimos las 
escaleras alumbrwdonos con cerrillas que extinguia al instante una 
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corriente de aire ftio y humedo que se fiitraba por los vidrios astillados de 
laclaraboya. (51) 

The most revealing aspect of this description is that this environment constitutes a 

"typical" street of the ciudad vieja, as opposed to an isolated example. In El laberinto X 

again describes Cwdida's dwelling: "La fosa comun del Cementerio Viejo debi'a de ser 

mas acogedora que el edificio en ruinas donde moraba mi hermana. En el zaguw me vi 

obligado a vadear un charco oleaginoso que borboteaba, aunque no me atrevi a investigar 

por que" (44). Toribio Pisuerga—the actor who pretends to be the Minister of 

Agriculture at the beginning of El laberinto—also lives in the ciudad vieja on a fictional 

street named Gaseoducto; 

La calle del Gaseoducto no se llamaba asi por un capricho de las 
autoridades municipales [...]. En las tapias habia unas letras de molde que 
deci'an: PROHIBIDO FUMAR. Ratas muertas festoneaban la calzada. 
[...] Con sorpresa descubri que la casa tema ascensor, pero mis esperanzas 
se disiparon al ver que los cables colgaban de la caja como fideos 
exanimes. (47-48) 

El Raval (Fig. 4.4) is another section of the ciudad vieja that X visits during his 

invesitagion in El misterio. hi el Raval, on the calle Cadena, lives the former gardener of 

the school of San Gervasio, Cagomelo Purga: 

Su vivienda era un cuartito destartalado donde se amontonaban un 
camastro, una Mesilla de noche sepultada bajo una pila de revistas 
amarillentas, una mesa, dos sillas, un armario sin puerta y un fogoncillo 
el^trico en el que hervia una cacerola. Pregunte por el inodoro, porque 
precisaba orinar, y me sefialo al ventanuco. 

—Por deferencia a los viandantes —me dijo—cuando vea que le 
va a salir, grite: {agua va! Y procure que las ulitmas gotas caigan fiiera, 
porque el ^ido uiico corroe las baldosas y no tengo yo edad de andar 
fregandoatodashoras. [...] Conlaventanamearreglo. Parahacer 
mayores es un poco incomodo, claro, pero la practica lo facilita todo, ̂ no 
creeusted? (67-68) 
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The portrayal of the ciudad vieja in these novels accentuates the filth, garbage and 

poverty that abound in this class-bound space. 

Two working class neighborhoods appear in these novels, bi El misterio the 

fictional industrial satellite city called Poble de TEscorpi is where Mercedes lives in exile 

because of her role in a murder for which she was falsely accused as a young girl. X 

describes this neighborhood as a small, isolated place, totally dependant on a dairy plant 

located there that is owned—along with the rest of the entire town—by Manuel 

Peraplana. The inhabitants must deal with fluctuating populations of immigrant workers, 

nightly water stoppage, frequent electrical blackouts and extreme boredom (93-106). In 

El laberinto. Emilia and Plutarquete reside in a neighborhood not quite as isolated as the 

fictitious Poble de TEscorpi. It sets on the foothills of the mountains—probably to the 

northwest"^—so as to overlook the rest of Barcelona. Its sinuous streets—lined with new 

construction projects—suffer from many of the typical growing pains that many of the 

Nou Barns neighborhoods of rapid expansion experienced (Fig. 4 J). Problems with 

municipal services and utilities often accompany rapid growth, which explains why, when 

Plutarquete directs natural gas through a hose and outside where two thugs spied on 

Emilia's building, everyone comes to the natural and unsurprising conclusion that there is 

simply another gas leak in the street (El laberinto 100-01). They also feel the lack of a 

police presence in the neighborhood. After they discover Maria Pandora poisoned in the 

Emilia's apartment, that was already broken mto earlier, X suspects that the police will 

soon arrive, but they never do. The owner of a local bar laments: "Cuando abri el bar 
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[...] no vMa un alma en estos anduiriaies; y ahora que esta casi todo habitado, la gente 

no se atreve a salir de noche por lo de los atracos y las violaciones. Total, la ruina" (98). 

The Dentist, Plutonio Sobobo Cuadrado, whose daughter disappears in El misterio 

lives in a nice, middle class portion of the Eixample, a few blocks south of the Paseo de 

la Gracia on the Calle de Enrique Granados (Fig. 4.6), in what X considers a typical old 

Eixample building with its "fachada gris, maciza, vulgar y un poco triste" (143). The 

posh boarding school from whence the girl disappears is located in the San Gervasio de 

Cassoles district (Fig. 4.7), which Donald McNeill calls "The heartland of the city's 

upper-middle class" (18). X describes it as a mansion with a painstakingly kept garden 

and a chapel (El misterio 60-61). He also describes the nearby properties: "Las casas 

colindantes eran otras tantas torres seiioriales rodeadas a su vez de jardines y arboledas" 

(36-37). The Peraplana family lives in the Pedralbes district—the most exclusive of the 

city's neighborhoods" (McNeill 18) (Figs. 4.8-4.9). X paints a detailed picture of their 

elite residence: 

La casa de los Peraplana [...] era la unica torre de la calle de la reina 
Cristina Eugenia. Las restantes casas de la calle eran edificios de pisos de 
lujo, de ladrillo rojo, grandes ventanales y porterias deslumbrantes, en las 
que no faltaban porteros ataviados con casacas variopintas. [...] Cruce un 
re&escante jardM en cuya grava reposaban dos Seats y un Renault y donde 
habia un surtidor de marmol, un balancin y una mesa blanca, protegida por 
un parasol listado. Ante la puerta de cristal emplomado que daba acceso a 
la casa me detuve y pulse el timbre que en vez de hacer ring hizo tin-tan. 
[...] El vestibulo era una pieza circular detecho alto yabovedado. Casino 
habia muebles y si maceteros con pahneritas y unas figuras de bronce que 
representaban tiorras en cueros y enanillos. (75-79). 

The only other urban space portrayed in these novels that even comes close to comparing 

in extravagance with this sterling scene appears in El laberinto. when X describes the 
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setting of the multinational olive company's headquarters in the Tres Torres district (Figs. 

4.10 - 4.11), another one of Barcelona's most exclusive neighborhoods, couched between 

Pedralbes and San Gervasio de Cassoles: 

Tratabase de un importante rascacielos de solo cuatro pesos, toda 
proporcion guardada, sito en la confluencia de la Via Augusta con no 
recuerdo ya que calleja del barrio de Tres Torres. La fachada, recubierta 
de vidrios reflectantes y omamentada con protuberancias de acero 
inoxidable, semejaba, al chocar con ella los rayos del sol, lo que 
simbolizar queria: una antorcha del progreso. (163) 

These immaculate upper-class settings fimction to criticize the uneven geographical 

development of Barcelona by setting them against the portrayals of the poorer 

neighborhoods of the city. The material spatial practices constituted by a segregated built 

environment reinforce a consciousness of class that ends up fortifying not only spatial 

divisions of urban space, but also the perceptions of that space. This relates to the 

individual and family within class, who become conditioned and trained to successfully 

maneuver ahnost exclusively in the urban spaces that correspond to their class. 

As I previously stated these issues of class and space give added importance to 

X's social status, insanity and internment. With X Mendoza parodies the figure of the 

picaro, as well as other literary topoi such as Don Quixote and the traditional figure of the 

scourge." The picaresque model is especially significant because of its inherent 

effectiveness in communicating social criticism. As a "half-outsider" (Guillen 80), the 

picaro has the capacity to offer a unique and critical perspective on the society that he 

attempts to navigate. Mendoza goes one step fiirther and makes his picaro a complete 

social pariah, "un asocial puro" (Marco 52), fiirther alienating him firom the mainstream 
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and making any ties to class-bound space virtually nonexistent. X starts out in the insane 

asylum where he is restricted and confined to that relatively small space, but when he gets 

out, he can go anywhere he pleases. Because Barcelona's urban space is constricted by 

social class, these segregated spaces can only be successfully transversed by someone 

who has no class. 

X's investigations take him through virtually every level of class-bound urban 

space. After leaving the mental institution in El misterio. X visits his sister where she 

works in the Barrio Chino, then takes the metro to the school in the San Gervasio de 

Cassoles neighborhood. He leaves San Gervasio for the Ramblas, and the Barrio Chino 

where he gets a room in a dirty, rundown hotel. After being obliged to leave the hotel he 

visits C^dida again and accompanies her to her apartment in another part of the ciudad 

vieja. He returns to San Gervasio, visits El Raval to speak to Cagomelo Purga, then goes 

to see the Perapalana family in a towering mansion that sits among other luxury homes in 

the up-scale Pedralbes district. From there he goes to the fictional industrial satellite city 

called Poble de TEscorpt, where he meets Mercedes Negrer, and then back to the center 

of Barcelona, to the Registro de Propiedades located on the Calle de la Diputacion in the 

Eixample just west of the Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes. He returns to Pedralbes and 

then follows Mr. Peraplana to the Dentist's house in a middle class portion of the 

Eixample. He leaves the Eixample and walks to the Barrio Gotico to a bar on the Calle 

Escudillers (Fig. 4.12) before walking to the other side of the Ramblas to take Mercedes's 

car back to San Gervasio. From there Comisario Flores escorts him back to the insane 

asylum. 
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X's adventures in El laberinto take him further away from his familiar Barcelona. 

He goes to Madrid at the beginning of his narration, and toward the end of the novel he 

travels to a monastery In the northern Catalan mountains located about three hours from 

Barcelona. Nevertheless, a significant majority of the narration takes place in the city, 

where X once again shows amazing adeptness in moving through different spaces. In this 

novel he frequents the Barrio Chino and other sectors of the casco antiguo, a modeling 

agency located near the Pla^a de Catalunya, the Eixample, a Chinese restaurant in San 

Gervasio de Cassoles, the olive company's headquarters in Tres Tones, the Ramblas, and 

the working class neighborhood where Emilia and Plutarquete live. Colmeiro declares: 

El gran hallazgo de Mendoza consiste en haber escogido como punto de 
vista unificador de las dos novelas a un ser alienado en el que convergen la 
figura desclasada del picaro con la figura a su vez marginal del 
investigador, ambos caracterizados por su gran mobilidad y capacidad de 
penetrar los mas diversos ambientes sociales y describir criticamente la 
realidad desde la ambigua posicion de dentro/fiiera. El marginal 
protagonista de Mendoza intensifica la ya de por si exagera^ autoburia 
natural del picaro, en el reconocimiento de su infima y deshonrosa 
condicion, de su anti-heroica personalidad y de su ambigua moralidad. 
("Eduardo"4l0) 

Family and Community 

Family also plays in interesting role in the urbanization of consciousness 

presented in these novels. X's memories of his family life shows one way in which the 

family entrains a consciousness that perpetuates class divisions under capitalism. The 

members of his family taught each other how to survive in acknowledged poverty. The 

only vocational training that X's parents proffered consisted of an example (albeit a bad 
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one) of thievery and training in how to fish used condoms out of the sewers in order to 

clean and mend them for resale (El laberinto IS4). After X's fadier abandoned them and 

his mother was jailed, X and Candida were left on their own. Since Candida was not very 

bright, X decided that it was his responsibility to "take care" of the family, possibly 

becoming Barcelona's youngest pimp: "Mi hermana, la pobre, nunca fiie muy lista, por 

lo que tuve que ser yo quien velara por ella, quien le ensefiara a ganar algun dinero y 

quien le proporcionara los primeros clientes, aunque ella yacontaba por entonces nueve 

afios de edad y yo solo cuatro" (El misterio 126). While reflecting on his childhood X 

comments that he would have liked to have coimted on a brighter future, but then he 

follows up the thought with this resignation: "Loco anhelo, pues siempre seremos lo que 

ya fliimos" (El misterio 124). X's mother never fostered any illusions for her son either: 

"[...] siempre tuvo conciencia de que yo no vah'a para nada; desde el principio me hizo 

saber que perdonaba de antemano la traicion de que segiin ella, tarde o temprano la hana 

victima" (125). X reveals his consciousness of class reinforced by his family upbringing 

in El laberinto: 

De la ambicion y la avaricia puedo hablar, porque las he visto de cerca. 
Del dinero, no. Precisamente, como se por experiencia, sirve para evitar a 
los que lo tienen el pringoso contacto con quienes no lo tenemos. Y con 
toda honradez confieso que no me parece mal: los pobres, salvo que las 
estadisticas me fallen, somos feos, malhablados, torpes de trato, 
desalinados en el vestir y, cuando el calor aprieta, asaz pestilentes. [...] 
Pienso, para concluir, que si todos fiidramos pudientes y no tuvi^emos 
que cutrelar para ganamos los gaibanzos, no habria futbolistas ni toreros 
ni cupletistas ni putas ni chorizos y la vida sena muy gris y este planeta 
muytriste. (166)'̂  
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In X's narrations the portrayal of the family serves another function in addition to 

entraining a consciousness of class that becomes manifest spatially in the urban 

environment. The family as an institution, as evinced by all the examples present in these 

novels, exists its state of complete dysfunction, which parallels the dysfunctional 

portrayal of the urban experience in general. X has a strained relationship with Candida, 

largely based upon dishonesty, flattery and distrust, despite the occasional manifestations 

of brotherly affection. Cwdida does repeatedly provide assistance to X and she refuses to 

turn over Maria Pandora to the police at the end of El laberinto. supposing her to be X's 

fiance. Nevertheless, she only helps X after he manipulates her with flattery, and her 

refiisal to talk to the authorities could have as much to do with her distrust of the police as 

with loyalty to family. Besides, Candida really did not know anything about the location 

of either X or Maria. If she did, she may have acted differently. 

The only other families that appear in these novels are those of Isabel Peraplana, 

Plutonio Sobobo Cuadrado and Plutarquete Pajarell, and they also are at least mostiy 

dysfimctional. To cover up a murder he conmuts six years before the beginning of El 

misterio. Manuel Peraplana stages the disappearance of his daughter, Isabel, with the 

intention of pinning the crime on the girl, who would not receive a sentence due to her 

young age. The Sobobo Cuadrado residence is in turmoil because Plutonio let Manuel 

Peraplana kidnap his daughter to fiame her, just as he planned to do with Isabel six years 

before. He also kept his daughter doped up on ether and confined to her bed for two days. 

Plutonio claims that he does this out of love for his family (El misterio 149-51). For 

Mrs. Sobobo Cuadrado, however, this constituted the last straw in an awful marriage. 
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which leads her to demand a divorce (1S3). Plutarquete's family could hardly be 

considered such. His wife left him when she was pregnant, and despite the terrible 

difGculties she faced since then, she explains that anything was better than staying with 

Plutarquete (El laberinto 142-43). Years later he encounters his daughter, Man'a Pandora, 

who was abandoned by her mother while still an infant. Nevertheless, Plutarquete cannot 

ever have the family reunion he desires, because the whole time that he and Maria 

Pandora are together she is unconscious: first from the effects of some sort of poison, 

then later from a strong sleeping agent admim'stered to her by a doctor on an unofficial 

house call. When she finally wakes up, Plutarquete has already gone with X to the 

monastery in northern Catalonia. Man'a disappears before Plutarquete returns and then he 

goes to jail for decades of robbing books from the library. X never focuses explicitly on 

these types of family Issues in the narration, but the lack of a non-dysfunctional family in 

these novels is definitely conspicuous. Does society's dysfunction cause that of the 

family, or the other way around? X never bothers to postulate either way on this matter, 

but according to Harvey's theory of the process of the urbanization of consciousness, both 

would be true. 

Another striking absence in these novels is a sense of conununity identity and 

togetherness. While city officials bolstered their efforts to sell Barcelona on the capitalist 

global market as an idealized place. El misterio and El laberinto emphasize the factors 

that undermine a sense of community solidarity. In addition to Barcelona's spatial 

divisions along class lines, the city also suffers from divisions due to religious, catalanist, 

racial, gender and political issues—^the latter occupying a role of particular importance in 
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the election years of 1979 and 1982. The only element that seems to transcend these 

divisions is the power of and desire for money. This makes Barcelona appears as a 

community of commerce, rather than a place whose identity is based on any sort of non> 

materialistic factors. The only exception might be the micro-community represented by 

the insane asylum where X resides, whose unifying element is mental instability among 

all the residents. 

The State 

The State is another element of the urbanization of consciousness that receives 

considerable attention in El misterio and El laberinto. hi these novels X paints the State 

in an almost exclusively negative light, represented first and foremost by the police of 

Barcelona. Not surprisingly, therefore, from beginning to end X's narrations stalwartly 

deny the moral, ethical and intellectual superiority of the pob'ce over X. For example, 

while X is not what one would consider a pacifist, the police come across as excessively 

violent. Comisario Flores, years before El misterio begins, knocked out one of X's teeth 

in a fit of rage, then he threatens X with more of the same treatment if he does not 

expressly obey him (17,27). The police shoot down die unarmed, drugged-up gardener 

of the school of San Gervasio who, in terror, was fleeing from what he supposed to be a 

vicious frog (65-66). On another occasion an officer empties his automatic handgun on 

one of Peraplana's cars out of anger for letting X escape from him (83). X*s adventures 

in EI laberinto begin and end with examples of excessive police violence. While X and a 
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fellow inmate hunted dung beetles by night, two of Comisario Flores's officers knocked 

out X's companion with a strong blow to the head then proceeded to sequester X: 

[...] cayeron sobre nu dos sombras corpulentas que dieron conmigo en el 
suelo y me hundieron el rostro en la tierra para que no pudiera gritar. 
Sent! que me mam'ataban y amordazaban y, sabedor de que toda resistencia 
era inutil, consagre nus escasas fiierzas a escupir el estiercol y los 
escarabajos que se me habian metido en la boca antes de que un trapo 
sucio la sellara. Fracasado el intento, procure no tragar saliva, cosa nada 
facil, como podra comprobar quien desee hacer el experimento, bien con 
fines academicos, bien por solidaridad con mi persona. No era este ultimo 
sentimiento el que debia de mover a nus atacantes, pues apenas hubieron 
hecho de mi un fardo, me arrastraron sin miramientos por la rosaleda, me 
alzaron en vilo al llegar junto a la tapia del manicomio y me hicieron volar 
por encima de ella, con lo que di con mis huesos en el duro suelo de la 
carreteraquecircimdabaeljardm. [...] Mis dos atacantes, entretanto, 
habian rebasado la tapia y volvian a tironear de mis enclenques piemas. 
En esta indecorosa forma llegue junto al coche, cuya portezuela trasera 
alguien abrid desde dentro y a cuyo suelo fiii arrojado [...]. Entraron en el 
coche los dos secuestradores, haciendo de nu escabel, ronroneo el motor y 
partimos rumbo a lo desconocido. (8-9) 

His return to the asylum is only a little less violent, but at least equally mean-spirited, for 

this time Flores had no need for secrecy. He could have let X walk in through the firont 

door, but instead, he has him thrown back over the fence into the rose bushes: 

El comisario dios unos paseos hasta que localizo el punto que estimo 
iddneo y, sin mas tr^te, hizo una senal a los dos policias que con 
nosotros vem'an. Sabiendo que era inutil ofirecer resistencia, deje que me 
cogieran por los tobillos y las mufiecas, que me colimipiasen dos o tres 
veces y que me lanzasen por los aires. Aterrice en la rosaleda y con tanto 
acierto habiaelegido el comisario Flores la colocacion, la distancia y la 
pardbola, que de poco aplasto a Pepito Punilencias [...]. (249) 

hi addition to their inclination toward violence, Barcelona's police appear uneducated, as 

evinced by their raid on Candida's house: 

[...] sonaron golpes contundentes en la puerta y una voz varonil bramo: 
—[Policia! [Abran o derribamos la puerta! 
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Erase que demuestra el mal uso que hacen de las conjunciones 
nuestras fuerzas del orden [...]. 

—jNo moversus! jQued '̂s ustedes detemos! [...] 
—jldentificarse, cabrones! 
Obediente, mi pobre bennana le tendio su documento nacional de 

identidad de que, para su desgracia, habia raspado con una gillete la fecha 
de nacimiento y al que en inspector lanzo una miiada sarddnica que queria 
decir: 

—Esto no cuela. 
Entre tanto, los niimeros babian descubierto el cadaver [...], a rafz 

de lo cual promunpieron en gritos alborozados de este tenor: 
—{Hurra, inspector, los haimos trincao con la mano en la masa! 

(El misterio 52-53) 

Comisario Flores also engages in speech unbefitting an officer, especially such a high 

ranking one, in his verbal abuse of X. He also comes across as crude and demeaning by 

the lascivious manner in which he speaks to and of both Mercedes and Emilia. To 

Mercedes, whom he met as a young girl six years earlier, he compliments her corporal 

development fEl misterio 176), addresses her as "esta senorita [...] tan opulenta" and 

"[e]sta apetecible seiiorita" (185) and then, while still on official police business, asks her 

out on a date to see a bullfight (186). During dinner with X and Emilia, Flores "no 

apartaba los ojos de los rotundos atributos de la Emilia" (El laberinto 92-93), and calls 

her "esta sustanciosa senorita" and later "bombon" (94). 

The police in these novels also demonstrate a significant degree of corruption and 

a lack of a sense of real justice. Comisario Flores's dealings exemplify this perfectly. 

Not only does Flores need X's services, but he literally requires them of X. In both 

novels, Comisario Flores faces a case in which some dirty work must be done, so he 

temporarily releases X firom the mental institution. In each case he promises—explicitly 

in El misterio and implicitly in El laberinto—to grant X^s permanent release firom the 
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asylum if he can do the job assigned to him. It quickly becomes obvious that the police 

do not seek X's assistance because he possesses a superior Sherlock Hohnes-like talent 

for observation, analysis and deduction. In fact, the contrary is often true. He has trouble 

at times with the most elementary deductions, he is psychologically impaired and "algo 

duro de oi'do" (El misterio 6). None of this matters to Comisario Flores. He states: 

[...] estamos ansiosos de que el asunto o asuntos ya mencionados se 
aneglen pronto, bien y sin escandalos que puedan empanar la ejecutoria de 
las instituciones por nosotros representadas. Necesitamos, porello, una 
persona conocedora de los ambientes menos gratos de nuestra sociedad, 
cuyo nombre pueda ensuciarse sin peijuicio de nadie, capaz de realizar por 
nosotros el trabajo y de la que, llegado el momento, podamos 
desembarazamos sin empacho. No te sorprendera que tti eres esta persona. 
(El misterio 27'> 

Comisario Flores does not even bother masking the corrupt motives that leads him to 

enlist X's help. He needs someone expendable, a scourge who has the capacity to 

circulate in the urban spaces that the police cannot command, someone who has already 

lost his place as a productive member of society. The nameless protagonist matches these 

criteria perfectly. After all, his name cannot be soiled because he has no name. 

Furthermore, he is not restricted by urban spatial divisions delineated by class, because he 

has no class. 

Despite Comisario Flores's promises, it becomes evident that he has no intention 

of granting liberty to X after he completes his investigation. X is literally doomed to 

failure in both cases. In El misterio the virtually impossible conditions of the pact 

Comisario Flores makes with X attest to this fact: 

Antes te hemos insinuado cuales podrian ser las ventajas [his liberty] de 
una labor discreta y eficaz y dejo a tu criterio imaginar las consecuencias 
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de un error accidental o deiiberado. Ni de lejos te acercaras al colegio ni a 
los familiares de la desaparecida, cuyo nombre, para mayor garantia, no te 
diremos; cualquier informacion que obtengas me la comunicar^ sin 
tardanza a mi y solo a mi; no tomaras otras iniciativas que las que yo te 
sugiera u ordene, segun este de humor, y pagar^ cualquier desviacion del 
procedimiento antedicho con mis iras y el modo habitual de desahogarlas. 
(27) 

As he sends X out to investigate, Comisario Flores withholds crucial information, 

provides not even a single lead in the investigation and then threatens X to avoid any of 

the people or places that might give him clues. To make matters worse, he leaves X 

without any money, with no place to stay and no food. He even denies X the simple 

convenience of showering so as to be more comfortable, not to mention presentable. 

These conditions force X into a difiGcult situation, for in order to solve anything, X will 

inevitably transgress the conditions imposed by Flores. On the other hand, if he abides by 

the aforementioned conditions, he will not learn anything useful enough to warrant his 

permanent release from the mental institution. X decides that his only hope resides in the 

resolution of the case, assimiing that the end will justify the means. The problem for X is 

that not only are his unorthodox means unacceptable for Comisario Flores, but so is the 

end, because it implicates a very rich and prominent family in Barcelona. In order to 

avoid the trouble of paperwork and the scandal of an accusation of Manuel Peraplana, 

Flores sweeps the evidence under the rug and ignores X's resolution. Besides, according 

to Flores, the murder victim was a low-life who probably deserved his fate (185). 

In El laberinto. after his violent abduction from the insane asylum, Comisario 

Flores literally forces X to help the Barcelona Police under conditions, threats and 

pronuses similar to those of El misterio. Regardless of the fact that this second 
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assignment seems much simpler than the previous one, this case is doomed to failure as 

well. Even if X were to have simply delivered the money exactly as Comisario Flores 

told him to, he most certainly would have been punished for his part in such a horrendous 

police blunder. Not only were the police unable to distinguish a second-rate actor from 

the real Minister of Agriculture, but they also did not verify the truthfiihiess of the 

situation with the government or the police of Madrid. In the end, because he intended to 

expose the wrongdoing of a very important multinational business headquartered in 

Barcelona and because his investigation necessitated the transgression of Flores's 

stipulations—and the commission of several crimes—^X's fate turns out the same as in the 

first case as Flores again demonstrates that his sense of justice is predicated upon class-

based prejudices. In effect, X is condemned by society and used by the police to uphold 

the order that excludes him. 

These novels portray the police as inept and ineffective state officials who cannot 

control the crime that abounds in Barcelona, and who find themselves bettered by a 

psychologically impaired urban wanderer. X always manages to stay one step ahead of 

the police, in their persecution of him and in the investigation until the cases are solved. 

When the police do catch up to X, he repeatedly manages to dupe them and escape. 

Malcohn Compitello observes; "The fact that the authorities find it necessary to count on 

the services of a somewhat incapacitated figure provides at least some of the satiric bite to 

the novel's portrayal of a Spain in transition" (186). 

The corruptness and ineptness of the police is not the only aspect of the State that 

gets criticized in these novels. X criticizes BIENFE for poor ciistomer service and 
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habitual tardiness (El misterio 87-88) and expresses a lack of confidence in the State's 

capacity to maintain the highways (El laberinto 195). Politicians become targets of 

criticism as well. At the end of El misterio X alludes to an instance where a politician 

uses his wife to solicit votes for the 1979 elections by promising the inmates of the insane 

asylum that if her husband were to win the election, they would donate a color television 

set to the institution (187). Plutarquete also touches on the propensity of government 

officials to accept bribes in retum for special favors (El laberinto 245). Furthermore, the 

demonstrated lack of progress and fiscal reform—along with the incessant references in 

these novels to the homeless people suffering from the lingering economic crisis—speaks 

to the ineffectiveness of the government of the Transition. As unemployment rose during 

these years of recession, more and more individuals would loose their power to control 

space. As a result, money-empowered individuals and organizations would have a greater 

advantage with regards to influencing the urbanization of consciousness so as to 

"reinforce existing patterns of social life" (Harvey, Urban 250). 

The role of the State and the portrayal of a more polarized political situation in ^ 

laberinto constitute one of the few aspects that differentiate the visions of the 

urbanization of consciousness presented in these two novels. In El misterio the political 

conflicts are waged somewhat closer to the center (UCD versus different leftist factions 

like the PSOE and the CNT) with very little exposure given to the difference in 

ideologies. The sequel, on the other hand, presents clear examples of different 

individuals who are at least more clear, and sometimes militant, in their political 

ideology: the left represented by the opinion of the (Chinese restaurant owner who would 
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welcome European Socialism (96), and the extreme right embodied by the advisory board 

of the olive company who strive for a return to fascism (167>80). While it is true that in 

El misterio certain characters comment that "con Franco vivtamos mejor," (74,92), in El 

laberinto Mendoza feels the need to satirize the resurgence of fascist ideals by portraying 

characters who are trying to restore the country to the order that had so greatly benefited 

them economically. Their portrayal as money-grubbing old men who, instead of retiring, 

have followed the lead of Franco—who taught them to never cede their power—is 

perhaps the most ruthless of all of Mendoza's satire. Nevertheless, fascist activity and 

sentiment did rise in Spain in the late Transition as evidenced by the attempted military 

takeover by Lutenient Coronel Antonio Tejero Molina on Feb. 23,1981, where a group of 

Civil Guardsmen stormed the building of the Congreso de los Diputados while congress 

was in session voting on the ofGcial successor to the presidency after Adolfo Suarez 

stepped down (Cantarino 417). Ironically, however, the reaction to the resurgence of 

military nationalism became another key factor that solidified the PSOE's position in the 

1982 elections. 

Studies of these novels often focus on how the role of the State conununicates a 

sense of political disillusionment and fiustration concerning the great expectations of the 

post-Franco era. Many cultural critics have referred to this type of disillusionment as 

desencanto (Resina, El cadaver 57-60). Patricia Hart concludes that one of the chief 

sources of humor in El misterio and El laberinto is the portrayal of Spain as a sub-

European and backward nation: "the 'Brand X' country of Europe" (102). Knutson 

afiSrms; 'Tanto El misterio de la cripta embru '̂ada y El laberinto de las aceitunas 
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comentan y satirizan a la policia, el gobiemo, el sistema de salud, la clase alta, la clase 

baja, la red de ferrocarriles, la educacion, la igiesia y muchas otras instituciones 

espanolas. Sin duda estas novelas indican un desencanto con muchos resultados de la 

transicion" (61). While the broad, sweeping criticisms of the urban experience of 

Barcelona do make these novels emblems of desencanto, I maintain that there is a deeper 

meaning to the portrayal of the city that transcends politics. The time that passes between 

the two adventures offers evidence of a critical message that transcends politics. Having 

im'tially entered the insane asylum before the death of Franco, X appears on the scene for 

the first time shortly before the elections of 1979, admittedly not knowing exactly what to 

expect from the Barcelona of the Transition (El misterio 20). His next release occurs in 

1982—three years after Narcis Serra and the PSC took control of the city council—^and 

the same year that the platform of the "Cambio" brought the socialists to power all over 

Spain. Irrespective of the change in political power in Barcelona and the passage of time, 

the vision of the city presented in El laberinto shows minimal or no positive change. The 

police are still corrupt, inept and unnecessarily violent; garbage and filth still line the 

streets; the city remains divided along class lines; and the rich still manage to buy 

privileges that permit them to perpetuate their class. These novels comment on the whole 

urban process under capitalism as experienced in Barcelona at this particular time of the 

Transition. 

The social commentary expressed in these novels through the experience of space 

under capitaHsm locates them firmly in the genre of Spain's novela negra, produced by 

such authors as Manuel Vazquez Montalban, Andreu Martm and Juan Madrid. Apart 
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fiom offering the reader an entertaining story, this genre becomes for the authors "an 

adequate vehicle through which to come to terms with the political realities of daily life" 

(Preston 13-14), or as Joan Ramon Resina indicates, life in the city (19). hi The Spanish 

Sleuth Patricia Hart defines novela negra as a detective novel in which the detective 

comes across as "a loner and often a loser, in which the underside of society is displayed 

on a bleak, black canvas" (IS). Jose Cohneiro believes that what distinguishes the novela 

negra from other detective fiction is "su presentacion de los ambientes urbanos donde 

prevalecen la violencia, el crimen y el miedo, su testimonio cn'tico de la sociedad y su 

denuncia de los abusos y de la violencia del poder" (La novela policiaca 213).'̂  

Consequently, in the novela negra the mystery and investigation can turn out to be of less 

overall importance than the social commentary expressed by the words and actions of the 

characters, and the critical description of the urban space that serves as context. This is 

never truer than in El misten'o and El laberinto. At times it seems like the thread that 

holds X's cases together is very thin, and with all the loose ends that X himself 

acknowledges (El misterio 187: El laberinto 248). no one can be completely sure about 

exactly how seemingly disparate elements of the cases fit together, who all is involved 

and to what extent. On the other hand, life in Barcelona is displayed explicitly and 

clearly through the narration of a ^cinating individual who ends up a victim of the 

society to which he strives to belong. Jose Cohneiro summarizes these novels in the 

following mannen 

El protagom'sta se mueve en un c&culo vicioso; es liberado por la policia 
de su encierro en el manicomio para resolver un enigma, pasando de 
perseguidor de la justicia a perseguido por la justicia cuando sus 
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descubrimientos pueden comprometerel ordenado equilibrio de la 
sociedad, para volver a ser finalmente encerrado en el manicomio, con lo 
cual el orden social queda en apariencia reestablecido. (La novela 
policiaca ZOP)'"* 

What kind of "order" does X's internment re-establish? Malcohn Compitello 

appropriately calls it "the order that is chaos or the chaos that is order" (188). It is an 

order in which the police, who defend the values of the society that employs them, come 

across as unhappy, corrupt, violent, egotistical and inept. Conversely, the reader comes to 

perceive the deviant and scourge as "un magm'fico ser humano" (Bravo 12), 

notwithstanding his insanity and numerous blunders. Furthermore, the greater part of the 

scenes of Barcelona in these two novels portray an urban environment whose streets and 

public places are filthy and garbage laden, where poverty and crime abound, where class 

determines the extent to which justice is pursued and where a person so eccentric, poorly 

dressed and smelly as X can go unnoticed whenever he so desires:"[...] este detective 

[...] descubre un mundo caotico donde cualquier tipo de sinvergonzonena y crimen es 

aceptado y legalmente excusado" (Julia 135). Agnieszka Gutthy likewise concludes: "La 

imagen de Barcelona que emerge de la ficcion de Mendoza es la de una ciudad 

zarrapastrosa [...]. Todo eso crea una imagen des&vorable de Barcelona y por ende, de 

toda Espatia" (136). 

Conclusion 

Examined together, these novels present an unmistakably critical vision of 

Barcelona during the transition. Moreover, because of their publication within just three 
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years of each other their many similarities, it would be easy to overlook the fact that El 

laberinto reflects an urbanized consciousness somewhat distinct from that of El misterio. 

In addition to the slightly different role of the State I previously mentioned, the narration 

and action of the sequel come across as less dynamic and the social satire appears more 

heavy-handed (Hart, Spanish 104). Another factor has to do with X's optimism. At the 

end of El misterio X does not proffer any negative conclusions about his experience in 

transitional Barcelona, rather he looks forward to future opportunities to prove his sanity 

and earn a life of liberty in his native city. As he makes one last sweeping pass through 

Barcelona on his way back to the mental institution, X makes the following observation; 

[...] yo iba pensando que, despues de todo, no me habia ido tan mal, que 
habia resuelto un caso complicado en el que, por cierto, quedaban algunos 
cabos sueltos bastante sospechosos, y que habfa gozado de unos dias de 
libertad y me habia divertido y, sobre todo, habia conocido a una mujer 
hermosi'sima y llena de virtudes a la que no guardaba ningun rencor y cuyo 
recuerdo me acompanaria siempre. [...] Y recorde que habfa una 
oligofrenica nueva en el pabellon sur que no me miraba con malos ojos, y 
que la esposa de un candidato de Alianza Popular habia prometido regalar 
una tele en color al manicomio si su marido ganaba las elecciones, y que 
por fin podria darme una ducha y, ^quien sabe?, tomarme una Pepsi-Cola 
[...], y que no se acaba el mundo porque una cosa no saiga del todo bien, y 
que ya habria otras oportunidades de demostrar mi cordura y que, si no las 
habia, yo sabria buscarmelas. (187-88) 

X's reflections at the end of El laberinto appear much less optimistic; 

Y me jure que si algun dia recobraba la libertad, lo primero que haria seria 
tratar de resolver tanto cabo suelto y tanto punto Negro como siempre 
quedan en los misterios que resuelvo. Y no pudo por menos de 
preguntarme, al hilo de lo que antecede, que como podia uno encarar al 
futuro con confianza y rectitud de miras si el pasado era una madeja 
entreverada de grietas y sombras, valga el siinil, y el presente una 
incognita tan poco esperanzadora como el cefiudo silencio del comisario 
Flores me daba a entender que era. (248-49) 
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In the first place, X has little confidence concerning an eminent release fi-om the mental 

institution. Furthermore, X's thoughts seem to refer to something more than just the case 

he more or less solved, especially considering the fact that he says this at the end of an 

adventure that winds up shedding much more light on the urban experience of Barcelona 

of the late Transition than on his case, communicating a pessimism absent in the first 

novel. 

These minor differences only serve to bolster the sense of urban disorder 

represented by both El misterio and El laberinto. Through the representation of the five 

components of consciousness formation that Harvey describes—individualism, class, 

family, community and the State—Mendoza brings to light several urban problems facing 

transitional Barcelona and negates the notion of a quick fix to these problems through 

State policy or individual action. The complexity with which Mendoza's picaro 

describes the urban experience in these novels suggests that Barcelona's urban ills must 

be dealt with in many different ways, all of which influence the urbam'zation of 

consciousness and the production of the built environment. 
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Chapter IV Endnotes 

' These aliases include: Ceferino Sugranes, Arborio Sugraiies, Fervoroso 

Sugranes, Toribio Sugranes, Rodrigo Sugrafies, Pilann Caiiete, Pio Clip and don 

Vellocino. 

^ David John Knutson and Jose Maria Marco are two critics that have used X to 

refer to this character. Others, including Leo Hickey, Joan Ramon Resina and even 

Mendoza himself have used the name Ceferino, the first alias that the protagonist 

employs in El misterio. 

^ Jordi Costa Villa (40), Luis Sufien (Misterio 17) and Jose Maria Marco (49) are 

three of the critics who mention the relation between these two Mendoza characters. 

Disorganized speech and behavior are not prominent in individual with 

paranoid-schizophrenic psychotic disorder fDiapiostic 287). Of course, that is one of X's 

most noticeable symptoms. 

^ "Delusions are deemed bizarre if they are clearly implausible and not 

understandable and do not derive firom ordinary life experiences" (Diagnostic 275). 

^ For a systematic look at some of these aspects of disorganized speech and 

behavior, see Leo Mickey's articles " The Incongruence Factor in Eduardo Mendoza's 

'Ceferino' novels" and "Deviancy and Deviation in Eduardo Mendoza's Enchanted 

Crypt." 

^ X does not hang aroimd long enough to find out for sure if the gardener survives, 

or even if he was actually shot. 
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^ In his article "Distance and Point of View" Wayne Booth describes several types 

of narratalogical distance, among them, moral distance (125). 

' Colmetro reaches a similar conclusion; "El laberinto [X's narration] no es pues 

simplemente el resultado de la vision desfigurada del narrador-protagonista, sino tambien 

un reflejo de la deformada configuracion de la propia realidad" (La novela 210). 

X never specifies the neighborhood where Emilia and Plutarquete live, only that 

he was not familiar with it (SS). He also says that they live on the street called Dama de 

Elche, nevertheless, I presently have not been able to find a street by that name on any 

map of Barcelona. The descriptions of the neighborhood indicate that it might be either 

the Roquetes or Torre Baro districts in the northwest portion of Barcelona (El laberinto 

55-57,97-98). 

'' See Oswald, "The Parodic Scourge." 

The irony of X's opinion is obvious in light of the fact that Mendoza puts this 

treatise on money and class in the mouth of a lunatic. 

John Macklin expresses a similar idea: "The main interest is the hero himself 

and the world in which he moves" (59). 

Mario Lucarda likewise concludes: "Este loco, paradigma de buena voluntad, 

consiente al final de la partida en ser sacrificado de nuevo al buen orden y a la estabilidad 

de las instituciones, es decir, en ser encerrado de nuevo en el manicomio" (55). 
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Figure 4.1, The Ramblas (Acebillo et al 97.59). 

Figure 4.2, The Barrio Chino. 



Figure 4.3, The Casco Antiguo. 

Figure 4.4, EI Raval. 



Figure 4.5, An example of the chaotic urban periphery of Barcelona (Bohigas, 
Reconstrucci6n 50). 

Figure 4.6, The Eixample on the Calle de Enrique Granados. 



Figure 4.7, The San Gervasio de Cassoles district 

Figure 4.8, The Fedralbes neighborhood. 



Figure 4.9, The Palacio de Pedralbes located in the Pedralbes district. 

Figure 4.10, The Tres Torres district 



Figure 4.11, Another perspective of the Trcs Torres neighborhood. 

Figure 4.12, The Calle Escudillers. 
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CHAPTER V 

Mendoza's Barcelona in the 1990s: Sin noticias de Curb and Una comedia lieera 

Very little has been written about Mendoza's novels of the 1990s: Sin noticias de 

Gurb ri991) and Una comedia lipera (1996).' Their portrayal of the urbanization of 

consciousness in Barcelona, nonetheless, has important implications for the evolution of 

Eduardo Mendoza's vision of his native city throughout his career as an author. 

Mendoza's Barcelona of the 1990s differs significantly from his previous works, and the 

two novels themselves show radically different views of city. Sin noticias depicts an 

incredibly dynamic Barcelona bustling with people and traffic, and laden with 

construction sites in preparation for the Olympics. Una comedia lieera. on the other 

hand, represents a Barcelona whose post-Civil War economic recession and urban 

stagnation parallel the contemporary state of affairs in the post-Olympic city. There are 

also certain aspects of Barcelona in these novels that remain the same in as in his 

previous works. These similarities form a meaningful and constant axis to Mendoza's 

narrative about Barcelona. 

Sin noticias de Gurb (1991) 

Mendoza originally wrote Sin noticias de Gurb in August of 1990 as a daily serial 

column in the newspaper El pais.^ The next year he revised it and compiled it into a short 

novel that has surprised the author with its commercial success (Mendoza, "Nota" 10). 

The work consists of the diary of an extra-terrestrial explorer assigned by his superiors to 

study humanity in pre-Olympic Barcelona with his partner, Gurb. The narrator never 
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finds it necessary to mention his name since, as Knutson points out, the alien "is his own 

narratee; [who] writes about himself for himself' ("Parody" 111). In order to facilitate 

references to this nameless protagonist, I will refer to him as Q.^ These aliens posses a 

superior loiowledge of physics and the manipulation of matter, which enables them to 

change their appearance—and the appearance of others—at will. After they land their 

space vessel in the outskirts of Barcelona—in Sardanyola—Q sends Gurb out undercover 

as the Spanish singer and sex symbol Marta Sanchez to begin their study of humanity. 

Nevertheless, Gurb does not return nor report to Q after being picked up by a middle 

aged college professor, leaving Q alone and wondering what happened to Gurb. Each 

day Q logs his activities as he searches for Gurb while doing his best to blend in with the 

Barcelonans and learn about humanity. Q eventually finds Gurb—or Gurb finds Q—and 

they are called to go on another mission to a different planet, bistead of following their 

orders, Q and Gurb send their space ship on to the next planet with an auto-piloting 

mechanism in order to stay on Earth permanently. 

The origin of Sin noticias as a serial in a daily periodical cause some critics to 

discount the artistic value of the work (Knutson, "Parody" 104). The critics who 

prematurely abate the artistic value of Sin noticias because of its origins in a newspaper 

need to be reminded that some of the most revered authors in Spain's history—Mariano 

Jose de Larra and Benito Perez Galdos for example—published many of their works in 

serial form before compiling them into novels. Furthermore, this novel presents an 

important vision of the city that differs firom the Barcelona of Mendoza's other works. 

The author explains that Sin noticias "trataba de cosas muy especfficas de la vida local en 
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un momento muy singular, irrepetible e intransferible" ("Nota" 10). Therefore, despite 

the novel's brevity and levity, its depiction of Barcelona reveals a great deal about the 

process of the urbanization of consciousness and Mendoza's evolving vision of his native 

city. 

Individualism and Family 

In order to properly interpret the portrayal of Barcelona in this novel, it is crucial 

to better understand the nature of the narrator that observes the city. The fact that Q hails 

from a different planet provides a fresh perspective to the everyday urban experience that 

the citizens take for granted. His observations of the urbanization of consciousness under 

capitalism—most of them critical—take on added significance in consideration of the 

fact that he is a supenor being, made of pure intellect (81), whose individual 

consciousness is not urbanized. Mendoza's use of an alien narrator, who views the city 

through unique and entirely new eyes, allows the author great leeway in presenting an 

interesting and ironical portrayal of the issues that address space. 

One of the issues of space that Q struggles with at the beginning of his search for 

Gurb has to do with the function of money and the individualism it enables in urban 

space. Despite his vast database of knowledge about Earth, Q fails to understand the 

concept of money at first. After exhausting himself looking for Gurb, Q sits down on the 

Ramblas to rest: "Descanso apoyando ambas rodillas en el suelo y doblando la pieroa 

izquierda hacia atr^ y la piema derecha hacia delante. A1 verme en esta postura, una 

senora me da una moneda de pesetas veinticinco, que ingiero de inmediato para no 
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parecer descortes" (10). He quickly leams, however, the power of individualism that 

money provides, but unlike the Barcelonans he encounters, his special powers enable him 

to acquire money without subjecting himself to exploitation. He first manipulates the 

numbers of a lottery ticket—"por medio de formulas elementales" (20)—and wins a large 

sum of money. He later opens a savings account with 25 pesetas, then telepathically adds 

fourteen zeros to his balance (ie. 2,500,000,000,000,000 pesetas) (25-26). Even though 

he begins to understand how money works, he is not bound by it. After going on a 

shopping spree during which he buys 94 neckties, a wide range of sporting equipment 

(including 30 pairs of jogging shoes), 700 hams, a few carrots, a Maseratti, an entire 

showroom of electronic appliances, some children's toys (including 112 pairs of Barbie 

panties), thirteen bottles of wine, a gold Rolex watch and fifteen bottles of perfume, Q 

comes to the conclusion that money cannot buy everything: "Decido que el dinero no da 

felicidad, desintegro todo lo que he comprado y continuo caminando con las manos en 

los bolsillos y el animo ligero" (27). Furthermore, Q does not even need money to 

express his individualism by controling personal space. After setting down the space ship 

in Sardanyoles, Q changes it into an appropriate living quarters for that area: "Antes de 

salir oculto la nave para evitar reconocimiento e inspeccion de la misma por parte de la 

funa autoctona. Consultado el Cat^ogo Astral, decido transformar la nave en cuerpo 

teTrestredenominadoviviendaunifamiliaradosada,calef. 3 dorm. 2biis. Terraza. 

Piscina comunit. 2plzs. Pkng. Maximas facilidades" (7). 

As the novel progresses, however, Q gradually subjects himself to capitalist 

notions of space, time and money, which begins to urbanize his consciousness. He buys 
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an apartment (42), expresses desires to start a family (45), becomes part of a community 

(82), and contemplates earning a living working at a bar (84-85,119-21). At the end of 

the novel it is implied that Q must completely integrate himself into society, because to 

remain permanently he would have to adopt an immutable human genetic make up which 

would do away with his special powers (87). Q*s evolution demonstrates the astounding 

power of the process of the urbanization of consciousness. A being of pure and superior 

intellect, who does not have to subject himself to this process, nevertheless does. 

Q also observes how individualism functions with the humans he observes. On 

one occasion he meets an executive whose earning power enables him to purchase a very 

nice property (at least one), cars, a yacht and a small aircraft m which to travel around in 

the city. His individualism, however, has its price. His life has become a chaotic mess in 

which at home, at work and even on the road between he must simultaneously carry out 

several different tasks, compromising his health and safety: 

Llevavarias noches sindormir. Meses enteros sin dormir. [...] EI 
ejecutivo conduce el coche con las rodillas; con la mano derecha sostiene 
el auricular del telefono del coche; con la mano izquierda sintoniza la 
radio del coche; con el codo izquierdo sube y baja las ventanillas del 
coche; con el codo derecho impide que los ninos Jueguen con el cambio de 
marchas del coche; con la barbilla pulsa sin pausa el claxon del coche. 
[...] Las aflicciones del ejecutivo: gastritis, sinusitis, jaqueca, problemas 
circulatorios, estrefiimiento cronico. (108-09) 

In addition to compromising his mental and physical health, the executive's 

individualism also costs him his family stability. Q sumuses the executive's unorthodox 

family situation: 

Los ninos lavados, vestidos y peinados suben al coche del ejecutivo. Papa 
los Uevara al cole. Anoche cenaron en casa de su madre, pero han 
dormido en casa de su padre. Esta noche cenarw en casa de su padre pero 
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donniran en casa de su madre y mafiana los llevara ai cole su madre y los 
ira a buscar el para que cenen en su casa o en casa de su madre 
(telefoneara). Uno de los ninos es suyo; al otro no lo ha visto en su vida, 
pero prefiere no preguntar. Desde que se separo de su mujer 
(amigablemente) prefiere no preguntar nadaanadie. [...] Otro problema: 
su segunda ex mujer esta embarazada del ex marido de su primera ex 
mujer, a) ^que apelh'dos llevara el recien nacido?, b) ̂ quien ha de pagar 
lasecog^as? (108-09) 

Concerning the case of this executive Knutson writes: "Here is no sermon about the 

destruction of one of Spain's most enduring strengths, the family system, nor about how 

negatively that destruction will affect the children psychologically, [...] only a case study 

of life rendered absurd, values unbalanced, and an air of'that's the way things go 

nowadays'" (132). Family also functions as a means of perpetuating the urbanization of 

consciousness. The children of the executive—as well as the children of the man from 

China who works "de sol a sol" six days a week (91)—^will learn from their parents' 

example how to subject themselves to exploitation in return for the individualism that 

money facilitates. Family also entrains a consciousness of class, which often determines 

how much of a return the individual will reap from his or her exploitation. Surely the 

children of the Chinaman face a more difficult future of exploitation that the executive's 

children. Nevertheless, if the executives lifestyle becomes mirrored in his children, it 

would be incorrect to assume that they will lead happier lives than the family of the man 

from China. After all, as Q himself concludes, money cannot by happiness (27). 

Class 

One of Q's key observations of life in Barcelona concerns class and urban space. 

Much like X from El misterio and El laberinto. Q belongs to no class and therefore does 
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not feel bound to any particular space. His search for Curb—^and good times—takes him 

to virtually every general sector of the city: San Cosme, Barrio Chino, el Raval, Barrio 

Gotico, Las Ramblas, Barceloneta, Sants, Hospitalet, Poble Nou, the Olympic Ring, 

Montjuic, the Eixample, Sagrada Familia, Bonanova and Pedralbes. Unlike X, however, 

Q does not have the experience to successfiiUy maneuver in all these spaces. He is 

mugged twice (16,72), mistaken for a beggar on the Eixample (10); arrested twice (16, 

33), and ostracized by the co-occupants of his apartment building (96-111). 

Q initially believes that division of classes has to do with genetics, associating the 

classes with different subspecies of humans. On day 11 (his third day in Barcelona) Q 

consults his "Cat^ogo Astral" before deciding to look for Curb in San Cosme (Figs. 5.1 

-5.2): 

Despues de un examen detenido del piano de la ciudad [...] decido 
proseguir la busqueda de Curb en una zona periferica de la misma 
habitada por una variante humana denominada pobres. Como el Catalogo 
Astral les atribuye un indice de mansedumbre ^go inferior al de la 
variante denominada ricos y muy inferior al de la variante denominada 
clase media, opto por la apariencia del ente individualizado denominado 
Gary Cooper. (15) 

Within one minute of materializing in San Cosme a band of knife-wielding youths robs Q 

of all he has (16), reafiirming the Astral Catalogue's association of poverty with a lack of 

meekness. When Q continues his search in Pedralbes (Figs. 5 J - 5.4) he makes the 

following observations: 

Concluyo el recorrido del barrio de Pedralbes sin haber encontrado a 
Gurb, pero muy gratamente impresionado por lo elegante de sus casas, lo 
recoleto de sus calles, lo lozano de su cesped y lo lleno de sus piscinas. 
No se por que algunas personas prefieren habitar en barrios como San 
Cosme, de triste recuerdo, pudiendo hacerlo en barrios como Pedralbes. 
(20) 
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He follows this reflection with a comment indicative of Q's waxing comprehension of 

how class, money and space function in Barcelona: "Es posible que no se trate tanto de 

una cuestion de preferencias como de dinero" (20). 

In addition to noticing the urban spatial segregation due to class, he also observes 

how these divisions become continuously reinforced through the day to day activities of 

the city's inhabitants and the services rendered them: 

Segiin parece, los seres humanos se dividen, entre otras categorias, en 
ricos y pobres. Es esta una division a la que ellos conceden gran 
importancia, sin que se sepa por que. La diferencia fundamental entre los 
ricos y los pobres, parece ser^sta: que los ricos, alli donde van, no pagan, 
por m^ que adquieran o consuman lo que se les antoje. Los pobres, en 
cambio, pagan hasta por sudar. [...] Desde el punto de vista estadistico, 
parece demostrado que los ricos viven mds y mejor que los pobres, que 
son mas altos, m^ sanos y m^ guapos, que se divierten m^, viajan a 
lugares mas exoticos, reciben mejor educacion, trabajan menos, se rodean 
de mayores comodidades, tienen mas ropa, sobre todo de entretiempo, son 
mejor atendidos en la enfermedad, son enterrados con mas boato y son 
recordados por mas tiempo. Tambien tienen mas probabilidades de salir 
retratados en periddicos, revistas y almanaques. (20-21) 

These factors function to maintain the division of classes, which directly affects the 

configuration of urban space. The class bound urban space, in turn, reinforces a 

consciousness of class. Q's diary depicts a Barcelona that is deeply influenced by this 

aspect of the process of the urbanization of consciousness. 

Community and the State 

Q's diary distinguishes two distinct ways in which community functions. The 

residents of the building where Q buys an apartment constitute one example. These 

individuals meet together frequently to discuss the well-being of their community (82) 
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and they pay a fee each trimester to cover conunon costs and building upkeep (82). They 

also seem helpful and pleasant to one another. When Q repeatedly interrupts his 

neighbor—^with whom he has become infatuated—under the pretext of borrowing 

cooking ingredients, she pleasantly obliges until Q's seventh interruption when she gives 

him some money to go out and eat so he will stop bothering her. Nevertheless, when 

Curb ruins Q's reputation with his neighbors and they perceive Q as a threat to the 

harmony of their community,'* they react quickly and militantly: 

En el portal me aguarda la portera con el ceno firuncido. Intento 
esquivaria, pero se interpone. Me dice que esto no puede seguir asi; que 
ella es muy liberal, pero con el buen nombre del edificio no transige, que a 
ver que escandalo es este. Si quiero arruinar mi salud, dilapidar mi 
hacienda y pisotear mi buen nombre, es asunto mio, aiiade, pero lo otro es 
algo que atane a todo el vecindario, y eso si que no. Acto seguido me 
rompe la escoba (nueva) en la cabeza. (96) 

Q later explains; "La hostilidad del vecindario va en aumento. La portera se ha hecho 

una cerbatana con el mango de la escoba y me lanza dardos impregnados en curare. Un 

vecino arroja aceite hirviendo por el hueco de la escalera cuando me ve pasar. Otro ha 

metido tarantulas en mi piso" (111). The hostility continues until Q moves out. This 

brand of solidarity shows how conmiuniQr can affect space by placing common priorities 

ahead of the expression of individualism. 

The concept of conmumity in Sin noticias also exists on a much larger and 

abstract scale and relates to the portrayal of the State. At one point Q jibes: "En 

Barcelona Uueve como su Ayuntamiento actua: pocas veces, pero a lo bestia" (23). Q 

and Gurb happen to visit Barcelona during on of the moments of bestial Ayuntament 

activity. The role State officials from Barcelona played in securing the 1992 Olympic 
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Games camiot be overstated, and neither can the city governments attempts to unite 

Barcelona as a community of Olympic supporters. Sin noticias clearly demonstrates that 

as the staging of the Games draws closer, the entire city and its inhabitants do become 

bound together by a common Olympic denominator. No Barcelonan could escape the 

effects—good and/or bad—of the urban preparation for the 1992 Olympic Games. 

Barcelonans paid taxes that would help finance urban reform for the Olympics, 

which inevitably invites scrutiny about how public money is being spent (SO), and worry 

that the bottom would drop out of the economy after the Olympic torch leaves the 

stadium on Montjuic to make its way to Atlanta (87). State and private sponsored 

construction sites severely complicated everyday life. Q complains that the cities 

museums are all closed for renovations (113-14). bi one area close to the Diagonal Q 

falls into five different construction trenches (similar to Fig. 5.5) in a matter of five 

minutes (11-12). Hotel guests and employees near a construction site must endure noise 

so loud that the clerk needs to use a megaphone to communicate. The work continues 

until midnight then starts again at six o'clock in the morning, and during the m'ght the 

hotel guests must evacuate the building twice because of problems caused by the 

construction: once for a gas leak and once for a small fire (38-39). The extensive 

construction also causes problems with traffic. Q describes one attempt to drive through 

the city in the following mannen 

21:0S La Diagonal cortada por obras. Desvio hacia la carretera de 
Esplugas. 
21:10 Carretera de Esplugas cortada por obras. Desvio hacia Molins de 
Rey. 
21:20 Acceso a Molins de Rey cortado por obras. (100) 
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On another occasion while observing the traffic Q states that some times the traffic jams 

last up to an entire week (56-57). 

tn some way or another all of Barcelona feels the effects of the upcoming State 

sponsored spectacle. Whether or not the Barcelonans actively backed the 1992 games— 

and not all did (50)—everyone felt the effects of the city's Olympic preparations. Sin 

noticias portrays Barcelona as a community allied by its mutual goal to survive the 

Olympics and the transformation necessary to stage them. 

An Optimistic View of Barcelona? 

Concemine Sin noticias Mendoza writes:"[...] es un libro alegre, como lo fueron 

las circunstancias en que flie escrito; una primavera llena de promesas. A diferencia de lo 

que ocurre con los otros relatos de humor que he publicado [...] en este no hay una sola 

sombra de melancoh'a" ("Nota" 10). The absence of melancholy in this work does not 

preclude criticism of the city and its institutions. Q finds that the chemical breakdown of 

the city's water consists of "hidrogeno, oxigeno y caca" (8). Insects and rodents abound 

(28-29), the air is polluted (12) and petty thieves prosper (16,72). Q also complains 

about the pedestrian congestion (9-12) and transportation systems: "A diferencia de otros 

seres vivos [...] que siempre se desplazan del mismo modo, los seres humanos utilizan 

gran variedad de medios de locomocion, todos los cuales rivalizan entre si en lentitud, 

incomodidad y peste, aunque en este ultimo apartado suelen resultar vencedores los pies 

y algunos taxis" (37). 
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Despite these inconveniences, however, and Q's insecurity about what will 

happen to the economy in Barcelona after the Olympics are over (87), Q and Gurb decide 

to stay on Earth. Both aliens entertain the idea of remaining on Earth at different times in 

the novel, but the factor that solidifies their decision was the unattractive assignment they 

received from their Supreme Council: 

En vista del exito de nuestra mision en la Tierra (por el que se nos 
felicita), debemos variar el rumbo y dirigimos, con identica finalidad, al 
planeta BWR 143, que gira (como un idiota) alrededor de Alfa Centauro. 
Una vez alU, deberemos adoptar, igual que hemos hecho aqm', la forma de 
los habitantes del planeta. Tienen cuarenta y nueve patas, de las cuales, 
solo dos les llegan al suelo; tambien tienen un ojo, sies orejas, ocho 
narices y once dientecitos. Se alimentan de limo y de unas orugas peiudas 
que atrapan con los tentaculos anteroposteriores. (138) 

Q does not particularly like human physiology either, but giving up his favorite foods 

(churros and eggplant tortilla) for slime and caterpillars constitutes a sacrifice that Q is 

not willing to make. Furthermore, there is something about the vitality of life in 

Barcelona that attracts the two aliens. They enjoy themselves greatly, meet many 

fascinating people and Q even falls in love. These aliens also recognize the potential of 

this city "en obras." In this respect. Sin noticias reflects the most optimistic urbanization 

of consciousness of any of Mendoza's novels about Barcelona, despite the pointed 

criticisms. 

Una comedia Ueera 

Una comedia lipera takes place in post-Civil War Barcelona during the summer of 

1948. The protagonist, Carlos PruU^, is a wealthy member of Barcelona's bourgeoisie, 

who writes Ught-hearted mystery plays:"[...] entretenimiento saludable para 
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matrimonios de clase media. [...] fksas inocentes y disparatadas, del todo ajenas a la 

realidad" (134-75). Despite his purportedly harmonious marriage to Martita, Prull^ 

plays a parodied donjuanesque role, initiating affairs with two different women during 

the course of the novel: Marichuli Mercadall and Lih' Villalba. Because of his 

relationship with Lili—one of the actresses in his upcoming play—the police suspect 

Prull^ when Lili's other bourgeois lover, Ignacio Vallsigori, turns up dead, bi order to 

exonerate himself of the charges, Prullas embarks on an investigation to find the real 

assassin. His investigation, however, only seems to make matters worse for him and in 

the end almost costs him his life at the hands of el Nifto de la Doctrina, a thug from one 

of the low neighborhoods in Barcelona. Unable to find the killer, Prull^ is finally 

arrested for the murder of Vallsigorri, arraigned before a Judge and sent to spend a night 

in jail, only to be released after the authorities arrest the true murderer. 

The five components of urban consciousness formation flmction in this novel 

much the same as in La verdad and La ciudad. although not quite so prominently. 

Through a reconstruction of post-Civil War Barcelona Mendoza provides an example of 

how the process of urbanization of consciousness functions, and establishes compelling 

parallels with the contemporary urbanized consciousness from which Una comedia lipera 

emerged. 

Class and Space 

The most striking characteristic of Mendoza's post Civil War Barcelona is the 

dual personality of the city. The Eixample—between Carrer de Cassanova, Passeig de 
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San Joan, Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes (Fig. 5.6) and the Diagonal (Fig. 5.7)—^and 

San Gervasio de Cassoies (Fig. 5.8) represent the clean and orderly aspect of Barcelona 

where the bourgeoisie live, maneuver and exercise their economic authority. The 

following citation describes the scene of a party that Prull^ attends at the residence of 

one of his acquaintances in San Gervasio de Cassoies: 

La vivienda de Brusquets ocupaba el atico y el sobreatico de un edificio 
nuevo de ocho plantas en el Paseo de San Gervasio. Aquel era, con 
mucho, el edificio alto de una extensa zona sembrada de los palacetes 
y casones que la burguesia de reciente cufio se habia hecho construir en las 
primeras d^adas del siglo. Las siluetas teatrales de sus torres almenadas 
y cimborrios se perfilaban, entre pinos y cipreses, acacias y pahneras, 
contra un cielo opaco, iluminado por la luz metalica de la luna llena. 
(123) 

This vision of urban Utopia—complete with the shiny, silvery moon—speaks to the 

exclusive nature of this sector of the city. Prull^ and Vallsigorri own ostentatious 

residences in the Eixample, decorated with elegant simplicity, order and harmony, as 

does the renowned theatre actress, Mariquita Pons, and Marichuli Mercadal.^ This space 

also is home to exclusive restaurants tike El jardin de la Rosaleda (276-85), and 

important businesses like the ofGce of the prominent lawyer, Marcelino Sanjuanete (219). 

In the upper-class environments in this novel, image reigns supreme. The party in the 

home of Brusquets illustrates the importance of image. Many guests attend the function 

for the express purpose of being seen at the high-society event, and in between insincere 

exchanges of "elogios hiperbdlicos," Prull^ laments that he has to waste a beautiful 

evening in paltry conversation with a crowd of "pelmazos" (121-36). Furthermore, 

Doctor Maribel worries that the other patrons at El Jardm de la Rosaleda are scrutinizing 

her because her attire lacks the formality expected in such a fiincy establishement (277), 
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and Marichuli Mercadal takes great care to enter secretly into her house with Prull^ in 

order to avoid a scandal with the neighbors (65). 

Contrary to this orderly and proper bourgeois space are the filthy, crime-ridden 

neighborhoods of the Old City where the underclass dwells and circulates. LiU Villalba 

lives in the Barrio Chino (Fig. 5.10) in an overcrowded, sublet apartment engulfed in a 

depressing environment of refuse and ruin: 

El lugar que buscaban resulto ser un sordido cul-de-sac que partiendo de 
una plaza desolada desembocaba [...] en un solar baldio [...]. En una 
esquina de la plaza podian ver se los flistes chamuscados y el muro 
acribillado de la humilde capillita del Buen Jesus; [...] el resto de la plaza 
consistia en un espacio rectangular agregado a la calle a raiz del 
hundimiento de un bloque de casas. Este suceso habia ocurrido aiios atras, 
y ahora las montaiias de escombros, que nadie se habta molestado en 
retirar, y los restos de antiguas viviendas, que aim podi'an distinguirse en la 
unica fachada incolumne del bloque, producian un efecto violento y 
sepulcral. En el angulo m^ oscuro de la plaza [...] habia asentado sus 
reales una tribu de gitanos, cuyos miembros [...] yacian revueltos en tomo 
a las cenizas de una hoguera extinta; un par de carromatos y unos mulos 
desalbaradados [...] completabanel mi'sero retablo. [...] Llegado &ente 
al niimero seis, empujo la puerta y esta cedio rechinando pero sin oponer 
resistencia alguna [...]. Franqueada la puerta, Prull^ se encontro en lo 
que la llamita de su mechero le revelo ser el arranque de una escalera 
empinada, de peldaiios abruptos. Vacilo la llama y se asusto Prull^ al 
percibir un olor acre y espeso que tom6 al principio por un gas letal, pero 
que identified luego con alivio como el tufo inofensivo de varios siglos de 
orines y fritanga. (189-90) 

The businesses of this district are represented by the Hotel Gallardo— '̂*una casa de citas" 

(234)—^and a nearby bar teeming with flies, spider webs and the smell of rotten food, 

where Prull^ gets food poisoning fix>m a mug of beer (160-61). 

The misery of the Barrio Chino is rivaled only by the nearby section of the Barrio 

Gotico (Fig. 5.11) just on the other side of the Rambla. From the Tabema de Manuel, the 

maimed beggar/police informant, Cosa Bonita, takes PruU^ through the labyrinthine 
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streets and alleys to meet el Mifio de la Doctrina. On their way, Prull^ becomes 

disoriented and disconcerted by his surroundings; 

Trataba de memorizar el camino, para poder desandarlo solo en caso de 
necesidad, pero pronto hubo de renunciar a su propdsito: en cada esquina, 
sin excepcion, el tullido torcia a la derecha; sin embargo, en lugar de 
descubrir circulos, por este sistems se iban adentrando progresivamente en 
un territorio extrafio, donde las calles eran cada vez mas lobregas y 
angostas. (323) 

As Prullas delves fiirther and further into this dark urban maze, he observes with great 

concem for his own well-being the nightmarish individuals and creatures that control this 

dystopic urban space: 

En los rincones gatos tinosos de disputaban ferozmente el pillaje de las 
basuras. [...] Finalmente desembocaron en una calle corta, alumbrada 
por rotulos de neon de colores rabiosos. A mano derecha, segun entraron, 
una tapia de unos tres metros de altura separaba la calle de un baldio; 
contra esta tapia, cubierta de pasquines rotos y descoloridos, orinaban con 
despreocupacion varios individuos. [...] A1 otro lado de la calle, bajo los 
arcos de neon, abn'an sus puertas diez o doce tugurios. Brillaban luces 
rojas tras los visillos en las ventanas de los pisos altos. En mitad de la 
calzada [...] se congregaba una verdadera muchedumbre de hombres 
silenciosos entre los que no faltaban los imbeciles, los consumidos por 
algun vicio malsano, los aquejados de horribles deformidades congenitas o 
enfermedades devastadoras. De cuando en cuando fiircias viejas y 
grenudas como engendros de un mal suefio asomaban los pescuezos 
descamados por las puertas de los burdeles y voceaban invitaciones 
procasesyburlonas. (323) 

The crux of the conflict in the novel is the result of PruU '̂s impropriety in violating the 

boundaries of this segregated space. He causes problems by penetrating Barcelona's 

space that does not correspond to him—which aknost costs him his life—and he also 

infects, in a manner of speaking, his upper class space by bringing into it a young girl that 

hails fixim the opposite end of Barcelona's social spectrum. Mariquita Pons warns 

Prull^: 'Ten cuidado, Carlos [...]; la senorita Lili Villalba te puede meter en lios; tii 
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dedicate a las de tu propio circulo [...] (81). Had Prull^ heeded Mariquita's advice and 

avoided improper contact with the lower class and its corresponding space, Prull^ would 

have altogether avoided implication in the murder of Vallsigorri. 

Mendoza says of Una comedia lipera: 

A1 principio, en la introduccion, habi'a unas fi:ases que decian que aquellos 
ailos se respetaban y se cuidaban mucho las formas y la educacion, que las 
clases sociales estaban muy en su sitio, que cada uno sabia el lugar que le 
correspondia y que de esta forma todos vivian m^ felices. Al final quite 
la fitise porque, despues de escribiria unas cuarenta veces, no consegui que 
quedarabien. [...] Mepareciomejorqueflieraunhechoimphcitoenla 
novela [...]. (Santos 108) 

Una comedia ligera clearly shows how Barcelona's urban space reflects the 

consciousness of socially divided classes. This space then fortifies the perception of 

these social divisions, which, in turn, affects the urbam'zation of consciousness regarding 

class. Furthermore, the other loci of consciousness formation—especially the State, 

family and individualism—also function in this novel to emphasize and'or perpetuate the 

social divisions reflected in the built environment 

The State 

There are two aspects of the State in this novel that have a direct bearing on the 

urbanization of consciousness: State institutions and State policies and actions. The most 

explicitly treated State institution in Una comedia ligera is clearly the police. Don 

Lorenzo Verdugones—the appropriately named chief of police in Barcelonar—thereby 

becomes the primary representative of the state in this work. Verdugones—"[un] hombre 

temido y admirado" (139)—in many ways resembles the Generalisimo, He is a military 
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hero of the Civil War, an open defender of Catholic religious values and he manages the 

affairs of Barcelona in an absolutist and ubiquitous manner. Although much less inept 

than Comisario Flores from El misterio and El laberinto. he is equally malicious in spite 

of his self-righteous attitude. 

Prull '̂s troubles begin with Verdugones even before the commission of any 

crime. In their first encounter Prull^ leaves a bad impression of himself on Verdugones, 

who does not approve of crime fiction of any sort because of the trivial maimer in which 

it treats violence and murder (134-35). Furthermore, since he seems to be informed of 

everything that goes on in the city, it is likely that before they met he was already aware 

of the morally liberal lifestyle that Prull^ ieads.^ After his very first encounter with 

Verdugones, Prull^ senses an antagonism between them and thus expresses his concern 

to Ignacio Vallsigorri:"[...] don Lorenzo Verdugones no es la clase de persona con la 

que uno desea enemistarse. [...] algo me dice que esta nimiedad ha de tener 

consecuencias funestas para mf' (135-38). His premom'tion proves correct when 

Vallsigorri is stabbed to death, and Prullas finds himself a suspect in the murder due to 

his affair with Lili and because of the predispositions of Verdugones. Since don Lorenzo 

already considers Prull^ guilty of inappropriate behavior, his innocence in the 

Vallsigorri case bears little or no consequence. 

Until the very end of the investigation, Verdugones never openly accuses Prull^ 

of the murder. Nonetheless, his insinuations, his actions, and the comments of his 

assistant make it clear to Prull^ that he is the prime suspect, as he explains to his best 

friend, Pepe Gaudet: "No hay que ser un lince para darse cuenta de que don Lorenzo 
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Veidugones no me quiere a su lado para servirse de mis dotes deductivas, sino por una 

causa mucho nm malevola. [...] No bay duda, Pepe, don Lorenzo Verdugones me ha 

incluido en la lista de sospechosos, y tal vez con el numero uno" (186). Thus Prull^ 

feels compelled to cooperate in the investigation for fear of open accusation and arrest: 

"Ya empiezo a desconfiar de salir con bien de esta. No nos queda otra salida que seguir 

con la investigacion por nuestra propia cuenta, Pepe. Hemos de averiguar quien 

demonios mato a Ignacio Vallsigorri. Solo asi me vere libre de la detencion [...]" (260). 

Verdugones manipulates Prull^ and incites him to conduct an unauthorized, life-

threatening investigation even though the police chief never truthfully believes that 

Prull^ killed Vallsigorri. The whole operation is a ruse, fabricated to teach Prull^ a 

lesson concerning proper bourgeois behavior, to re-instill the importance of maintaining 

the social status quo and respecting the resultant urban spatial segregation. Prull^ leams 

this lesson well, renouncing the theatre and resigning himself to a more mainstream 

bourgeois life as an executive in his father-in-law's business. Mendoza leaves the reader 

to wonder if Verdugones proceeds on his own accord, sanctimoniously taking it upon 

himself to set Prull^ straight, or if someone else masterminds the scheme. Despite the 

ambiguity in Verdugones's motives it remains clear that a pure sense of justice does not 

guide his actions. The cumulative effect of the police officials' priorities in Mendoza's 

novels results in a questioning of the very existence of a pure sense of justice. 

The State policies and actions of this novel also have a direct bearing on the 

perpetuation of class divisions. Toward the beginning of the novel the narrator describes 

some of the difGculties faced by the poor due to the lack of social reform: 
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Por mas que las autoridades pom'an el maximo empeno en resolver graves 
problemas de abastos, el pan, las alubias, las lentejas, los garbanzos, la 
came, el azucar y el aceite escaseaban en la mesa del pobre, y los 
inmigrantes, debido a la carestia de los materiales, que impedia la 
construccion de nuevas viviendas, habi'an de alojarse en endebles barracas, 
hechas de adobe y de zinc, agrupadas sin orden ni criterio en barrios 
carentes de todo servicio, sin escuelas ni dispensaries, sin agua y sin luz, 
sobre tierras baldfas, inadecuadas para el asentimiento humano. (6-7) 

The narrator speaks ironically about the authorities putting forth their maximum effort to 

correct these problems. In the first place, the narrator clearly specifies that the lack of 

supplies is only a problem for the poor, and the rest of the novel clearly demonstrates that 

these problems do not adversely affect the lifestyle of the rich in any significant manner. 

Furthermore, Una comedia ligera emphasizes the State's lack of effort in correcting 

Barcelona's social urban problems. 

One specific example of the State's lack of concern for the prominent uneven 

geographical development in Barcelona can be seen in the conspiracy that Verdugones 

begins to uncover. Several of Barcelona's rich and powerful businessmen would steal 

shipments of food that the government had earmarked for the assistance of the poor, then 

they would sell it for a profit on the black market. The action of a State putting forth the 

maximum effort to initiating social reform would consist of bringing these men to justice 

and giving the supplies to the poor, histead, these influential Barcelonans go over 

Verdugones's head and cause him to be transferred to another city (372-78). Dr. Maribel 

said it well when she described Verdugones's true function m the ciQ^; "La fiincion 

primordial de don Lorenzo Verdugones en Barcelona es mantener la tranquilidady la 

concordia sociar (284, my emphasis). When his investigations compromise the societal 

order, he himself is removed, much like Comisario Vazquez in Laverdad.^ 
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Another way State policy perpetuates class division and the accompanying urban 

spatial segregation is through its stance on education. If the poor receive any education at 

all, it is at best deficient, which, as LiU claims, destines the poor to the lowest paying 

empoyment with no job security (85). Pepe Gaudet also criticizes the way in which the 

State made education the responsibility of the Catholic Church. According to Gaudet, 

part of the teacher's pedagogy consisted of perpetuating the social divisions: 

[...] el poder par los fliertes, la justicia, al servicio del poder, y para los 
debiles, impotencia y sumision. Asi nos formaron, Carlos, esta fue la 
educacion que nos dieron. Y de resultas de esta educacion, los debiles, 
para defendemos, simplemente para sobrevivir de dia en dia, tuvimos que 
echar mano de lo peor de nosotros mismos; el halago, el disimulo, el 
silencio y la abyeccion, los etemos males de Espana. (259) 

From the police to the politicians to the education system, Una comedia libera 

portrays the State as a series of institutions that are powerless against—and also 

complicitous with—the abuses of capitalism with regard to social policy and urban space. 

Community and Family 

Una comedia lipera depicts several different micro-communities based on class, 

religion, vocation, origin and friendships. None of them, however, can effectively um'te a 

majority of Barcelonans, nor do they try. Furthermore, the novel demonstrates the 

fragility of the ties that bind the individuals into these micro-communities. When Prull^ 

finds himself in trouble, he seeks help from a priest, a high-profile lawyer, other authors, 

and his best friend. All, in turn, express their impotence in the matter and distance 

themselves from Prull^ (219-44). He complains to Gaudet, just before he refuses frirther 

assistance:"[...] donde voy en busca de ayuda me dan con la puerta en las narices" 
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(260). Gaudet then explains; "A la hora de la verdad [...] todo el mundo procura salvar 

el pellejo, a toda costa, y si para ello es preciso hundir al vecino, a nadie le frena la mano 

la conciencia: ni el menor escrupulo" (262). bi this novel conununity seems to lack the 

widespread support necessary to have a significant impact on the urbanization of 

consciousness. 

The role of family in Una comedia lieera—like the State—has meaningful 

implications on the urbam'zation of consciousness with relationship to class. In general 

terms the family provides individuals in the novel with an understanding of how class 

flmctions and where they fit in. Families also use all the resources at their disposition to 

help insure the economic success of the family members. Since some families have more 

resources than others, the wealthy tend to stay wealthy generation after generation. 

Vallsigorri, Prullas and Miguel Fontcuberta (the husband of Mariquita Pons) all receive 

hefty family inheritances that permit them to continue their bourgeois lifestyle, and, in 

the case of Prull^, pass it on to the next generation. Conversely, LiU Villalba has 

virtually no hope of escaping poverty, in part because of her family's lack of resources 

(85). 

Prull '̂s father-in-law uses more than money to ensure that his family remains 

among the ranks of the wealthy. He also uses his influence, but in an unorthodox way. 

As I previously mentioned, Verdugones only accuses PruU^ to teach him a lesson in 

proper bourgeois behavior. Nevertheless, Don Lorenzo may have solely been acting on 

behalf of an old fiiend, PruU '̂s father-in-law. He wants Prullas to settle down, abandon 

the unconventional and non-lucrative life of the theatre and behave more responsibly in 
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order to start taking over the family business (370), which is exactly what PruU^ decides 

to do (377). One clue that points to the father-in-law's direct involvement in 

Verdugones's scheme comes firom Prullas's interpretation of his father-in-law's business 

proposal and its timing: "Por un instante le asalto la sospecha de que las palabras de su 

suegro encerraban un secreto significado, que aquel hombre campechano sabia m^ cosas 

de las que su afectuosa actitud daba a entender" (370). The mysterious man who prompts 

the abrupt disappearance of the Villalba family could also be Prull '̂s father-in-law: 

"Habian hecho la mudanza con grandes prisas, sin decir a nadie a donde iban ni cual era 

la razdn de una marcha tan repentina. Alguien habia comentado que la noche anterior 

Villalba habia recibido la visita de un hombre misterioso, muy bien trajeado, con aires de 

autoridad. En esta visita veian algunos la causa principal de la partida" (363). Such a 

vague description could apply to many individuals, but Prull '̂s father-in-law is the only 

one who would profit from Lili's disappearance. With Prullas effectively humbled and 

dissuaded from pursuing extramarital affairs, his father-in-law could count on him to 

perpetuate the good family name. 

Individualisin 

Prull '̂s prominance in this novel makes him the most easily observable example 

of how individualism fiinctions. With his money power that he has acquired in exchange 

for his work as a playwright and his marriage to Martita, Prull^ has the capacity to form 

and control a little space. Besides his house on the Dreta de I'Eixample (57), he also 

owns a summer beach cottage in El Masnou, along with mmierous other wealthy 
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Batcelonans (8). Periiaps the most interesting aspect of individualism in Una comedia 

ligera. however, is that in addition to Prull '̂s power to control personal space, when he 

finds himself in the sectors of the city dominated by his class, he also has control over 

other people who do not pertain to the bourgeoisie. From his maid, Sebastiana, to Lili 

Villalba, Prull^ always maintains the upper hand in his corresponding urban space. 

Even when Lilt's father attempts to blackmail Pnill^, he ends up in complete control of 

the situation, turning the blackmailer into his personal informant (268-76). 

When he ventures into urban spaces that do not correspond to his class, however, 

he has no control. During his confrontation with el Niiio de la Doctrina, Cosa Bonita and 

Antoiiita la Espatarra, he tries to exercise his power of individualism, attempting to 

dictate terms of the purchase of Vallsigorri's wallet and threatening to leave if the trio 

makes him walk any fiirther, but to no avail. Prull^ is robbed, beaten and escapes death 

only because Antonita puts herself between Prull^ and the knife of el Niiio de la 

Doctrina (321-33). In this environment he not only lacks control over other people and 

external events, but he loses control of himself as well, as he is later reminded when he 

changes his clothing: "Prull^ se quito los pantalones y los arrojo con rabia al otro 

extremo del cuarto: en la ampUa mancha oscura y el penetrante olor permanecia la huella 

de su poca hombna" (336). 

Despite his temporary setbacks, Prull^ is, as Mendoza states, the only one of his 

protagom'sts that triumphs socially and professionally (Santos 106), nevertheless: "de 

todos los personajes es el menos positivo. Es el unico que acepta todos los sobomos 

circunstanciales" (107). PruU '̂s investigation forces him to penetrate the urban spaces 
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of Barcelona that do not correspond to his class, which allows him to witness the other 

face of Barcelona. He thereby comes to the realization that his Barcelona "de pechera 

ahnidonada y traje largo, firivola, viciosa, hipdcrita y noctambula" (156) is as superficial 

as the comedies he writes. Gaudet makes the following comment to Prullas concerning 

their bourgeois existence: "^0 crees que no es tambien una patrana el mundo que nos 

hemos fabricado?" (263). Nevertheless, Prull^ consciously and unscrupulously accepts 

his power of individualism and all that it entails, regardless of his knowledge that his 

bourgeois society will only afford him power in a life ftill of falsehoods and empty of 

passion. The true "comedia ligera," then, is not Airivedercipolio, Prull '̂s play about to 

premiere, nor Verdugones's scheme, which induces Prull^ to investigate a mystery that 

was ahready solved, bistead, the real "comedia ligera" immortalized in Mendoza's title is 

Barcelona herself, whose central conflict lies in the social struggle between the two 

protagonists: the hypocritical bourgeoisie, always intent on keeping up appearances, and 

"aquella Barcelona insolita" of the underprivileged (156). 

Barcelona of 1948 and 1996 

Even though Una comedia ligera takes place in 1948, certain aspects of the novel 

indicate that this is much more than a simple chronicle of life in post-Civil War 

Barcelona. In the first place, the narrator presents incorrectly^and on occasion 

disorderly—many of the very historical events and figures that link the novel to history: 

[...] aqm y alia van alumbrandose pequenas luces de alarma, al comprobar 
el desenfadado uso que de las referencias historicas va haciendo el 
narrador, para quien los sucesos de varios anos de esa decada tremenda de 
la historia mundial aparecen mezclados sin un orden cronologico preciso. 
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y ver que ni siquiera los nombres de los personajes historicos se citan con 
exactitud. (Soldevila Durante 104) 

This historical novel—much like Laverdad and Laciudad—looks at the Barcelona's past 

through a filter of the present. In fact, the coupling of 1948 and 1996 is fraught with 

important social, economic and political meaning. While in most regards the democracy 

bears little resemblance to the dictatorship, significant parallels exist in terms of the 

State's role in implementing and enforcing urban policy. The 1990s continued to wimess 

a lack of State regulation to mitigate the effects of the abuses of the capitalist 

urbanization process. Furthermore, some policies were enforced in a maimer more 

typical of an authoritarian regime than a democracy. McNeill concludes: "under the 

dying days of the dictatorship there may have been more democracy, more debate, more 

critique, than after 18 years of democratic government" (176). 

1948 and 1996 resemble each other in economic terms as well. Both were years 

of economic recession, but with relatively little civic unrest (McNeill 176). Both 

recessions had the greater impact on the lower classes, which reinforced social divisions. 

This leads to the urban spatial segregation along class lines that receives so much 

attention in the novel, which continues to characterize late 20'''-century Barcelona. The 

upper classes remain in control of certain areas of the Eixample, Pedralbes, Sarrid, Tres 

Torres and San Gervasio de Cassoles, while areas like the Barrio Chino, Nou Barris and 

Barceloneta continue to be dominated by the lower classes. 

Perhaps the most meaningful link between 1948 and 1996 concerns the overall 

sense of stagnation. Whereas Mendoza's other novels depict and are published in eras of 
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instability, vitality and transition, 1948 and 1996 find Barcelona in a socially, politically 

and economically entrenched condition. Mendoza states: 

A pesar de que mis anteriores novelas eran un poco pesimistas, siempre 
estaban situadas en momentos de vitalidad. La verdad sobre el caso 
Savolta, desde luego. La ciudad de los prodigies y El misterio de la cripta 
embrujada, incluso Sin noticias de Gurb, siempre trataban de grandes 
momentos historicos en los que unos personajes no sabian aprovechar las 
oportunidades. En Una comedia ligera ya no: ya no hay nada que hacer. 
(Santos 101) 

Una comedia lieera. although written about an earlier period in Spain's history, takes its 

place as a type of resistance to Barcelona's continuing and contemporary process of 

urbanization of consciousness under capitalism, the basic economic system that underlies 

the current democracy as well as the past dictatorship. This novel thus emphasizes that to 

live in Barcelona means to continue to be both spectator and actor in the same "comedia" 

that was playing during the Franco years, the Transition and the Socialist "Cambio." 

The 1990s 

Sin noticias de Gurb and Una comedia lieera present very different visions of 

Barcelona's urbanized consciousness in the 1990s. The former focuses on the dynamic 

era immediately preceding the 1992 Olympics, and the latter examines the listless time 

period that followed the grand event. Despite the differences in their portrayal of 

Barcelona, both of these works treat themes concerning space and social justice. Sin 

noticias expresses a moderate degree of optimism due to the many urban transformations 

taking place at the time. There is an open-endedness regarding these issues, an 

unanswered question, if you will, about what will come of all this urban transformation. 
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Una comedia libera attempts to answer that query with a resounding and pessimistic "not 

very muchl" 
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Chapter V Endnotes 

' I will leave treatment of Mendoza's latest text. La aventura del tocador de 

seiioras. for a future publication. This novel, published in 2001, continues the same vein 

of writing as El misterio and El laberinto. 

~ Mendoza was not the only writer asked to contribute a novela por entregas 

during the summer of 1990. Antonio Muiioz Molina contributed a work entitled 

Misterios de Madrid. 

^ David Knutson is the only other critic so far to publish a study of Sin noticias de 

Gurb. and he chose the name T for the nameless extraterrestrial. 1 prefer, nevertheless, 

the designation "Q," because in an abstract way he resembles a character of the same 

name from the Star Trek: The Next Generation, and Star Trek: Vovaeer television series. 

Star Trek's Q, like Mendoza's, develops an admiration for humanity despite his super

human abilities. 

Curiously, the text never specifies exactly what Gurb does to discredit Q. Even 

Q himself does not know what social crime he has allegedly committed to merit such 

infamy throughout the entire city. 

^ Marichuli Mercadal lives on the Avenida de Jose Antonio between Calle Bruch 

and Calle Gerona (65). The Avenida Jose Antonio was later renamed Calle Caspe (Fig. 

5.9). 

^ Prull^ has a history of engaging in extramarital relationships besides his affairs 

with Marichuli Mercadal and Lilf Villalba during the course of the novel (91). 
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^ The transfers of Verdugones and Vazquez constitute possible examples of the 

triumph of Catalan nationalistic issues over centralism represented by the police. 

Although these acts could only be considered small victories, they do recall the "Faustian 

pact'* discussed by Resina that the Catalan bourgeoisie made with the central government 

("Money" 954). La ciudad also treats these issues, forging another link with the other 

parts of Mendoza's "urban trilogy." Since an analysis of these particular issues of 

Catalan nationalism fall outside the scope of the present study, I will develop the topic 

elsewhere. 
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Figure 5.1, Low-income apartments in San Cosme. 

Figure 5.2, Another example of low-income housing in San Cosme. 



Figure S.3, The Pedraibes district. 
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Figure 5.4, A closer look: at one of the fine structures in the Pedraibes neighborhood. 
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Figure 5.5, One of the many construction trenches in pre-Olympic Barcelona (Acebillo et 
al 97.34). 

Hgure 5.6, The Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes. 



Figure 5.7, The Diagonal (Mili^ui Mestre 69). 

Figure 5.8, The San Gervasio de Cassoles neighborhood. 



Figure 5.9, The Calle Caspe, formerly called the Avenida de Jos6 Antonio 

Figure 5.10, The Barrio Chino. 



Figure S.l 1, The Barrio Gdtico north of the Ramblas on the Calle Escudillers. 
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CONCLUSION 

Between Resistance and Commodification 

Mendoza's novels present Barcelona in many different circumstances and in 

varying stages of development—from the last half of the 19"* century to 1996. Laverdad 

sobre el caso Savolta depicts a historical Barcelona beset by economic recession, civic 

unrest and political insecurity, which mirrors the state of affairs in 1975. El misterio de 

la cripta embrujada and El laberinto de las aceitunas portrays the city as a negative and 

dynamic place in the process of rethinking its identity during the Transition to 

democracy. La ciudad de los prodigios recreates a version of turn of the century 

Barcelona in order to discuss the urban transformations underway and anticipated in 

1986. Sin noticias de Gurb gives a firesh look at Barcelona through the eyes of an 

extraterrestrial, who tries to make sense of the urban experience immediately preceding 

the staging of the 1992 Olympics. Finally, Una comedia lieera reproduces a vision of 

post-Civil War Barcelona that parallels the economic, political and urban stagnation of 

post-Olympic Barcelona. 

Mendoza's renderings of Barcelona throughout all these novels have certain 

common characteristics: namely, the explicit treatment of space and place and their 

relationship to the process of urbanization under capitalism and the urbanization of 

consciousness. Mendoza's depictions of Barcelona take their place as discursive spatial 

practices that Harvey calls "representational urban spaces" (Condition 218-19). These 

fictional spaces become part of the process of the urbanization of consciousness, 

influencing subsequent material and discursive spatial practices, either in the form of 
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imitation or attempts to correct problems that the novels criticize. Joaquim Marco 

seemed to understand well how representational urban spaces impact the city when he 

wrote: "Barcelona no sena, sin embargo, lo que parece sin la colaboracion de este 

peculiar barcelonismo literario" (6). 

A crucial question remains, however, concerning Eduardo Mendoza's Barcelona. 

To what degree do these representational urban spaces constitute a form of resistance to 

capitalism and the urban process it fosters? The naniral follow-up question, then, 

concerns the grade to which this resistance becomes mitigated due to issues of 

conmiodification of culture. In the case of Mendoza's depictions of Barcelona there is 

only a fine line that separates resistance from commodification. 

Space 

One way Mendoza's novels resist the urban process under capitalism is through 

his critical portrayal of Barcelona's spaces. In the first place, many of the spaces 

described in these novels emphasize negative aspects. Laverdad depicts the Barrio 

Chino as a "laberinto de callejones, ruinas y desperdicios" (187), dominated by 

prostitutes, crime and filth. This novel also describes the nuserable conditions of the 

workers from the industrial suburbs who live in their "barracas sin luz, en una tierra 

grisacea, polvorienta y carente de vegetacion" (77). X of El misterio repeatedly focuses 

on the poverty and filth that characterizes the space of transitional Barcelona. A pile of 

fetid garbage softens X's landing when he jumps from the window of a seedy Barrio 

Chino hotel (48), and he describes the Qpical streets of the Ciudad vieja as one small step 
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up from a sewer" (51). In El laberinto X continues to notice these types of environments. 

He observes that a cemetery has more appeal than the impoverished building where his 

sister lives (44), and he visits the appropriately named Calle Gaseoducto strewn with 

dead rats and a sign prohibiting smoking (47). X also notices the disorgam'zed streets, the 

lack of services and lack of police protection against crime in the working class 

neighborhoods on the outskirts of Barcelona (98-101). 

La ciudad presents an equally negative vision of the Ciudad Vieja as his other 

novels. This work also focuses on the disease, filth and crime of the port, Barceloneta, 

Morrot and the immigrant shantytowns and low income housing districts that formed 

"ciudades satelites a las que no llegaba el agua corriente, la electricidad, el telefono ni el 

gas; tampoco habia alii escuelas, centros asistenciales ni recreativos ni vegetacion de 

ningun tipo" (356). Sin noticias presents San Cosme and the Ciudad Vieja as poverty 

stricken spaces teeming with insects, rodents and petty criminals (16-72). Una comedia 

libera also presents a critical view of many of Barcelona's spaces. The following is a list 

of descriptors that the narrator uses to talk about the Barrio Chino and the Ciudad Vieja: 

"sordido," "desolada," "baldfo," "chamuscados," "acribillado," "escombros," "antiguas," 

"violento," "sepulcral," "oscuro" and "acre" (189-90); "rancia" and "pringoso" (160); 

"extrano," "lobregas," "rabiosos," "rotos," "descoloridos" and "malsano" (323). 

These negatively portrayed spaces all correspond to the lower classes, and 

represent the antithesis to the upper class spaces that also appear in these novels. The 

Savolta ^unily lives in a luxurious residential portion of Sarria, a sector fiiU of "casas [...] 

del tipo Uamado «totre», a saber, viviendas de dos o una planta rodeadas de jardui" (La 
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verdad 108). El misterio depicts San Gervasio de Cassoles as a neighborhood of 

mansions and "torres seiioriales rodeadas a su vez de jardines y arboledas (36-37). In this 

same work, X notices the "edificios de pisos de lujo, de ladrillo rojo, grandes ventanales 

y porten'as deslumbrantes" of Pedralbes (75). El laberinto presents an equally striking 

vision of the commercial sector of Tres Torres, with its skyscrapers that symbolize "una 

atorcha del progreso" (163). Laciudad shows how a significant portion of the Eixample 

became lined with "viviendas de lujo" (190), Unacomedia depicts San Gervasio de 

Cassoles as a "zona sembrada de [...] palacetes y casones" (123), and in Sin noticias Q 

marvels at the sight of Pedralbes because of "lo elegante de sus casas, lo recoleto de sus 

calles, lo lozano de su cesped y lo lleno de sus piscinas" (20). Despite the seemingly 

positive renderings of these upper-class spaces, their deliberate comparison with the 

lower-class neighborhoods projects a negative light on the immaculate spaces of the 

wealthy. 

What makes this depiction of class-bound space even more resistant is the fact 

that the most likable protagonists of Mendoza's work possess a high degree of freedom 

from these capitalist notions of space and money. Whether he likes it or not, X has no 

money, no class, and thereby no space—except for the insane asylum—and this is 

precisely one of the main reasons why the reader likes this otherwise pathetic character 

"los lectores querran [...] aprender a retee del mundo como el, y a liberarse de las 

ataduras sociales" (JuUa 137). Conversely, the least positive main character in these 

novels, Carlos PruU^, finds himself most closely bound to his corresponding urban space 
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and fiilly accepts all fringe benefits capitalism has to offer him due to his class (Santos 

107). 

Despite the negative aspects of Barcelona that Mendoza evokes in his 

representational urban spaces, in an ironic way they become subject to capitalist 

conmiodification. bi the first place, with the exception of Una comedia lieera and 

perhaps Laverdad. the dynamic nature of Barcelona's space endows the city with a 

certain attractiveness, notwithstanding the prominent urban problems. X, for example, 

likes the city. He finds life in Barcelona stimulating, fim and even seductive fEl laberinto 

133). Q and Curb also find themselves drawn to the dynamic environment of the Condal 

City. 

Another way that Mendoza's Barcelona verges upon commodification is through 

an unwitting promotion of exquisite areas like Pedralbes, the Paseo de Gracia, Sarria, 

Tres Torres and San Gervasio de Cassoles. While these descriptions constitute a 

criticism of the class-bound spatial segregation of Barcelona when compared to other less 

attractive spaces, they nonetheless paint a splendid picture of these areas of the city. 

Furthermore, Mendoza's explicit treatment of Barcelona calls attention to the city, giving 

Barcelonans occasion to reflect upon their own urban experience, enticing readers from 

all over the world to experience for themselves the intriguing and diversified space 

described in the works, and inciting cultural studies by Hispanist scholars—the present 

study included. 
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Place 

These six novels have a very special relationship to place, partly because of the 

deliberate treatment of space and spatial practices specific to Barcelona. To talk about 

Barcelona's Barrio Chino, for example, has little or nothing to do with the race, ethnicity 

or origins of the sector's inhabitants, bistead the references to this neighborhood 

automatically evoke a long tradition of el hampa (imderworld) dating back for hundreds 

of years. Likewise, the placing of the Savolta factory in Hospitalet recalls the long 

industrial tradition of that area, and the representations of the Eixample make much more 

sense when viewed in light of its history of conflicting Utopian and capitalist origins, bi 

addition to urban geography specific to Barcelona, these works recall historical events 

and figures, culture, myth and popular tradition, which unquestionably links the narration 

to this particular place. Laverdad recreates the intense civic unrest unique to Barcelona 

at the begiiming of the 20"* century, Laciudad relives Barcelona's two World Fairs and 

Primo de Rivera's uprising in Barcelona, and Sin noticias portravs the confusion of Pre-

Olympic Barcelona. 

Some of the novels critically examine the very process of how place has been 

constructed in Barcelona through discursive and material spatial practices. Strategies of 

place marketing were by no means secretive during Barcelona's development, hi 1991 

Pasquall Maragal penned the following: "En sentit estrategic, podriem dir que les ciutats 

son com empreses que competeixen per atreure inversions i residents, venent a canvi 

localitzacions avantatjoses per a la industria, el comerf i tota mena de serveis" (% a 

strategic sense, one could say that cities are like compaies that compete to attract 
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investments and residents, selling advantageous locations for industry, commerce, and all 

kinds of services') (cited in Resina, "Introduction" xi). Out of a genuine desire for the 

betterment of their city, Barcelona's ofGcials often exaggerated certain positive aspects of 

the city and downplayed other less favorable ones, creating and selling an idealized 

image to attract residents and investors. 

Mendoza's Barcelona functions—in most cases—as resistance to the selling of 

place. Take, for example, Mendoza's cynical reconstruction of place in La ciudad. 

Instead of emphasizing the positive image of progress and renovation that Barcelona's 

officials endeavored to sell between 1887 and 1929, the novel focuses more attention on 

the problems that accompanied that developmental period—unemployment, immigration, 

corruption, uncontrolled real estate speculation, urban congestion, insuf^cient services, 

etc.. As previously discussed, Barcelona's urban transformations in La ciudad parallel 

the Olympic preparations of the mid-1980s. Major renovations took place during these 

years in areas like Montjuic, Vail O'Hebron, the Moll de la Fusta, the Diagonal, the ports 

and Poble Nou, and the city government spoke in broad sweeping terms of the 

"Reconstruccion de Barcelona" (Bohigas, Reconstruccion). They trusted that selective 

renovation and aggressive civic boosterism would enable them to effectively market 

Barcelona to the bitemational Olympic Committee and the world. 1986 also corresponds 

with the height of the socialist party's tenure in political power in Barcelona and their 

promises of "Cambio." La ciudad. however, emphasize the selectivity of the urban 

renovations, the spatial segregation along class lines and the basic lack of progress 

toward urban social reform, and thereby exposes the falsity of place construction and 
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marketing as it took place in Barcelona in the 1980s. The novel does not dispute the 

grand scale of operations and the many improvements that were made, but it does raise 

questions concerning the social justness and equity of the urban policies—selective urban 

renovation, zoning concessions to private investors and civic boosterism—carried out by 

Barcelona's ofHcials. 

The publication of El misterio and El laberinto coincides in historic time with a 

significant effort on the part of the Spanish ofRcials to reshape the identity of Spain and 

to portray its cities as hubs of social and political progress, whether they actually were or 

not. In 1979 and 1982 Barcelona was involved in a campaign of urban renewal for which 

they needed to attract private investment, fund the projects of the city council and the 

"lapices de oro," justify a bid for the 1992 Olympic Games, and do their part to convince 

the European Economic Conununity to accept Spain's request for full integration: a 

petition first presented to the EEC in 1977 (Kattan-Ibarra 259). 

While officials marketed an image of progress, Mendoza presents largely negative 

renderings of Barcelona in El misterio and El laberinto. Filth lines many of the streets, 

crime abounds, the police are inept, the poh'ticians underhanded, and social justice 

nonexistent Mendoza highlights the corrupmess of the upper class, the ignorance of the 

lower class, the closed-mindedness of the middle-class and the general lunacy of the 

society that spatially segregates and perpetuates these divisions. These novels emphasize 

the contrast between the offidal portrayal of the Transition in Barcelona—along with the 

expectations of the city's inhabitants—and what really was taking place. Samuel Ammel 

explams: "En Espafia y en especial la Barcelona de la transicion, la corrupcion de la 
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sociedad y la inadecuacion de sus instituciones represivas contrastan con la nueva 

situacion democratica que se desea" (97). In this manner both of these parodic detective 

novels take their place as examples of discursive spatial practices meant to counter 

ofGcial efforts to sell Barcelona as a progressive, modernized and thoroughly democratic 

place. 

Sin noticias de Gurb and Una comedia lipera also resist the selling of place in 

their own way. Sin noticias contrasts the ofiHcial image of Olympic Barcelona with a 

version of the city in utter disarray. Mendoza published Una comedia lipera—in which 

Barcelona suffers from political, social and cultural stasis in the post-Civil War period— 

during a time when the city was perceived as one of the favorite destinations of the 

"European centre-left" for its "modem, efficient, 'cosmopolitan'" qualities (McNeill 1). 

Mendoza's focus on place also has a commodifying effect. La verdad. La ciudad 

and Una comedia lieera. for example, prompt interest in the city's extremely colorful 

past. La ciudad and Sin noticias provoke admiration of the ability of this place to 

repeatedly take on the challenge of the grand spectacle, and not only survive them, but to 

benefit from them. The commercial success of Mendoza's novels also calls attention to 

the conunodified status of these representational urban spaces. All six of these novels 

have sold out numerous editions, which automatically makes them part of the very 

capitalist mechanism that the novels attempt to criticize. Mendoza's success at home and 

abroad contributes to Barcelona's image of cultural sophistication, which is an important 

aspect of Barcelona's place mariceting strategy. 
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The Urbanization of Consciousness and Commodified Resistance 

Mendoza's works originate from and allude to the urbanized consciousness of a 

particular time and place, and thereby become emblems of the collective perception of 

the city and the sweeping changes in the urbanization of consciousness since 1975. They 

criticize how the uneven geographical development of Barcelona becomes perpetuated 

through the five loci of urban consciousness formation—individualism, family, 

community, the State and class. Nevertheless, his representational urban spaces also 

reinforce existing perceptions of the city, which support the very capitalist urban 

processes that the novels otherwise resist. 

The issue of resistance versus commodification regarding Eduardo Mendoza's 

Barcelona emphasizes the complex nature of the urban process and its social 

implications. Eduardo Mendoza's ambiguous portrayals of Barcelona take their place 

among the many disparate visions of the city and call to mind Harvey's interrogative 

motto: "Whose city is it, anyway?" This question reminds us that the urban experience is 

an ongoing process consisting of conflicting spatial practices. Despite the capitalist 

assimilation of Mendoza's discursive attempts to resist capitalistic spatial practices, his 

novels contribute to opening that dialogue concerned with social justice and the urban 

experience. 
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